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Chapter .V

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION:

Background

FORME OF COMPUTATION,

Regrouping and renaming

These terms are used in a restricted sense in this

chapter. Regrouping applies only'to sets and their members.

It indicates essentially a change of grouping. For example,

-we may have one set which has twenty members. and another

which has fourteen members. We may choose to regard, these

as two sets with ten members each -and one set with fourteen

members. Or,. if it suits our convenience,we'may regard-
,

them as three set's with ten-members each and one set with

.four memberS.

Renaming applies'to numbers only. It -indicates a change

From one repreSentation in the decimal system-of numeration

to another representation in the same system.

For example, if we have the numberthree hundred

fifty-four, it may be repreiented as
2

300 + 50 + 4

or we may choose to 'regard it as

_goo -1-- 3.4o + 114.:

Using shorter forms

As children develop techniques for computinr..sums
nt'

and differences, they become skilled in select

appropriate numerals for convenience in coMpUtilt Also,

they become more skillful in sewsing short-cuts they can

use to compute sums or differences of two numbers.

For exaMPle,,at this time.some children o =A .fae learning

to compute the sum of 246,.. and 147 by. using form

7
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246
147

80.

.13

393

t.

200 + 40. 6
ioo 4. 4o .4- 7

Instead of 300 4- 8o 4- 13

Others may be learning to use

. 246
114.7

393

Other children

Individualized.

246"
Instead of '147 .

300

-80

393

-7

may be deVloping even shorter and more

You can expect skill in finding differences to

develtped in a's/mIlar Tow.

Skill is. an individual matter. You dhquld

4iRpose a short form upon a (-411/d, or expect all

to be_usi4;the same computational procedures.

child shaUld be encouraged and -urged to improve

those techniques and skills that he has already

0.

be

not

Children

Yt-each
upon

aChleve'd.

ti



V-1. Adding and subtracting multiples of ten and one hundred

Objective: To-develop skill in adding and subtracting
multiples of ten and one hundred.

Vocabulary- Decimsql numeral.

Suggested Procedure:

44

Ask children to coUnt.by tens to '300 or more. Have
them take turns, with each child saying only three or
four numbers., (Bill: "Ten, twenty, thirty"; Sue:
"Forty, fifty, sixty"; Ed: "Seventy,
etc.).

Repeat, beginning with ten

100. .

eighty, ninety";

but stop the counting at

How many tens is

How"many.tens is

How many tens is

If

117Ow many tens

100-3

110 7.

200,3

we think, of 365 as :and ones,

are theret

emphasis if children have
as 300 .4- 60 4- 5, or

tens, and 5. ones. 4pIf they

This may need consideraplr
been thinking.of 3 5 0

as 3 hundreds,

have difficulty, remind them that each
same as 10 tens, sol 3 hUndreds.is
6 tens,or 36 .tens. :You may wish to

hundred is the

ap, teas plus

have the clas's

'count by tens while you write the numerals on the
chalkboard, and then to the side of each put the numeral
for the number of tens:

41f
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10 = 1 tea

20 ="2 teil

. .

'100 = 10 tens

110 = 11 tens

200 = 20 tens

210 = 21 tens

to

Explain that the usual way of expressing 21 tens (or 2

hundreds, 1 ten, and. 0 ones) is the decimal numeral 210

the Latin i-Yord decem, meaning

ten. In our place alue em, the position of a digit in

the usual f expressing a number shows whether the'digit

refers to ones, tens, or tens of tens, etc. A numeral which

makes use of this place value system is called a decimal nu-

meral.

The word "decimal" comes "f

Pupil's book, page 235: Discuss this rage with the children.
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Thinking about Numbers as Tens and Ones

Mary had 152 stamps. She,tried arranging them in differentiways.

She thought of 152 as:

-r ,

Then she thought of 152 as:-

:-, -

L 00
She wrote 1 hundred 5 tens 2 ones. ' Slie wrote 15 tens 2 ones.

.

Thin of. numbers as to and ones:

Remember: 1 hundred = 10 tens.

18

4

ti

IF tells 6 ones 782 = 7J"tens ()Ties-

?00 = 20 tens e, ones 420. - 42. tens __0 _ones

345 = s.31_teris ,co--nes 700 = 70 tens 0 ones

'27 - __72_tens 7 ones 129 42__ones

04 - 5-60 tens __qones 870 = _17 tens ones

117-* ,Z_Ltens __7 ones- 603 _tens 3 ones

.9 jj'tens o-nes _890 =._83 tens D ones

t 235

1

0
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Review the idea of adding and subtracting multiples of

-ten.

How' many tens is the number 210? .(21. )

'Add 3 tens -to 21 tens. What is their

sum? (24 tens.)

What is the decimal numeral for that number?

.(24p.)'

Eau many tens and ones is 435? (43 tt- tens

and 5 ones.)'

Do c..E. much- of the following orally as possible.

Ask children to tart with 10 and add 30 each time,

taking turns, on t a." time. (101 40, 70, etc.)

Start with 430- and count backward by tens.

Start with '210 and .subtract 20 each time,

the smallest whole number obtainable.

to

'

Start with 26_. and add 10 _eitch time to 200
.. x beyond.

Start with 195 and subtract 10 each time, to the

smallest whole number obtainable. -7

Send. several en to the chalkboard with instructions

to start with a given number and add or subtract

multiple of ten a certain number of times (e.g., start

with 691 and subtract 30 three times; startwIth

329 and add 20 four times). The pupils who ate

at their desks may do the tame exercise using paper

and pencil. If children need to p.se the addition

algorithm, .do not discourage them, but it is hoped

that many will be able to do the work mentRily and

. write- 9nly the results.
0

Have the childreni count by hundreds starting with f

with 142, etc. Have them count - backward by hundreds,

starting 14.th. 798, to the- smallest 341ole number

obtainable. . Send several children to the ch3lakboa.rd

it



to do similar work (e.g., start with 114 and add

200 four times; start with 982, subtract 200
four times). Those pupils who remain at their seats

may do the exercise using paper and pencil.

Be sure the-children realize that when we count by
10 as in 10, 20, 30, 40, etc., these numbers are

known as mUltiples of 10. The same emphasis should

be made for multiples of. 100.

Pupil's book, pages 23.6.-111:

These pages provide practice in adding and subtracting
multiples of ten and multiples of a hundred. It should
be clear to the children that when a mutiple of ten,
is added to a number (no renaming required) the sum

will have the same digits as the first addend except
In the tens place. A similar observation,should be

made when'a multiple of a hundred is added, that is,

the digits in the sum wille the same as the digits

In the first addend e*cept in the-hundreds place..

Pinding Patterns

Generalization depends upon the ability to recognize

similarities in varied situations-and experiences.

.ahildren are not likely to develop this ability if
they are not made aware that similarities exist.

In. this- lesson Children are given the opportunity

to find the patterns:bin number "sequences. It is

probably necessary to help children develop a strategy

for attacking the prdblem.'

Write, on the Chaikboardi'

Tell"the
%

children that - the

if anyone knows'what it is.

12, 160

sequence has a'pattern. Ask-.

Once 20, 214. and 28'
are established as the numbers which are in the sequence,

ask-several children to explain how they arrived at

their answers. A. possible Strategy is:



Adding.a Multiple of Ten

410
6.5

_23 ,+ 30 =

58± 4

-19 -4 40 = S-11

47 + = 5 2:

-66 + 30 -=

25 + 70 =

+ 60 6_

65 + 30 =

55 + 30 = _

63* 26 32
+-30; +2-0 +50
7773, 774

- -35 35 22
+ 20 +40 +70
Y3-

31 33. 78
+40 +40 +20

7,3

47 52 65
+-30 .+-40 +30

47 85 . 43
+ 20 ±10 +50

7 4 s 7/3
68- 74 62

+ 30 - +20 +30

46 24 -57
+70---

+40 -12r30

A
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Subtracting a Multiple of Te

95 95, 99
-10. _20 = o

75 55

88 77 49
'-30 -30

85 . 63
. -20 . -40 -10

-17

47 95 59
-20 -20 . -50
a 7

5-6 74 67
-iD -70 -2b

83
...

97 :

5'3
=60% -40 2 -'40
373 _:?-7 , / - -73

.._

-98 .: -.86. 74-
-70 -6t -50

. _

..

-50 -3k
/ 72.

- 53 --3(k=

46 30 =

.57 10 = 1/7

40 20 =

85 10 E

96

75 10 =.

22 20 =

.r
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Adding -a.Multiple of Ten

So

Add . to each number. Writethe sum.
.

556 ,--- -738 -.1

-7 9-r. 1.41 7

Add 0 to each numbef. Write the sum.',-,5,1

6567 324
3Y)le.

148 437.,
/ 21.

-

111 .

0'3. Add 40 to each number. Write the suin.

320
Ida

730 130 .450
7 /7e

Adding 10

137 + = _/11-22

103 + .10 _zz,2
1.43 '+ 10 = WLS

5. Adding .20

137 + 20
103.+ 20_
7.3,5 + 20 =

1-



Adding Ones, Tens, or Hundreds

+ 20
17

AN.

1413

.Add the number named at the top of each'*Zilumn to :he number named

in the left-hand column: Write each sum.

Add 6- Add 60. Add 600

320 _ ..3-2,_, 3 80 9 20 .

111 . ./ 7 /
332

..___a_y___

__..2J e__ ___.,i52 ___

___Z.Z..______

49.j.2____

432 -sir y f..Z______ /,32___'

Add 2 : Add 20 Adb 2013
,

147

637

713
.

I' f __1_6 7

__.5-j.:___

2-33

_.: c:g__7

-,_ii 13 7-

_. i 2 /3.
,.

1

..

____-31.- _i..s.
____2_i_a5 __ \

..

c

239
p
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SubtrActing a Multiple of Ten or a)-lu-ndred

523 ,t 23
10 -200

323

S30
--20 -80

564
30

738 572
30 -.40

157
30

7:27

'286
-40

11/6

482: 389N;
50 300,'

1747-..3.2 '7,;s3.77

691 , -273..
-300 -100 ,

, :3,77-/ 7-----3

.

-4.00
376
70

214 =

520 200 = 132b
4

820 '300 7 2

754 30 =

938 20 =

630 400 -2 340

.7 50 200 .3\570

310,:- 100 = "..../0

270 -`40 = 230

590 -200 =



Adding and SubtractingOnes; Tees, Hundreds, and Thousands
. ,

Complete each equation. .. ..

1

3+ 4 =
34 + 40. = __Zp

300 + 400 _70.0
3p00 '+ 4000 = jaa.el

4 +
40 1.3 50 = ?e:

400 +. 500 =

4000* 50009 e.

'9 5.
90 513

900 -500 =
9000 5000

8

80 30 =
8004 300 = .c'W!

800.0 3000 a.-520

Sd

I

2 +

20 A-)

200 71-.

2600 +

Ob

= 0

60 =
600. = °=&,00

6000 =, (Fee; I 9.

3 + 5 =
30 + 5.0 =

300 ° +' P
30.00 -+5-000

f

7 3 =
=

7..00 300
70'00 3000' =

8

.243_

6 =
60_=

600 =
6-0.00 2.G a a
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Differences of One, Ten, or One Hundred.

Shoir the difference between the numbers: ,

36 and 46

28 a nd 29

7_ and . 17

92 and 82

47-;and 57'c

14.5. and 135

and 775

:487 anc2986

776 and 766

58 ',and '68

340 and 40
209 and= 21

487 and 477

509 ad 609
301 a nd 311

O

C

100,

100

100

100

"100

-100

10.

100

100

104%

.100

100

100

10

10

N

3.

10--->,

10

10'

1

.24-2
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Adding arid -S ubtrading Multipleof-Ten.and a Hundred

Use either > (greater < (less thari) in each box
to make the sentence true.

40 4- 50-

159 +

33 + 50

90:F 97

18 + 30

556 400

. 25 + -70

+ 200
. a

<

JO 0

2,00

100

- 0

900 _700

200 46 20"

1000

78 30s.

156 40
-

06

100 790 - 80

-400 44 30'

100

20

10

20

421 + 80

600 + 500,

I >I 500 -

-1000

V

24.3

59 40

665
4:4..

432* 50

a

700

20

600

400

417
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On

1 Look at the sequence. Are the numbers getting.

larger or smaller? (Large±'.)*

2) .Sincethe:64Aber areAgftting larger.C6sider,

additicl'as a possibility. (LatertLn -Wag'
a

. school year Tultiplication would also'be.a

possibility.)

) Think about the. first two numbers. In this

case, .what number added. to 4 gives 8? .(4.)

4) Try adding to to each numb

") It NDrk's. The gattern is: Add 4. 4-

Continue with some of the sequences given below:

') 80, 78; 761- 74,

Here the strategy must be Changed.

1) The numr6ers are getting -rrialler Try subtrac't'ion .

2)- Thinking about the first two numbers

3)

suggests subtracting 2.

A. check of the other numbers shows this is

the pattern.,

b) 24, 22, 25, 23,' 26,

Anoth6r change of strategy:

1) Numbers get qmvoler and then larger. ;This

suggests'subtraction then addition.

Thinking about the firA two numbers suggests

_subtracting 2. .

Thinking about the second and third numbers

suggests adding 3._

)A check of the other numbers shows that

subtracting 2 and then adding-.0. is' the

pattern./
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e
.r,

I

ll'e ) 1Q; go, 80, 70; -:-, -1
d) 11, ".." 17, 23, , , --

e) 7, 9, 8, 10, 9, 11, 10, .

tract 1)

80, 75, 77, 72,, 7
5, add 2)

PuPlits book, pages 214. and 215:
WM.

(Subtract 10)

(ida: 6)
ny

tadd. 2, sub-

(subtract

These pages may be worked together or. used for independent
study depending on the ability of the class.

I
t.

.11

4

1419
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Patterns

Find.the pattern.

'WV

1) 2, 4, 8, 10, 12,14; 16; 18, 20 .

What i he'pattern? -_-ea2(

2) 25, 22, 1-9, 16, 13, .10,
-What is the patter's)?

3) 70, 56, 49, 42, 35, 28, 21, 14, 7, 0-
What is the pattern?

4) 9, 18; 27, 36, 45, 54, 63, 72, gl 90

What is the pattern? ,a,r4e

5) 1, 2, 4, 5tr 7, 8,V0, 11, 13, 14, 16, 17
What is the patte'in ?

6) 2, 9, 14, 12, 19, 17, 24, 22,
What is the paltern? add Z

19, 27

7) 10, 8, 13, 11, 16, 14, -19, 17, 22, 10, 25
What is the pattern? g 2fr_4140/3-

8) 79, 83, 76, 80, 63, 67,

What is the p'attern?

244

23



-.More about Patterns

Each list of numbers below has a pattern.

Can you tell whatit

Fi Din the blanks using this pattern.

(a) 210, :230, 250, 270, 2,fa
What is the pattern?

(b) 67, 57, ,47, 37,
What is the pattern?

(c) 606, 636, 666, U., 72
What is the pattern?

(I) 90G, 850, 800, 750, 4wejeo 4.50
What is thepattern?

(e) 253, 353, 453, S:5-1,4A.513
What is the Pattern? __aieLe.-/ea

(f) 782, 762, 742, 72 2,
,What is the pattern?

(g) 347,,-447, 547, __61z,
What is the pattern?

(h) r993, 963, 933, 2203, _c?7,2

_1702,

What is the pattern? _I--17,sc1,/ci,
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V-2. A "Criort forei.renaming once
/

Objective : To develop use of a "Short form" -for

adding -and subtracting, including 41mple

renamdng situations.

To use 'undoing" as a 'check for addition

and subtraction examples.

Vocabulary (No newwordS.).

`Suggested Procedure:

Although children who need to use an expanded form

for addition should not be prohibited fl.-6m continuing

to write (and d-think) 135 = 100 +30 + 5, it is

hoped.that mOst:of the class will acquire the habit

of thinking of 135 as 1 'h dred,. 3 tens, Nand

5 ones, or, when 1 pfU10 as 13,20p-tens and 5

ones, andwillvdispense with the expanded notation.

Addition

Present the foilo'uir.--r:

Laked 8Lp cooties for a cookie sale.

Het I-lend, Jean, baked 6o cookioS.

How wany cookies did the two girls have

to sell?
. . .

When c.Tnil en .have formulated the equation, 8i + 60 .n,

ask how-A2sxly tcn7'and ones there are in 84 and how

-many tens and 2,fies there are in 60.

So to find the sum of 84. and 60, we

add the tens, 8 4- 6 = 14. and the ones,

+ 0 = 4, and firid that we have 14

tens. and 4 ones or 144. We W7.-!4-c

84
+ 60

*144_

AM-



a

ke thliak 8 --tens 6 tens = 14 ten:,,

and
-
4 ones + 0 ones = 4 ones;

14 tens and 4 ones are 144..

But suppose that Jean hadbrokentwo of the cooklei and

so had only 58. Thenour equation would have been

81 +58 = n. If we add the tens first, then the ones,

we have to do a further addition-to rename the ones:

84.

+ 58

130

12

-142

If instead,. we begin with the ones, we cah do the same

work as before,

84:

+58
12

1130
'-; -,24tc.7.*:

-%.142

or use a shorter form such'sz

814.

O

58
114-2,

. Have children look at several ,examples wzd:tten in the

verticgi form to determine whether it wouIdlimbe shorter

to add the ones firtt or whether it does.not make any

difference.

When many numbers less than 100 ,have been used, put

the following on the chalkboard:

t.
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321 32-1 321
+5 +546

800 7 867
6o 6o

800
867 867

and show that the result is the same whether one adds

the hundreds .first or the ones first. Then write:

5114-

277

/the notation .in .the first two, forms -above, and

ask children to tell hoVr they might use a short form

for such an. example Bring- out-the fact that it is

helpful to begin with the ones because the sum of the

ones is greater than 9. Show several examples off. this
-and ask whether it makes a-difference whether

you start with ones,or with hundreds. Then write:

368
+4+1

-Ask whether it would be:more hea,pful st-iirt, with
ones. Show that .the-- sum of the, tens...y-4i be greater ,

thah 9, so that there will have' to be renaming.

Write several examples, using numbers between 100
and 1000 and have children decide if renaming

-will be necessary..

Subtraction.

To show'that looking ahead is subtraction is us

is renaming, write

78
- 8.

7.gte.:7
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and ask whether it is possible to decidlwhether to
nk of 78 as 7 tens and 8, ones or as 6 tens

and- 18 ones. Bring out the fact that knowing
the tans digit .for the number to be subtracted does
not. help in deciding. ,Children need to know the,ones
digit to determine whether to rename. Ir'ihe number!

of ones is_not greater-than 8 -(in this example),
no renaming will be necessary. Give several examples
like the following:

. -
,--- .,- ,

6l .-73.

59

9a
`- 62

26

- 19

.g

1....

-Discuss whether.ornot renaming is necessary in each.
`Then have the children look at the example 135 - 42 =. .

Express in':Ver-tical form and ask if it is better to
think c:0 135 as ; 1 huddred0" 3. -tens, and 5" oned/
or as .13, tens and 5 ones. If the rhildren have
difficulty, write.

100 + 13 tens. 5 ones.

(40 + 2) - ( 4 *tens 2 ones)_

.Place examples like the following on the cha/ktoard:.

298 456

- -19
Ac.

Ask if reneming.is necessary. Discuss] with children

possibility of subtracting theclrundreds first rather

e"

than the ones.

Pupilt s book? pages 2467247:

These pages may be used for independent worls,

a

A
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Addition: genartling Ten Ones as' One Ten

Use the. form whicri is best for you.
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Subtraction: Renaming One Ten as Ten Ones
-so

Use the form that is best for you.

80 -1'47 = 65 28 = 7
-4.

5 2 35

r3 26 = 44 17 '= 86 Z

34 =

ar

/.0

87 29 =

2 47.

38 19 =

6
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1

Continue discussion

To better understand the
,

relationship between addition

addsubtractions the children have been helped to see

that:

(1) If one number -is added. to another (doing,

then,

(2) undoing would be itracting the same.numberi

that was added.

Example: (1) 4- 4. 2 = "6 -(2) 6 2 =

or

(1) If one number is subtracted from another

(doing), then
,

(2) ...undOing would be adding the same numbeli-

that was subtracted..

Example: (1) 6 - 1 = 5 (2) 5 + 1 6

This lesson reviews these ideas and then presents

"undoing" as a check for addition and subtraibtion ID"

...
...examples:. .-/ , - *. ot::. A

.- . ,. ..

This review might-be motivated by.using a problem

situation.

Charles and Pat were playing with their toy. cars..

They wanted to make a. garage. Charles had a set .of
75 red. blocks and Pat had a set of 86 green b oak's

They decided to put their blocks together and a

good-sized. garage. Charles picked up his box of blocks

.andpumped.them with the pile of blocks Pat had on

t116 floor.

If we wanted to make a record of what was

. done, who will tell me what to write on

the chalk.Thoard?

(1) .:86
75

161

are



After the ..boys fini/shed playing, wha.tVouid
Charles have to doi. (Separate the blocks
so he uld. take his blocks home.)
What

(2)

write?'

161
- .75

86 -.

What. did we dO in our first example?
(Added 75 ts .66%4

4.29

In'the second. example, we had to undo what
had been done. How did we do this?
(Subtracted. 75. from 161.)
We can use the idea of ".undoing" to check
our 'work.

.7.
Ask the. children to explain what was done. Be sure
they understand -that if 75 is added to 86, then to
undo..what has been done, 75T,. must subtreeted from

'161: ..
. .

Could. we use this idea of und6ingn to
(Yes.),Check subtrac-4ion examples?

zi( i
Wpuld we use subtraCtion as the chelSitz
(No, addition.)

.

.
Write on the chalkboard

C

96 67

67 96
.

. -

gr

-

a

.,Ask the children to explain. what 'was done. Be sure
they undex4atand that if 29 is subtracted from 960
then to undo what has been. done, 29 must be added
to 67
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1

2

'Give several other such examples in addition and sub-

traction and ask various children to write the

check on the chalkboard.

PUPills book, pages 248.

These pages may be..utedforindependent study. PulDilts book

pages 2507E52: These-pages are for practice. All computations

should be checked.

'and 249

a

a
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Using Doing and Undoing

4;31

Check these examples.

5.4

+29
83

46

+27
73

73

CP

38

+59
97

9.7

g

27 .

+54
. 81.

?/

27
78 .

+16 .

94 7!

66 a
+ 29

95

95

6

54
+38.;

,46

+24
80

go--.
Ati-/

43 28
+47 117 +43

90 73, 71.

71

.2g

248

sf
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Using Doing and Undoing
4-

el'

.Check these examples.- -

.82 53

-29 s +29
53 82

.

42 2S
-17 --/1/

25

74 34
-3.8 1-3
36 7`f

-29
28 ,S7

96

93

28 S.?"

.

s

85

) -26
69 -5-

65

28

37

7
2

41

f- 2 7
14 f

4

77

:28

35
249

7



14-33

Using Doing and Undoing

1Je the form which is best for you. Check your answers.

79 + 86 = 5

I

84 + = _ZY/ 61 + 89 = /S-0

5 + 31 = _Li

115

86 + 87 = 1Z3 54 //

5 +.95 59 + 75 A- J 1.Q,.

0

32+

250



Using Doing and Undoing

Use the form whith is best for you. Check your answers.

e

284 + 395 = '77
-L.

364 + 275 = 63?

r

582 + 377 = ?5-47

473 +435 = 90?

ti

0 250.= o 625 + 284 = 9a y

1
360 + 279 -= to- 3 767 142 = yio

3 7 251



Jsing Doing and Undoing

:ompute. Check your a nswers.

68 -194 7`t

39 356 e383

19 295 =

309 135 7j4 537 283 = S-1

826 472 = 905 653: 23-2.

737 584 A573 606 7 274 =

252



J
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Using Doing and Undoing

Compute. Check your answers.

1482

-25-
158

--93

407

+
7/4-

461 796

+38 . 238
T9c-

561

+.328
f

237 7.09.

-162 +226
7S-

492

-1233
.2 9

3s 253
.
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Using Doing and Undoing

1+37

:ompute. Check your answerl's.
t.

=. 46

+99
98

3'9

178

.

561

-23.3.
g

725

392
333

87

+

81

-27

573

+428

635

4-219
4f.Cif

254
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V-3. Fig the gam-of:tire; numbers

Objective: TO rrriewraddeXtend the use of'ihe

associative 'property of addition for

whole numbers.. I

Vocabulary (No new words.)

Materials: 19 books arranged in stacks of 7, 3,

and 9. respectively.

Suggested Proceduret
4,

Begin with a problem such as: On Monday,,a teacher

brought 7 .books to school for the library. On

Tuesday'she brought 3 books. Abe following day,.

she brought 9 more. How many books did she bring ,.

for. ihelibrary7 I

Have children bring the books, a stack at a time, first

the 7, then the 3, from the back of the roam.

join the second set to the first set. Ask the children

how many members are in the union. Then joln the third

set to the -union of the firsi two sets and identify

the number of members in the union; Record on the

cht91kboard:

-(7 + 3) + 9' =.;19

Replace the books in 'stacks and have the stacks

broUght again.. Thii_time jointhe.set of 9 books

to'the set of 3 books. Identify'the number of

membeis in the union,of,the two sets. Join the

members in the union to the sof. 7 books. Re-'

cordon the chalkboard:

7 -13 + 9) =-15r.

Ask the ohildren which form they.prefer.

(7 + 3), + 9 =19. or ;7 + (3 + 9) =19



Perhaps-the first equation will be chosen but in any
. ease call attention-to the fact that-the sums are the

same. '

Recall- the computat3ve property of addition and illus-

trate throsghIset.manip-ulaion that its us4,1eads to:

other groupings such as:

3 4: 7) + 9 = 19 7 + (9-, 3) . 19,
9-4- (7 + 3) =19 (3 9) -1- Z. = 19.

(Note that the equation. (; -I- 9) + 3 = 19 could. not

13p obtained without using.bOth the associative and

commutatTpropertieS of' addition.)

PrtavideAralpractice in adding '3 .n rfteach.aess
:tiata..

Pupilts book, page 255::-

This page provides additional practice in- adding
. _

three numbers.

439



Computing the Sum of Three. Numbers



loaf

Continue diSCussion.

At this point (after pupils have encountered some or
. .

the difflaulties inherent in columm addition) it' seems

wise to review what has 'been commonly- known as "higher .

decade addition"; I.e.; the addition of a whole number
less' than 10 to a _number between 10 and 100;
-Here we are emphasizing those examples in which the

sum .is not in the same decade as the whole number

betWeen 'lb and 100.

te on the chalkboard.:

6 16 26 36 :14.6

+.5 +5 +5 +5
5S 66 76"

5

7""Ask the children if they knoW-a (3:flick- way of finding .

- the se:m..of 16 and ::5-4,_ -:-?Is and . 5; 36, anti-4, ..6-t5":-..
:-. "in th. 6.1ScusSion-.Eiring:out. the_fact thai if -we-.knoW

-,'6F-1- 5 .'i3., then -Ehe .other sums will -have-.A.

-one 12i pea place ,.and the number of tens will be one."

. -more.

Continue with seirera1-'other such examples.. Try to

ascertain if pupils are airplying.,this principle or if

they are thinking in 'terms of renaming ("carrying").

The desired. end is instant recognitibn of the sum.

Pupil's book, -pages 256-258:

These pages may be, used for practice.

..-

441
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_ Us ing: Basic Facts-
r.

4 , +

14 + 3 =
24 + 3
34 + 3 = Z_

7 .+

17.4- 8,=
27 + 8 s
37- + 8

4 7

14-+ 7 = ..2./
44 + 7 =
34 + 7 =

6 + 9 =
16+ 9 .2

56 + = S-
3.6 + 9

4 +
14 + 8 = .2
44 + 8 =
24 +

25 + 9 _3_
15 + 9 .2

35. +. 9 =

" + =

12 + 6
52.+ 6
22:- + 6: =

48 + 8 = _474_
28 + 8
68 + 8 -__

3 + 9 =
23 +-
63 +. 9 =
1.3 .2.

Find the sums

8

9

5

9

8 7
21

.8 5

8 7

9 6
2S /

6

8

9 7 5

8 .9 7

_5_ 9 6
2 2 .2S i:e

4 5



Using BasiCFacts

5

25 +7
15 + 7 22.

6 +- 8
-36 + 8
16 + 8

2

12

3.2. 9

9 =

8 + 4
28 + 4
18 +.-4

=

.143

6 +
46.+ 7 =
16 + 7 2 3

4 + 5 =
.4 + 5 /-
24 -t. 5 = _22

7 + 9 =
35 +. 8 = 27 + 9 36_
15 + 17 + L

Find the sums.

6 7

7 8

5 +8

3.

23 "

9

24



Revieng Basic Facts a

To the ritimber named in the center, add each number named in the
second ring.
Write their sum in the-outer ring.



c

o 11.

Continue discussion
Ask what the result would be in an example like:

30+ 20 -1- 10

Illustrate on the nuxaber, tha.t -different groupings,,

of 30, -20 . and 10 result in the same sum.
.

30 + (20 + 1.0),

445

I.-

(30 + 20-) +.10Give further Vra.ctice using multiples of teri.

How write 32 + 41 + "23 =- on the chalkboard...
Have childr write equations with parentheses to
illustrate fferent ways of grouping these three

numbers. me children may show their work in the
following way:

41.

(32 + 235 + 41 = 96

32 55
+ 23

55 I 96

Ask if anyone' can. suggest a shorter way.

Various forms may be suggested by the children such.

- as:

41.

32. 3 tens 2 ones 32.= 30 +
41 = .4 tens '1 one = 40 + 1

23 ..= 2 tens 3 ones-- 23 = 20 + 3
9 tens 6 ones' 90 + 6 96

Shorter r 'forms that may be suggested'



32 .

'13-1

23
6 .

90
96

.

.

Help,- children realite that for any or tuese forms,.
. .

tne grouping:of the numbers will.not. affect the sum.
Pupil=s book) page -259:

This .page provides practice in finding :the sum of
three' numbers without renaming Ones.
If the class seems to have little difficulty this..
sort- of addition., show an example.: like:

\ .24

s.

extends the 1 of finding the sum of three
numbers where renaming the s is ,necessary.)

You may to use this -form firSt:
20 +

35 = 3o +
to
6o. + 3_4 = 7o _+ = 74-

This algorithm may be helpful to some of the class:
24- 274-

35 -. 35
or . 15 '

60

71.1-



Computing the Sum-of iliree Number's
.

447

If you have to use a longer form, write these examples on another paper..

36 45. 16 45
.

21
T

2.4 72 .12

32 30 11 32

84 . .26 43. 73
10 .43 12. - 5

I .

_5 30 44 21

4 "' 51., . 66. .34
63 2-6 10 _2.1.

22 12. 23 44
79 . 19 ?? 99
25 13 67 35
42- 64 12 13.-
32 -22 20 41
q41 99` .7
73 12 -24 -

15 54 2?
11 32 33
if ,_ 79

s
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Computing the S uM of Three Numbers

11

et. 7

-68 46 37

18
.

..
18( 16 .88

/2 *- II- 2 -4 fa
ill-c -133 /5-2\ Jeff ..

i
-17 25 59 14

48 .59 . 98 99

9 89 82 40
/3-3

67 564 45 32.

4? 29 98 99,
_ 68 89- .79 88
/gt2 /74

13 84 39

99 97 75 96

75 96 77
/ S7 '177 / 9,3 2..3



V -4. Adding, with renaming' more
_

once

.Objective: ..To extend the use a short form to
.

situations that require more tl'vere _647
.renaming--

Vocabulary: (No new words .)

Suggested' Procedure:

-on the rImilcboald write' + #5 = Work the
example in the form- below and-ask ,glaildzre-n if they will
need to rename the ones? (Ye.) The_ taxis.? (Yes. )

400 + 90 .

.400 50 + 3
800 -4- 14.0 + 11 = (800- + 100)

=. 951

Beside this comptrtation,- show the- same-.examp3.e in
this form:,

; I
498--
45J
11 (sum of 8 - ories and 3 ones)

140 (sum of 9 tens and 5. tens)
800' (sum-of .4. hundredi and 4. hundreds )''

40 4- 10) +.1

'VW

951
"ZPI

Show that with- these,- forms, it does not matter. whether
the adding of the- ones is done first or last.. Next,
write the example again.-

498
+ 53

Ask a child to explain hciw. tp compirtation'.1sdane
using .. shorter form, such as



r. 498
453
951.

.
Ask him wby helpful to 'begin by sleeting the
ones.

11 Present the 236+ 669 = and write the
form used for computing... Ask .'the children 'if' the. ones
will have td. be renamed. (Yet.). Point out that
does not. aPpear that the ten.s.'w13.1 have to be renaMeti.
since - 3 tens + 6 - tens. = 9 tens. Use the expanded
forM

200 4- 30 + 6
600 6o + 9
Boo + 90 +

Ask how children. wcfuld add 90 and 4.5-7.7-r st that'.
rthis is 90.-4- (Id+ 5) or .00 + 10) + 5 100

7

So, 800 +. 100 5 = 905. -wag; it .necessary. to rename
tens as one hundred? (Yes.)

Re-write the example in this- *kyr:,

.{1

236
+669.

- 35

9O
800

9°5

Then ask if someone can show; a. dhorter T-ormo

. .

/IL

236
+ 669

-.4)9c5

o .

1.

sUc4 as.



Havechildren work.gilL following ex!umpleg at the
chalkboard, using whichever method they prefer:.

357 546
:OP

729 171 =

11-15 -I- 287.
698 223 =

562 + 389 .=

Ibis work may be extended forrazre able pupils to
inclUde the addition of numbers greater thin.' 1000.

Ekvilts boLk '. pages 262-269

These pages provide opportunity for individual practice.

Pupil's ic pages 270-271

These pages may "bteued
from such practice. -

. - .

dretriTiho will profit
ILZ-.

The dross-Ner Pizzzles Papilt s. book. 272-72.11,
may be_ done by alk children -

.01

453



Computing Sums

Find the sum of. 497 and 353. Use the form whidi is best for you.

400 + 90 -1.7
300 +' 50+ 3-
700 + 140 + .10 850

5

497 497
+353 353

10 850.
5 140

7-00
850.

587 + 7267 = 1,c.t 338 + '379 = 468 85 =S53

587
-267

338
379 -,.. .r*

468
85

287 +.486 ° 65,+ .29 =: 4 7 + 3:7% =

287
486

653 < 447
298 379

526 298 = T_2_1

526
298

437 + 78 =

437
.78-

383 II- 594

383
598
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Computing. Suits,

64 + 89 =

964
89

178 + 785 = .3
178 _

785

157 + 388. ill
457
388

654.
29-7

586. +'37S=

586
378

64 579 =

26'4
579

736 + 197 =



456

Computing Sums

736 197 =

586 '278

th.

178 + 785 9.13





Computing Surnt

148 727
+594 +688
7.`f2 /105-

546
+356
'74°2

225
+599

676
+279yss

388
4-167
6.51S

368
+599
777-

.479
+187
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Computing Sums

346
+475
12 /

347
-+ 453

457'

349
+499
7$

561
+299
166

a

492
+369

389.
+148

344
+297
6Y/

d.

267

476
+224
7.6 0



Computing Sums

(f. 638 + 393 -
(2) 859 + 584 -

(3) 747 + 679 a 1 _y2z.
(4) 635. + 779 _ivy
(5) 235 + 898 J/33
(6) .999 + 341

(7)- 766 398 jfJ
(8) 726 + 775 =

19) 984 + 16

(10) 585 +

_./P0

656 /2y/
(11)_ 737+ 287 -.4.11_2._11

(12) 539 +- 898 -Lidy
-(13) 632 + 989 - /42/

(14) 726 + 787 =

(15). 31.5 + 697

(16) 834 f 476

(17) 347 + 653

18) 234 +.277

(19) 564 + 236

(20) 298 +.345

(21)- 325 + 297

i3J22

je)

(22) 248 + 398 . q6

(23). 576 -2-97 = _173

(24)- 469 + 331 = got)

(25) 345 287

(26) 573 198. =

(27) 455 + 555 = 101 D

(28) 423 +- 298, =

(29) 827.+ 173 = food/

(301 -769 199.`= 194,



Order Relations

Use the symbol tlesS.than) or > (gre

35 IN 100

485- + 314 Ri 800

21 :1000

ig 200

'100

500 :4- .600

+ 97

.54 4- 55

300 + 263

499 + 99

54 + 26

500

600 .

70

43-7 -1000
a

160 + 395- Sob

500

555' 461 1000

67 Ill 100

297 4 312 600

200

200 + 341

37. +.

144 + 50

269

ter than).

:j

4



Computing Syms

6483
+1279
7 762,

3327
+6599

1.124

2448
+46.9
1917

if,88 .4479
+2285 +5396 7--

?.5"r7 S. 7

7248 1532
+2476 + 6289

97-2", 7:2/

3446 3584.
+ 6377 + 4278
7223 77/T2

270



Computing Sums

278 385 446
'434 287 - _ 337
276 -- 153 = 144

72.3- 9 27

f.

166
39.9:
415

372 b
5.84

21

777

343 666 74-7
167 118 89
472 75 155

iS1 ,7i

456 . .247 483 578
125 198 -257 65
397 457 169. .265.

/ "77 7ag

271

17.
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A Cross -Number Puzzle

O 3 .
-.
7..

,
Ifr

.

.

.

,

'..

..:

-M.! ...;

::::%:::;.;

c'..li;;..'"

.

{--".."..:::::;;-..1.410,

7::
.

* ;4N. 7,
:7;:-.

:;:.:;t:. .

t .411.

1
41

,..;:.
, .140

0.
ar1115....

t.. r ..,.:.
....

Across

L Three hundred eighty-five
4. Another way to write

500 + + 9

7. 1 more th n 3 tens and
10 ones.

8. 8+8+8+ 2
10. (60 + 3)1 3 + 3

U. 46 hundreds and 17 ones

13. 31 -10

14.. 9 + 9 + 9

630 600

0

a

17: is 12-more than 70.

19. 3000°+ 500 +60 + 9

23, 539 tens + 19 ones

24. Months in a gear

25. 26.- 9

Down

1. 34 tens

< 82
5. 556 520

6. Largest number less than
1000.



Down

8. 2 tens and 6 ones.,
A L 33 + 28".

h. Four thousand One hundred three
12. 4289, 5289 6289,

13... 1. ten and 13 ones
15.- 720. tqu4ls how many tens?
18. 3 fives
2(k 70 19

.lesitens and 12. orte'

22. 7, 12, 17, 22,

273.

O

4

11%

P

'Mb
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it

Subtracting with renaming more-.thart'1047 '.

Objec-eive: To extend Use of a short f.orm to. sub-,

traction situations requiring more than .

one' renaming.

4. Vocabulary: (No new words.)

SuggeitedProcedure-

Write orr-the chalkboard 963 - and below

.write the eXamPl.e In a ftiim. for computing. Show0.
use of the expanded form when only one renaming is

wcomplished- at a time:

900 6o + 3 900 + 5o -13 -800 15p 13
-E11oo io 4: 8.) _(4.00 + 70- -1- 8) -(400 + 70 8)

11.00 + 8o 5 . 485

Ask whether it. migF not haii'e been possible to acCo7
40,

.plish the renaming in. fewer steps .7
a

Now:: suggest that 963 be thought of as 9 hundreds,
-6 tens and 3- ones, and write:

k
--ar963 . . 9

_
hundredS 6 tens 3- ones

.
- 478 f. - l hundreds -7 tens 8 ones. .7.,... ..-E,P.4......

4 .....)

Show that the renaming-can. be written- the following

wrzr' saying,

g Wei win. have to

r.

rename 3. ten as 10

obes. Let I s do that and write:
5, -

9_,.hundreds./6 ones

- hundreds: 7 tens 8 ones

We will have to rename --one of the h

as 16 tens. We. wt.-I:Veil'

8 l if."... . 13 ttit'
.

...: .
11 hUndreds / _tens :at ones

11. Irmareas 7 tens 8 one



Begin the subtractixm at the ,fines place,: and write the
- -answer-as . 4 -.hundreds, 8 tens, 5 ones below the

., .line. Ask a child what the decimal numeral -is, and
write 485. Ask whether it was necessary to .have thevi .. ..
words "hundreds, tens, ones written. down in order

.

.to` .rem-mber ..what we were doing. .

Show the use of the short-=-form,band.- point out the fact
...

that it is -not. necessary' to do all the. reru3min.gs before
-u ...-

starting to .comi:...ute. Rather, renaming may be done one
column-;_at _a. time. as n.eeded.

.- 'AC*
...3

.5 .13 2 - 1"
..

963 9$i . 44A.
.

.

,..

.
.

-
.,..3.,

. - 478 - 478 -'24-78

If.chiliren are able to rename mentally, without -3

`.'reminder" numerals, they should. be encouraged. to do
so; on the other band, the "helps." should not be
actively discouraged and children who still need to
use'. the expanded..,fOrm should. feel free. to continue .o

_do so.
_ts

*It\Ask children,to_look at the:.exaMpIe:

786_

S

It is easy to see that. renaming_ one .ten s .10 "ones

will be necessary, but Sit tales _more oresight than.
is to be expected. of mart children o anticipate the.

need. for renaming one -hundred as 10 , tens. Therefor
ask _that the ei-panded form be, used.

Show that renaming a hundred. as 10 tens is -necessary,

where it did. not appear to .be at the beginning-.

600.+ 170 1-

(30o BD -4-- 2)
-.300 + 90



short form, 'and show-that again, beg-trirtirig-at
it is not necessary- to .do the renaming 1.

_

Use other examples . Have ,,a - child rewrite the example.
in .vertical. fOrm'and.-chov hogi; to use the expanded form

. to obtain the answer.. : HaVe another child use the short
form.

Pupil's boOk, pages 274-276:

These pages may be used for independent work.



1469

.

ComputinilDifferences

, 532
-7275
- 2-S7

983
271

816
-.387

2

6.14
-389

.721 .

-289 -263

V45
467

4-77'

736
49

Irf7



o puting Differerices

254
18-9

334
167
/67

622
235

513
-286
2 27

324
58

461
378
C3

671
298



651 - 28

69 '51.4 395

'Y

82

745. - 479



Continue :discussion

Since subiiacting from ntmibers such as 400,. 4000,

302, e+.6-. -May :involve a 'different type_
for efficient renaming, these kinds of exaiapled. are

-given special .attenbitn.
W h i l e it IS- tz;ae that. 400 -- 268.

using thi-s Short. form,

only one renaining is. necessary

of as, -40 -tens.

In the example above., one of the... ,-hens

renamed ;10 ones. The expanded form wool

390±'3.0

(260 8)

130+ 2 132

Necessarily, then, the lesson should., begin with a
-review of nUmber-s as tens and ones.

Jae) tens 2 ones
.400 = 41E0 tens d ones

208 = ,240 tens tr. ones

Follow these .types of renathings

'00 = 119. tens 10' ones
606 ens 164 one's'

"goo = 6 if tens 10 oneri.

408 T. -01263



Then write: 300 - 15? on the chall!-boa.rd. Ask the
children to cominte the cliffe ce. A possibleform is:

+ 90 + .
'

300 .;:s

.152 2
suggt that both reran ea could be accomplis4ed by
thinking or 300 as 30 tens See it.the cbildren
can shOw the renaming of 7..306 as 290 + 10.
no: ones can -do this; re write -the

If we think of .*".)0 as 30 tens, -then'
we can rename -300 as tens' 10- :.enes..
What is the numeral .for 29 teris7 (290.)
Then cOuldnIt we rename 300 as- 290 ,.4-'10?.
(-Yes.)

In expanded- form the example would
like this:

290+10+
-(15o 2)

140+ 8- = 148

Can anyone show us a shorter form?
Ore

152
14.8

Several;atber examples olf the same type*:should be
computed using the new forms.

Pupil's book, -pages 277-280:

These pages may be used for practice.
.ir- . .

look



Using Renaming with

1) 400 = 40 tens
tens 10 pnes
+ /o

_4) 700 =

700=

7D tens
9 tens 10 ones

tens
.tens 0 ones

/e?

900 =

900- = es79 tens 10 ones
900 - egdoir._+ =i4

tenS.

700
2 9 7

gba
-256

7



1+75

Computing Differeiices

305
68
37

900
-321
_s79

864-
-475

"4



1176".

Computing Differences

7. 7 79



V

.6.3 r ^ r



4-76

:>
_ .

gontinue s cus sion. (optional)

A sitallar. procedure may be used. with examples such
as: 8000 - 2765. - For efficient renaming;

-think of -8 thousand- a.s 800 tens . Then ;rename
. 800 tens as 799 tens 10 ones .;' Both the ex7,

pa.ndqd and abort forms are g-lv.en below. .

80C16 = '799047 10
2765 L.:(2760*-4- 5)

5'230 5 = 523 5 L. 52.35

2765''

Begin the' clis .ii.on with the children by reviewing

-these.kinds of renamin s
. .

tens
.5000 --, tens

II .

2000 = -4 tens

2000 = tens 10 ones

7000 = tens 10 ones

9008 = tens 18 ones

etc

, ,Follow 'elie same .type:Of..proced.Upe .as -wtis sUggested on. .a. -z.. -,
....- r pages 2-7214-73 making the..n.ecessax;y a.daptations.for

..
..-.

. _

...1,-
, Z

- dealing-.'w-lt-h- ands rather" -Limn hundreds.
- .0. 'Y

,-,,r__. . ha

... Ru. -pilts.-boak,lvages 281-285:

These` pages provide revie>31\ that sect,ion-/. - .5 . It
f 0t . ,...

. ... .
.

. .

Pu-p-11'.s b,003s.,r pages 286 -3]J (Optional) .Pages 286-289 a_gford
interesting practice in computing sums.- . 'Panes. 20.-296. lead-r
more able pupils t4 experiment with sta.btractiOn gj cpmple-,

'mentation.

Pszpilts book,' pages- 297.7314. Th sets- cif- problerncUltiy. be
other ,Lessons

- _

Mr

to prx)vz.cle practice i
o ,

-c



,

Wing Renaming with Subtrtion

1) 7000 = 70 0 tens
7000 = 9 9 tens 10 .ones

6990 + 10

2) 500G= tens

50O0 =P 9'.9 -tens 10 -ones
5000 - 1-f H 90 +

'7000
-2689

4311

5100
-1234
I 7 g&,.

3) 2002 = 0 0 _tens- 2 'ones 2002

'2002 = -/ 9 q tens 12 cries 1679 :

-=.323
- OW .= if d>"-10 _ + /2_
# )). ,

6008 tens - ones'

6008 tens 18, ones

-60G8 = . -5-9490 -+
,+1

51 _4010 = / -tens ones \_.,
4010: 4/ boo terisA. 10 ones

4010 == goon /D

6) 9075 = 41407 'tens ones

9075/= 9a 6 tens. 15 ones.,

Th

6008
2659

V9_

4010
-2605
g-075-

9075
2066

-770:15,



Computing Differences

6400
-2209

. . 2008 .1
-2439

7034
-41027

007

b481
-2276
_337,5"

l

N.

7041

sno t>2.

IOW

6005-
-189e
FreT9

9800
-27091

70?!

a

3980
.1777_
220_3

O

282 .



4ai

Cortiputing Differhkes-

5721
-2317
:3 *1(Y

8407
-2308

07

ow-

5776
-2149
.427

-!-:-.-:.:.

...- - _ , t.

'.. .
-7"

- '`. .:



Computing Differences

9445'
-6258
J-/,.7

7814
-3675
.1793-/

5

r

-4

1

J

8652
-5381

3268
1752
/54_ 4

7624
.-3378
ifaY6

.816
749

z,00
. lb

3-730
-2.395
/13,35-

01

. -

, .

. .

-Or



Computing Differences

'
48 3 -

4.6323
- .1278.

46401
-2389

4727
3193

8254
-2128'
Z7.-1-:e

6845
237.6

7641
-2238

4.

4302-
2164
r173-8

5728

1/S6-

285



tr Road maps

Here is
*

a road ma . The numbers on the roads show disjances in miles.

Which is the shorter route from Bedford to York? Via Westport or over

the pass?

Here is another road m.-

MORRIS

DANVI LLE

EDGERTON

FRANKLIN

What is the shortest route from hior6risIo Edgerton?



What.

45
How many (014tv, aye there fral;11 A to f?
A BCEr &1st

II
Ile,ottiers.

Did you che0 8/11:41hiese in

t Here it roOP..tit -city With so rielbY to;kils old.othe air, rt. The

number5 bf"'°14 ilkow Iorig t4'. minutes to owe frorti place to

o fl d wh ich one is 5

01

another,

-



I.

5._ Here is a chart showing the distances by rect road batch en towns

A, C, D. Fore temple, the distance between A and:B is

3Q. miles. No numb Was put In the .A,- D sgivare because there is

direct, road from A to D.

Find the shortest route from A to D. A 8-z) G z
Can you draw a map to help you? Here areihe towns A, B, C, D:

1

A"

B

0

o kat o

30 0
60
20 40

60 20 0 lo
40 .10

r- The roaa-from A to cannot be straight. Why



Here is a more complicated. map. There are 14 ways to get_fro
F. Can you find the shortest way without looking avail 14 ways

stparately? The qestiorts below will help you,.

44137-'.

A to

'

(1) How far is it from A

( How is it from A
an _Or to question 1

-(3) How far is it from A

to C by the shortest route?,,136.02,_
1

to D by the shortest mute? (Your

to E -bythe shortest route?

will help you.)

answers to questions 1 and 2. will help you.)
(Yo*

(4) How far is it from A to F by the shortest route? (Your

ariswers.to que0ions- L and 3 will help you. )



4(5.4btractions by;Complemeritati6

.

, ,
Iiithese problems-.we are going tonplailtritti equations a -little bit .arid then,

using equatiori, we will firikFa new way_to-da :subtract-1an:
:.--

Is this equation correct?,

Now we add the same number tO both, sidei:

7.+ 8 + 4 = 9 + 6 + 4

Is the equation still correct?

Is this equation correct-?

12 + 7 = 10 9

Now we subtract the same number from both sides:r

12 +.7 8 10 71: 9, 8

_Is thg*equation stilt cirrect

a

If yOu add the same number'to h. sides of a correct equation,

the equation remains correct.

If you subtract the same, number fi-om bath. sides of a correct equation,

the equation,remains correct.

71,



A

Let's heck these rules With- some more examples. Dolfie arithmetic
on each ,Cif the equatiOn.and put the answer in the blank low.

Are the two sides the same? Now add 9. to both side

8-j- 3 9= 15 -4+,9

20 = .20 CO .

Are the two sides-still the same? Now try these:

12 + 16 13 + 15

c2?
7 to both sides:

12 + 16 -F 7 = 13 + 74- 15

3S = 3 c .

.

Notice wherewe pulthe 7 on-the right side. Does it make any

difference .where we put it?
v

Now try. these:

..

10± 7

-20 =

Subtract 3 frorr'i both sides:

.20

10 + 10 3 = 13 3 + 7

. /7 =
291 4.



,
.

Subtract 100 fronf both sides:

1 3 7 1 0 0- 1 8 = 1 0 0- 1 0 0 + 19

if
4. Which of thesq,equatiori are correct? Use the rules you learned in

problems 1 and 2 above.

9+ 8
9+, 8'+ 372.7-17 +

'14 17 +

-9 *523 + 8 a 523

1'47

. .



.."

The norntiers you Ilaire,jusi:written are called the nine's complements

of 1; 2, .3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. "Complement" is a word you will-
. be 'seeing in mathematics. It means "the piece left over''. We call

2 the nine,,s complement of 7, because 2 is the "piece!. lett over

-after you subtract -7 from 9. he word "complemeni" is related

the word "complete." It hs hing to d ith icopplirnent":
What does aompliMent mean?

Do these Subtractions:

--7 -38:4
-a

999:
-506,
9-57.1

9999
-2914-
7773-

If you know "the nine's comple ts,?subtracting numbers.from
oq,

or 99- 999, etc./0 is easy. -Tell here how to do it:
a

*



tk. 492

9`+ 1 -4-'/40

1 jpi
Are these,equations correct?

1000- _478= 9,99+ 1' -478

1000 478 - 9.94 478 ± 1

999 +

99994'

990 3?8

1 +999 -328.-

i 1000 ---328==

100[1 -.470 -
1&0*- 1 6 5 - 3

Y

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0: 4 6 7 1 0 2 3 = 3- 3 g 2477 .-

, . . .
_ . . ,..

If you kVow the., complements, subtracting minitieeg4rom 10, ,,. 7 .

-or 100 or 1000, etc., is easy. Jell hdre how to do-it. .--r'.
. 41"

how
, :....

I ubtractihg 10, 100,

- Do these.:

000, etc. friim other niimibers is easy? too.'

184 100 =

14361t-..1000
0-

ow *
,



IL Is this equatio correct? .

723 723 489 + 1000 1000.

Letts cbrange,A order of the terms on the right
4%

7 725 489 a 1000 -.4894 723 1000

Is the equation still correct?

493

Now we will use this equation to help us_to d the-subtraction

723 489

.

at

Let's do the right side of the equation:

1000 489 = 57/
1000 489 + 723= / f_g

::489 -v3 -.23

Now do.the stibtraction the-usual wa

. 723
489.

Did You. get the sner'answer?,

. a:'

e

1.

.

5 .



12. Here are two ways to do-.this subtradion:

- Old way:

523 -297_

DO 0 7 297 = 7613

Add 523 to what you just-got / 2 2C
Subtract 1000 from what you just got 2 2 to .

523
297

Did you get the same answer?

13. Do these subtractions:

New way:

1000 387 = 6/3 615

Add 615: /222' 387

Subtract 1000: 2 2.

Old way:

1000 195 = 263

Add 263: /a -195

Subtract 1000:

Explain why the new way works.

a
1



Set 4.
,olving 'Problems

/rite an equation and an answer sentence.

495

During a lesson about Indians, Kevin lea'rned that one chief
lived to be. 94 years old. He thought that in 85 years he would
be that old. What is Kevin's age now?

... 'Said - .41110.e...0C

'Julie's family went on a boat trip. They traveled 68 miles to an
and 75 miles back to the harbor.. How many miles did

they travel during the whole trip?

)4_3 st

A basketball was-on sale for 790.1 Some children wanted to'buy it.
They had 9 5 i t. How--much money would they have' left after

buying the ball?



Mr. Ford .hat' 32 pills in his medicine bottle. If Ile had
.

4a pills when he bought the medicine; how.many pills

has he used so far? dr:

. f. .
,

i''''`'` -1.t

. There were I/57-boys on the playgeound. 4.7" of thern ivefe.

()laying on the equipment. _HoW pany boys:were doing some-

:thing else?
a

kir

Susan needs 97 cents to buy a doll. 5he7has 3b, cents.;

How much more -money does she need?

4

J.



1.97

Set 5
Solving Problems

Write-an equation and an answer sentence.

,

1. Jack's small turtle is 26 y ars old. His large turtle
is 65 years old. How much er is the large turtle?

.

Azz-pre..ozde

2. Saturday Mary went to visit her cousin. She went. 183

miles on the train. She rode 32 miles from the train

station to her cousin's house. How far did, Mary ride-on

her way to her couSin's house?

ts-

Last year Mary went on a 675-mile trip. How much further

did she travel la ear than she did on the trip to her

cousin's house?

O



4. Mr. Smith had W-3 bricks to make a walk. He had 28

left when the wallewas finished. How-inany bricks did

he use?

5. Sally counted her steps to school. She went 73 steps to

the corner and 28 more to the school.yard. How many

steps-Aid she take from her house to the school yard?

1
tl

300



Set .6

So lying Problems

Write an equation and complete 'the'a-nswer sentence fo'r each problem:

1. During the annual Campfire
Girls' candy sale, Mary's team
sold 232 boxes of mints.. Sue's
team sold 472 boxes of mints.
Find the total number of boxes°
sold by the teams of the two
girls.

They sold 7G# boxes.

John is 55 inches tall.
His father is 74 inches tall.
How many inches must John
grow to be as. tall as his
father?

John must grow
inches.

.301

.99

gifts were collected.

Sue has -$25 to buy a
bicycle. The bicycle costs
$42. How much more money
must she save?

Sue must save / 7

The pupils of Oak Schoovir
collected gifts. for other
-children at unristmas.. They
collected 133 books and- 316
toys. How many gifts were
collected?

-5



5. A high school sVidium has
700 eats. 46211ickets have
been sold for a game. How
many tickets are left?

23g tickets ireleft.

A bear in a zoo weighs 746
pounds. A seal weighs
572 pounds. How much less
does the seal weigh than the
bear?

The seal weighs /7,/
pounds less than the bear. .

7. _Billy has 48 marbles.: Tom has 52. How many more'_

marbles does Tom have than Billy? .does
O

- 4 mike marbles than Billy.-

& -Write the eQuation and the answer sentence.
).

1

. ry

Jimmy had. 267 ;. toy cars. If he_gave away 82 cars, .

show manycars would he have then?

,Gfr1.W.64 g-

fa02

qo

r



- Set 7
Solving Problems

Write an equation and the answer sentence.

1. Miss Lane has 200 erasers. She has 34 children in her
class. If she gives one eraser to each child in her class,

how many erasers does she still have?

_dte.:1144042/ / ..19-1-c2Adr."--41....--',

The third and fourth. grades were going on a field trip.. There

were 113 children in all. There were 57 children in the
fourth grade classes. How many children were in the third
grade classes?

3. Mr. Williamson needs 100 gallons of paint to paint his

motel. He has -11 gallons. How many more gallons does

he near?

41/

303 10

r

4 :

t



Michael has 750. He 43 nted to buy a book for, 90c.

How much more <money does he need?

5. During the Wheeler family's first trip they wrote 77 post'

cards. On their next trip they wrote 39 postcards. How
A

many post cards did they write on both trips?.

726,4,0,er---T,-1/

There were 23 appl in _a basket. Eighteen of the

- apples wet eaten. ow many apples were still- left in

the basket?

I

.



Set 8
Write an equation and complete-the answer sentence.

There'are 298 children in sch-Oo . If 176 of them are girls,
how many of them are boys?

There are 72- 2 -64s.

503

.

2. Nan has 13 dolls. Polly has 17 dolls.. Beati-ice has 9
dolls.low many dolls do the have.?

The girls have dolls.

One day there were 98 boats on the river. The next day,
after a storm, there were only 37. How-niany boats were missing .

on the second day?

boats-were missing.

4. Thirty-one children were invited to Mary's birthday party.
Twenty -six came. How many childr:en did not come?

4e.

children did not come.

305 I C

r



504
'

A museum had 372 pictureS.s Some were stolen.. If 297
1

pictures were left, how many were stolen?

75Pr pictures were stolen.

6. 1 n the library there were 213 books. Some new books were

given to the library. Thin the library had 300 books. How
many books were giveh to the library?

g books were given to the library.

7. 'There were 230 animals in the zoo. One hundred seventy-five

of them were dangerous. How many of them were not?

.5`..:5" an were not dangerous.

One hundred seventy-two rockets had been sent off. Then

111 more were sent off. How many rockets were fired?

8.3 rockets were fired.

304



Set 9

Solving Problems
e

rite an equation and an answer sentence.
A

1. The corner drug store had 987 ball-pbint pens in stock.
They sold 14 of them. How many do they have now?

Mrs. Foster had a lot with 5110 peach trees: She bought
another lot with 230 more peach trees. Hoii many peach

'trees does she have now?

1 The: Lincoln School has a total of 957 children. If 28

of them are In Mrs. Hoff's class, howmany are in thp
rest of the schbol?-

505

>



Claudia is collecting stairiOs. Stre has .969 stamps,in a

a. =Of these,. 702 are not Atterican stamps. How many of
-.

them are AmeriCan stamps?

-

Alfred is reading a book that has 234 pages: He has to

;read another .416_pages before he finishes the book. How

many pages has he read? .

.1

6. Girl Scout Troop 66 sold- 596 . boxes of cookies. Troop 72

sold only 339 boxes. How many boxes did both of the

troops sell?

41.

!P"

109



The-Aoys coll6ded 436 you -nds of paper- schoOl

paper -drive.
.

-The girls collected' 509 Pourv:,., -How many

pounds of paper did the boysiand colleci?.
_ .

e`

I -

John went to the store with 45 cents., He bought a ball

for 33 cents. How much money.did he have then?

/..2.

9. Carol put. 15 candle\on Mother's cake. Mother laughed

and said, "Carol, yo know I am forty-three years old! "

How many more cca-nt les should be on Mother's Cake?.

4f .



508

-
_ -
Solving. Problems

:LX4 ti

. Use your own paper. First, writ -the-nuMber of the_problem. Next,

,z-write an equation. Last, 'Write:a seriteriter.whictiiellS
-
the,answer to

the problem.
%,- 0,1,:

1. The 14 Brownies of-Mrs.1_4e's r. inv,ited the 18 Brownies.
-

of Mrs. Websters,group to go on a picnic with them. How many

Brownies would begoing to the prcnic- if tretyone could go?
3.2 et-o-r---Pc;c--e-a-z-e.t.--0-

40' ,

2.: - Sixteen b_bys from the Center Schoorare in'the'Little League

baseball team. 'Twenty-three boys trom_the West School are;-
members. How many more boys kom-the VATesf SChool than the

Center School are members of the Little..leagiue ?T

O

If 535 cartons-Similk were bought by the school tunchrooM

on Monday, and 458 cartons were bought on Tuesday, how

many were bought both days? ,9 93
"F-pt

If 415, if these cartons were chocolate milk,, how man were .

regular milk? 577,f'

;.
Barbara has a-collects n Pennybuttons. Pey brings' he4011ection of

\
180 ktittons over to Barbara's house. The girls count the buttons and

find there are . 321 together. "Oh," said-Barbara, "I forgot
to count mine! " How many buttons did Barbara have?

/Alf
_



Solving Problems-

a

et 11
7

- .

n.

v... ',c.f..... -Pr' /
7,t,"

-

A Visit to the Airport

Follow the drections'for Set 4,10.

1. Paula and John went to the airport with their parents. .Paula
counted 33 \passengers entering at the> front of a jet -John
counted 82 passengers entering at the back. How many

passengers did they count? e-p-Ar---pc.A06//s-
.

509

O

One hundred seventy -six pieces of baggage were piled on several
letrucks. One of these trucks pulled away with 39

k pieces of. -

baggage. How many were on the other trucks -? Y37
0:7=

a

3. Paula and John looked around on the observation platform and

counted 37 people including themselves., If 16 of tfte.people

were childr n, how many adults were thei,e.?
/ 4.40erf

a

A jet:landed and the pilot said .he had 432 more miles to go.

If the total trip he makes is 906 miles, 'how far had he

already 'Tone? .Ziatoe

v.

311



,

4

At the Zoo

Write your nswers to these questions.

Betty and Jim at the zoa. The zoo keeper, wanted to weigh, a baby

gorilla,' but the baby gorilla would not stay on the scale. The zoo

keeper solved the problem by weighing the mother gvilla first She

weighed 162 pounds. Then he weighed the mothe gorilla holding

the baby- gorilla in her arms. Together the ;weighedi 190 pounds.

How could the zoo keeper know What the baby gorillaI weight was?

.2_ iga., /9a--=-142

Jim said he wasgoing to e his

they ate 2
g of 75, peanuts to:the gorillas. If

ow may were not eaten?.

312

113

r



.0

Souring Problems

Set- 12

Write-an equation and an answer sentence for-each Peoblem.
. -

1. Father had 22 Tulip bulbs-to .He found that 6 of their
were not good and he threw iheth-away: _He bought a dozen more

tulip-bulbs ata,sale. How.mariy bulbs did he have then?

_ I

Jim. had 15 glass marbles and 13° stel.marbles. .1-le gave 1.2
. - y'

of his marbles to'Sam. How many marbles did Jim have then?

e 7P

Sue had 11 pieces of dollhouse furniture and Jackie had, 13 pieces

of doll furniture. ,While theywere playing together they broke 4

of the chairs.- 'How many'pieces of dal furniture-did they have then?

313 1./Lx
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Mother baked 24 chocolate cupcakes and= 18 white cupcakes.

She sent 10 of the chocolate cupcakes to Grandmother. ..How

may cupcakes does Mother have now?

5. Mr. Jones delivered 22 quarts of milk tollsouses- in one block, 13

quarts-of milk to houses iri another block, and 9 quarts of milk to
houses in the third block. How many quarts of milk did he deliver

tp the houses in those three blocks?

61,

Fifteen airplanes were at the airport. In one hour 3 airplanes

took 'off and 6 airplanes Janded. How many airplane mere at

the airport then?
-

415
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Chapter VI

LEN'GTH AND AREA .

e
The -concept of measurement is an important one in

our experience. Quantities to be measured involve such

diverse things as weight, time, length, area, angle,

volume; temparattire, and speed. In)each case the pro-

cess of measurement consists in-selecting a_ unit quantity

and .then: counting the number of these units whiqh match;

in some sense, the quantity being measured., Thus,

in measuring. the' length of a. line segment-,-....we select

a unit segment and ask how many congruent copies of the

unit segment laid end to end with no overlap 'are -required

to cover the segment being measured.. Simi "IRTly, to

Lind the area of a re ion. one selEtc;ts a unit region and

counts how many congent copies of this unit,- having

:Only edges in common, are -necessary to cover the regio

being measured. Note that in both these-cases the

- concept of congruence, plays g. major role.°2 ThisS.hapter

'is devoted to, extending the idea of measuring length,

which has already been introduced in:the previous grades,

and to introducing the measurement- of area.

A characteristic prqi:terty of measurement is that

it is not exact. Thus if a unit 4egiftept is laid, off

the 3:12air hituaNe isrepeatedly on a segment AB,

the following:
air

tit

1-
r B

1

a

".
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Where AB is more than 6 units long but less than 7-

units long.' This situation is commonly treated-btaking

what're*ms to be tle'better of two approximand
saying this is the length to the nearest sunit..:'ThU,-

.

here the'.1ength of AB to the nearest unit is o

units.

One-might'think this diffidUlty could be Overcome

by taking smaller units. Generally a measurement can

be so improved. But_r matterjatow small the 12.4ait (pr

face

ecl:de
°

he
1

are .trying

cause c er-

three sides

nearest

IncheS.'

how accurate the measuring instrument) we aiw
74

the same-kind problem. That Is,. we have to

which of the two adjacent unit marks represents

more acceptable

to find.

as a measure of the length we

Use of these approximate measurements can

tain difficulties. For example, suppose the

of a triangle are each 8 inches 102g to

Inch, but are actually clOse to 8 and a

the

half

If we 4- 8 4- 8 = 24, we might'conclude that the

perimeter is 24 inches,' although we know the correct

value for the perimeter is over 25 inches. The prob-'

lems of computing with approximate data seem too

involved for this grade. level. However they are avoided

in tlks chapter by treating all stated measurements as

exact.. The figures to be measured for computing pert-
.

meters have supposedly been drawn so measurements are

virtrAl 1 y exact.

The problem of.:,approximation for areas is even worse,

since, in fitting unit square regions on a rectangular

one, the following sort of situation is likely,

N
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D

i.
c"

0

r

s-

A r: -B

in which all we are sure of is that the area of region

AB
{

CD is between 20 units and 30 units.&This again

is dealt with in this chapter by,the proc4s.of consid-.

ering only the,case of exact.fitting. If the pupils

ask questions about this, simply indiCate the. w the

more complicated case will .be considered again in

later grades.

In recording any measurement,it. Is necessary to give

bdth the nuMber.t.nd'te measuring unit used. it is

meaningless to say that a segment hasa length of 5

or that an object.has a weight of 2. Instead, we

syeak Lf a length of 2: inches or a weight of 2

-pounds. If. length is measured in terms of some segment

which is not standard (and hence has,no specific maim)

we may speak of a length of 2 units.

The early part of this chapter is largely concerned

with finding perimeters of polygons. Let the 1iengths

Of the three sides of a triangle be 3 ft., 5 ft.,
,

and 6 ft. If congruent copies of These segments are

laid end to end along a line, the length of the resulting

segment is called the perimeter. It may be described

Intuitively as the distance.travelled,in tracing'a

.curve. Here the perimeter is clearly It is

a temptatioia simply to call this prOcess addition ana

to stay that 14 ft. is the sum of. 3 ft., 5 ft.,:

and 6 ft: HoweVer, w-have always used the word

addition. to mean an operation. on. numbers only. In

.00

.2
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measurement we'have used the word measure to mean the

number ofunits. Hence we have chosen not to speak_of

addition of lengths, but to observe that-the measure of

the perimeter is the sum of the measures of the three sides.

Thus the answer results from 3 + 5 6 = 14-j which is a

statement about numbers. .:1Eri indicating the perimeter, however,

one must show both the.measure and the unit;-1.e., the

perimeter is 14 ft.; the measure is .14.

! Please note carefully that there is no mathematical

reason -why the meaning of the word addition cannot be

extended to cover this operation on lengths or indeed

on measurements of any kind. This will almost certsk-triTy

be done at some time. When it is done, however, the

should be made,conscioupT,Lof-the fact that an

'extension is bein*made.

.9NTrOlcrr remarks apply to areas. The number of unit

regions. covering the rectangular region below is the

product of the numbers of unit segments in the two r.

sided.

ThusPthe nutter of unit square regions above is given

by the statement 3 x 4 = 12 and the area would be

given as 12 square units. Notice that when a unit

Or area is a square region eachSide of which is one

unit of length, we customarily -refer to this unit of

area as a square unit. .Thus the square region one

inch on a side is the square inch, the square region

:one foot on a side is the square foot, and so on.

A major reason for discussing area, as has been

-done.here;. is that the7fitting of square regions.on

.rectangular regions gives rise to. arrays of square

-regions. Be=e.it is .both a:motivatlon and an

r-



.,application of the_ .work on multiplication. Notice that
Sthich use hai been made of coordinate systems, but very

little is done here-with standard units.

14.

ca

G).
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ITT-1. of a Curve

Ob 1 ectives:
I AI

To review the standard units of length:

Chl foot, yard.

TO strengthen ability at estimations in

these units.

To .introduce /finding the length, of a curve

by "straightening" a string model of it.

Vocabulary- Abbreviations for inch, foot, yard.

Materials: Foot rules (preferably marked only in inches)

for pupils, yardstick, string (a piece

about 15 inChes long for each pupil'and

a ball of it to use for joint projects;

be sure it does not stretch easily).

.c=v
so.

Sugkested Procedure:
,

Take some convenient object'llke a pencil and ask the

class to guess the length of it. (This object should

be short-eMbough so that the guesses will be given in
.

Inches.) Record the guesses and then have some child

measure itand find the length (to thenearest inch).

Have a.one-inch Zegment'drawn on the chalkboard.

Repetitions of the rxercise of estimating and verifying

can be interesting and will developing the per-can

of length.

Now dipthe same thing witi.lsamething.longer say the

,edge.of the chalk 'tray. In.all probability, at least.

some pupils will make estimates In feet. DiscussWith
the class why a larger unit J.s. Imre convenient here, .

. . .

but be sure the pupils understand that we -still could

use inches if we wished. -Have a segment one foot

long' drawn on the chalkboard.' Now have the 'measuremen-4

done to check the estimates. This' may be done with

several lengths. (In.fact this exercise of estimating
_

121



distances and then verifying would be a desir-abl'e

exercise at,intervals for some time.) - u

% Now discuss' with the class situations whwhen a.still
_

longer unit might be useful'. This should lead 1-,p:

suggestions of the yard andithe mile. The yard, for

example, would be feasible for measuring the school

corridor, while the mile is more appropriate for measur-

ing the distance from New York to Chicago. Have a segment
one yard long drawn on the chalkboard. Some experience

in estimating distances in yards may also be given.

ReiCriew with the clasp the facts (probably already

familiar) about the relations among these units, i.e.,
12 congruent copies of the inch segment'juat,cover the

foot segment and 3 congruent copies of the foot cover.
the yard. This may be.a good time also to introduce

abbreviations fpr- these units' as a convenience in

recording the resUlts-: 12 inches, /2 ins., 12";
'1 foot, 1 ft.,. 1'; 3', 1 yard, 1 yd.

Discuss with the pupils.the idea that so far we have talked

only about lengths of segments. Now raise the question

of lengths of other curves_ 'For example, if you have
a globe in the room;.ask about e length of the
eque.p6r. In any case, choo some curve which is not
a line segment. Be c that the object to be.

measured is actually a curve.. Try to elicit from the

class the idea of.laying a string along the curve in

question and then straightening out the string to be

measured. In the case of the g1,obe, one simply draws

the string snugly around the equator. Here again ,it

would be an interesting exercise to have the class
estimate the length. A second experiment of this type

total,might be done finding the total,length of the_ rim of

a desk by wrapping a string around it and then measuring
the String.

.10

L
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pail's book, pages 315 -316: Distribute the pieces of,string

to the puills. (Length Of fine wire would be as good -'

or better.) The pupils will need guidance In how to

. hold the'string so they have the correct piece of it

to measure. Notice that this procedure is quite crude.

The important point here is to stress the.idea of the

length of a curie, not to deVelop any particular pro-

ficierTcy. .E5cplain that you.are only looking for answers

to-the nearest inch... After doing part A together,

parts .B, C, and D could.be done by different groups

of children-In-the Class.

Pupil's book;-pages 317-88: Problems are Simply
.

--.to'review the relatiOns among the different units of lenith.

They may.be usea either together or working inc ndently.-

Further activities and enrichment-

1. In Chapter III a suggested activiti,Was using

the scale of miles on a maptofind the distance

between cities: It was noted that-the distances

there:;obtalned.were airline distances.'USing the

method of. this section,. one could lay. a s-ti.ing:along

.the curve showing the road from one city toanother.

This string--CoUldjmow_beiolmasured,Usingthe scale.

of.miles to find the road'aisianCelpetween two cities ...7.

I

A brigupil might)..e interested in. using the

scale of miles on the globe to try to find the

actual length of the equator on the earth. Note,

however, that the numbers in question get rather large.

(a) A good problem is ,to .find the shortest distance

from Los Angeles"-to New York. (This is done

by drawing a string snug on a globe between the

points marked With these names and thenconvert-
s

convert-

ing the distance to miles, using the globe's

own scale.) Some Child might wish to check

this with:the distance -given in some. airline

map,-which might give a distance somewhat

shorter than a highway distance chart.
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(b From observations available in (a). above,

itmight*be easy to'stimulate answers about

the -best stop on a one-stop flightIpetweein

the two cities. Suggested stopsto compare

- migbt.be Minneapolis, Denver; Houston. ,(Which

of thse cities liesnearest the "shortest

distance" roilte? r

4. Some historic "around the world" flights could be

studied to see if they really went around the world

in the sell! of nekrly.follo*ing a great circle

route,. or- they went - only around the North Pole.

5.
.

Some child may wish eir about trajectories or
some satellites with near circular orbits.

IM

C

i

.L.



Lengths of Curves tl

Look at this picture of a curve.

Place your string alotig the curve.

Measure the part of the string you used.

The lengtti is 6 inches.

This is called the length of the curve.

You have used a-tring to findthe length of a curve.

41

Look at this picture of a curve.

Use yctur.sWng to measure

- The length of this curve is
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Lengths of Curves

3. Use your string to find the length of the urve dray n below.

ct.

The length of the curve is 1/ inches.

Isothe length of the curve beloW greater or leSs than

10 inches?

How much less than 10 inches is it?

316
O

14.
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Ile

Length

ri

The seat of a chair is 15 inches from the flooi This is
-gsboa,

J

inches more than a foot.
4

2. The length of the edge of a flesk is n ifiches. This is.

2 inches less than2 fqiet.

Henry's seat is 7 feet from the door,, while Harold's is

3 yards-from the door. Which one is farther from the door?

O

Jr

4. To reach the drinking fountain-Jane has to go 2 feet More

than 4 yards. How-many feet it'this? 1-4/

Neil finds he is 14 feet from the chalkboard. Is this more or

less thane.. 6 yards?

a



Length S

4%
6. In playing Pin the Tail on the Donkey, Judy plates the tail- 10 inches

from the correct spot, .For Alide; the distance.is_ 4 inches- less than

a foot. Who the winner?
41' j

Henry and James use 'a yahistick to find the height of a room.
. .

They find it. is 2 feet more than 2 yards. Thydoom is

feet high.
.a

8.. One space capsule wis 5 feet, 8 ches high inside when in flight

The astronaut in his suit was 6 feet 5 inches tall. Could the

astronaut stand up straight in the capsule? 4.

a

9. Amy s dotl buggy is 3 feet,-
0

.5 inches long. Jer utk has a

cargo body 1 foot, 9 inches long. WilLAmy's 131.i99y fit into the'
. .

cargo body of Jerry'struck? Why?
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VI-2. Perimeters of Polygon

Objectives:,% To introduce pertMeter as the length of
a polygon.

To determine' perimeter by laying off

segments on a straightedge.
. .

To ,determine perimeter by adding measures

of the .component segments.

Vocabulary- Perimeter

Materials : Ya:rdstick (for teacher), rulers (for pupils )
. .

bull.et1234 board., thumbtacks-,

Suggested Procedure:
4

Remind the class of the work in the last lesion on

findliig lengths. of curves. Ask if this method; of
_. . : -.-

laying string on a curve was very precise. .(The answer

should be no. It is quite'_ crude and -there may very
< . .

likely 'have been arguments over:the correct answers -.

In the last lesson.) Indicate that this time, we r

- will i..00k for better -ways of finding ihe lengths of

-.-RevieW..with-the. Class, what a polygoniLIS;-

- (A e clOSed curve whi"Ch is e."-un of 1 Segments.."

Ask whether. any of the curve's measured in the la;t

son were polygons. (Yes, 3 was a polygon.)

Indicate that a special"c.word is used for the length-

of a 'polygon. It is called the perimeter of the polygon..-
In the last lesson_we found the perimeter. of the curve in 3

to be about 11 inChes.,.

O P

c

Ptxpil!s book,, page 319: - Have, .on the board a drawing of a

line at least a. yard long with a-point. 0 . Trivirked near one

end.. 'Ask a pupil to use either his string or the edge of ,a
- sheet. of paper to mark, on the board; stating at 0, a segment

which is coxTruent to AB. Let him. mark the endpoint ill



to remaind us it came from B. , Now have

a second pupil lay-off a segment starting at ,Bf and

congruent to ,BC, marking the endpqint Cl. 'Continue

until all the segments, have been marked, yielding a

.figure similar to the one below.

Lead the class to see that they now have congruent

copies of the segments of the polygon 'laid end to end;

Try also .to elicit 'the idea that -this. is exactly what

we, get if we lay a string on the, polygon very carefully

and straighten it -out.

It is easier to do this for a polygon :than for a figure

with a curved boundary. One way is: (1) trace the.e '

figure on tracing paper, marking ach vertex (col-11.er)-

Clearly with a dot; (2) post tracing.paper smoothly on:
-

a' bulletin board designed to accept thumbtacks.; -

3) plade a thumb tack accurately and firmly at each

Corbera7v,ing enorlgi-; spade to 3a.13ow. the .String to

under the bead; . 'PO put. -_a small PenCiI mark on-

the string near. its starting 'end; . (5) run the string

around outside the tack at A, outside at SI inside
at C, and outside at D, E, and A;' (0 pull the
string snug but not tight..0, Now the, strin should "lie

almost exactly so as to cover -all _sides of the polygon.

The string shdUld cover itself along a part o,f the

'segment CPL. The original pencil mark should be here.

All that is' needed now is to mark the unmarked string

. at the place where it passes that mark.- Then, Unwind
.

the string.: N.Lake sure- the marks Ure preserved: If

all the work has been done accurately, the measures

between the marks on the string and the points . 0 . and
Ai onihe 1 int. should be (a.gpromadmately) equal.

. .

Cr.

Al
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This h . a be verified direct* -by pi-act-21g the -string

against 'tie *e:. If there is a slight difference, it

will heI ethhasize that all measurement (and es-

pecially the crude kind we are doing-here) is inherently

inaccurate.

It may also be desirable to have two different (sets.

of )childr. en measure the line segment 0A3. and the

length of string between the marks In the same units,

say inches, and then to compare their results. Further'

small discrs3ancies are likely to occur. These can be

used both to -remind the children to be careful 4t..their

use of measuring implements .and to illustrate further

the inherent inaccuracies 'involved in the process of

measurement.

"There are other variations such as- a.6-tyii 1 y measuring

the difference between the length of string as marked

and the length of the segment 0A1. This measurement

should be taken while the- string is- held against the

segment on the chalkboard. This measurement might be

compared with the difference of the measurements ob-

tained from the segment and the st_ring separately.

(The perimeter a4 the rigire as it, appears in the pup112.s

book is 29. inches.)-i

.
Leave thismaterial on the boax;d; but turn with

pupils to page... 320 h. in the pupil's book. Have:%he, --

pupils follow the instructions for, finding the perimeter
.

using the same procedure as above.

Now have the pupils turn back.to page .319 in the pupil's

book'. Observe that the 'figure consists of segments so

that we could, if we wished, measure each of these

segments.. Raye some c

that this is 1.11go the

hied measure AB. E3_ic1t the fa-ct

le h, of OB WYi3rZ (BecaUse1
Record this length above

is similarly. The drawing

thennlook like this

.1s .ongru.Ont .:to
/0

. Treat the other.

on the 'chalkboard'

'sr



6 in. -4in. 6in. 5in. 8in.
BED C

z

Remind the pupils that before the perimeter was found
just. by measuring OAI. Try to elicit -the idea that

another way to find the number of inches in the per-.

imeter would be to add the numbers of inches in each

segment. An eqUAtion.that describes this would be

6 + 4. 4- 6 ÷ 5 4- 8 = 29.

This- equation should .be written on the board..

the perimeter is inches. This also should be

-written. on the board. Notice the convention _at-
point that we add. only ..umbers, no nches B.Cver'y

sure, however) tha, the pupr---."-atcria6t aimply say the

xua.nirweer 'is 29. To escribl-r a perimeter for 'any length
. .

529.

'one. t.giveboth the'nUMber:and the''unit*ii6olved,

as was dOue above in indicating the PerimAter.

Pupil's book0.2ke..321:. Go:-.tVrOUght4s
page together.Notice in particular the questions 'to

4'
be sure that the student understands clearly that the

symbols 40 feet and 14 feet refer to the playground,

not to the picture. 'Some Chi ldren find this'conZeising.'-

.Be sure that in tw*Olnes.:;:rthe-pupils-write :108

Peet, mot just 109. 1, /

PUpil's book, j4Ees 322-323: This problem seeks to check

. .

again on the understanding that,a length mnst'involve
both .member and unit.

.

PupillsbOok, pages-324-325: These-pageSreview the'ideas
of the section..

-
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Perimeters

1. Find the perimeter. 2
Ar.

'I



Perimeters

2., We will find the perimeter of the polygon drawn below.

7

Mark a segment congruent to AB on the line belOw,

starting at 0.

,531

4.

...

Next to it.mark a congruent copy of BC.

Make congruent copies of all the segments.

Call the last endpoint X.

Measure

The length of OX is.
41P

The measure of OX. is

The perimeter of the polygon is

inches.

320

inches.

4-
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1
Perimeters

.
3. This is a picture of a playwund.

We want to know how mucNencels needed for the playgrount
That means we want the of the playground.

40 ft..

Below AB . is a mark likg this: 40 ft.

Does thinean that AB is 40 ft long?

Write the mathematical sentence which we have to use.

e 1- /4 -t- 444e)--/-4("k-7 /De

Thg perimeter of the playgroUnct is /p g.

The length of fence needed is e
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lb

Perimeters

4. The Jones family decided to dedorate the front of their home for
the Christmas season.

Johnny wanted-to p

the triangle ABC

A

fstring of colored lights on the hoUse along

Mary wanted to put .a string of: colored lights around the window.

Mr. Jones said he would buy lights for the window or the; roof.

He would riot buy lights for both.,: He wou'd decorateThe one which
required thashorter string. of lights.

N

322

A



4

Johnny measuiredrthe three sides of the triangle.

He added the ntimbers in his meas1urements.

He wrote theequation

6+6+8=20.

Mary measured the4our sides of the window.

She added the numbers In her measureants.

She wrote the equation

3 + 7 + 5+ 7 = 20:

The two number were same.

What other fact did Mr. Jones have to know?

Did the Jones family decorate the window or the rOof?,-

1,37
323

P



Review

This is a picfture Of a STOp sigr( A thin black border" is to be painted
around the edge..

I:0 in -

- 535

How many inches of border must be painted?

The edge of the sign is a polygon.

The perimeter of the polygon is

The measure of the perimeter of the i)olygon is go

Use your ruler:to find to thenearest inch the perimeter" of the
polygon below.

321+

The perimeter of ABCDEF .

Is
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review

3. Use your ruler to find to the nearest inch the perimeters of the

polygons below.

The periMete'r of ABCD

is



VI -3. Using Different Units

Ob ective; TO deal with lengths' expressed in more -than
one unit, such as feet and inches.

Vocabulary-. (No new words.)

Materials; Colored chalk

Have a chart like'the one below drawn on:the:chalkboard._

1 ft

-

Remind the children that a :3erig-h ,May. be .gi`cren.-in7-
several ways. :Refer to the,.cha.rt- and ask for another
name for 1 ,foot. (12 inches.) Proceed "to fill in

the rest of the chart. This may requii-e- some prcimpting.
Fbr,exanrple_once It is established that there are .36
inches in 3 feet, you can elicit thl fact that in
4 feet the number of inches must be 12 more. Since
36 4- 12 -= 148, this meansthere is be 148 inches in

- 14 feet. Since these facts wills not be fFIM 4 'TX* ." to all
the class, the chart may be left on the conAT:Tcboard to
use during the discussion.

_'Now ask for another way of saying 146 inches. By
referring to the chart, notice that it is more-than
'3 feet,. but less than' 4 feet. It is 10 inches
more than 3 . feet.. This is: .co=donly written as
a fdet .10 inches.

4



a

Discuss withthe pupils the situations can recall

where-distance is eicpressed in thi's way. Examples

tight

feet. 3. inches tall.

A pale vault of 16 feet 8 inches.

- A broad jump of 23 feet 5 inches.

The edge of .a table feet -2 inches long.

This is a. very connion way of ressing lengths. To

emphasize the equivalence of, ifferent names, have the

pupils turn to 1', boolt, page 326 and

complete these. tables, ,referring to the chart on the
board as needed.

Now draw on the chalkboard a figure like the one

below,+ including the le.ng-th markings.

rt.

Indicate that this is a picture of the floor of a room

and that you are interested in the PePvimeter:. Ask the

class to imagine laying .a string around the' floor and
straightening it-out (as we did in .Section The

string woUld..then look something like this: .°



12 ft. in. 7 ft . 2' in. 12 ft . in. 7 ft. 2 in.

Make such a drawing on the board. Have the .class.

imagine that they take a pair of, scissors and cut this

string into eight pieces..FOr example,- the first

section would be cut into a 12 foot piece and a 3

inch piece. Colored chalk might be used to Show the

longer and shorter segments: in contrasting colors.

Then imagine rearranging the pieces 'as shown. below.

Draw this on .'theme,, again using the two colors.

7 frP. .12 ft. 7. ft.. 33

-1 .

0.3

'The line segment to the right of B represents

iengtb. of (3 2) inches..

Elicit the fact that this has not altered the length.
That is, tedesired perimeter is the length..of AC.

But we know that thenumber of feet in AB is 'given

by the- -equation-

'12 7 + 12 + 7 = 38,

a>274%% the number of inches in BC is given by the equation

3 2 7E. 3 .4- 2 =

Thus, the length of AC may be writ:ten as 38 feet

10 inches.: _This Is the perimeter. or the floor.

Lead the claSs from this. example' to the understanding

that in 'combining -lengths., one adds the numbers of feet

and the 'numbers of inches' separately.

*



Pupil's book X26 Question -'2 is routine but in
3 the perimeter comes out as 23. feet 26 inches.

The last few questions in 3.: try to lead. the pupils

to rewrite this as 25 feet . 2 in.ches. This 'may .call.
For disdussion. Question -involves the same ideas
applied to yards and feet. It is -hoped that the puPil
will see that, while :12 yards 5 feet is correct,
a better way of writing theta answer is 13 yards. 2 feet.

Pupil's book., miss 18 -329:- Review:
The problems may loe done:liy pupils. working indepen4ent1y

or together, as you see. fit..



psing Several Upits for Perimeters_

: 54-1

Complete the-table. Give another name for each length.

6 ft. .6 -in. . 7,,,',
7 43 in.

.24.4 21 in.
ft. 10 in. 31.;-,c,

.5--/,te. 7e.:;,. 67 in.
...44 ft.. 7 ,in. .55,e.

This is .a pict fire of a triangle.

We shall find its perimeter..

5 ft.' 5, in.

The equation' for the numberaffeet is .9 /2
The equation for.the number of inches is 21-5 :-7 //
The perimeter is ,./ 2



Using, Several Units for Perimeters
/

This is a picture of a polygon.

3 ft. 4 in.

Xn,

How many sides does it have?

We stall find itsperimeter.

The equation the-numberof feet is *-3 4-6 4-S--=-423 .

The equation-for th mber of inches is 4 -t-' j t .

The perimeter is - 2. feet 2 inches:

Is the length shown in inches more-than 'a foot?

The length in inches is the same as "i feet 2 inches.

The lengths of the three sides of a triangle are

4 yd. 2 ft., 5 yd. d ft., and 3 yd. 2, ft.

The perimeter in yards and feet is



5,43

1. The four sides of a flower bed have Lengths 21 ft. 4 in.,
10 ft. 6 in., 21 ft. 4 in., and 10. ft.. 6 in.
A fence is built around it

"The length of the fence 6,,e;*.t,
Is the length shown in inches more than a foot?

If it is, write the length in 'a 'different way.

This is a picture of a yardstick; It is one inch wide.

Its perimeter in yards'and inches is

Its perimeter.in feet and inches is



This is a picture of a polygon.

It looks like steps.
. r

3 ft. Din.

Each step is 6 inches high.

Each step is 9 inches wide..

The perimeter of this polygon is

This might be a picture of a launching padjor an interplanetaey

missile.
55 ft.

'55 ft.,

What is the perimeter of the pad? 2 6

14 7.
329



y
Using Fractional Units

Objective: To use -the \half and quarter inch scales 'on
the ruler..

71
Nrocabufary. (No newWords.). .

Materials: Rulers (prrably marked
quarter-inches.) 1

Suggested. Procedure;
.

and

'Discuss, with. the class the ,fact that so .mar in thii_
chapter`. the smallest unit lased has been he inch. Ask ;
if there are times 'when 'fie might want'to.-se a smaller

Brig out the;facI that for, short _lengths
we often want a more careful descriirtion .of -a length
than to the-nearest inch: The diamete6 of a ring io
go on your finger is one illustration.

Have the class:examine their rulery and notit*:'*hat.- the.:
half inch marks divide each inch segment into .tWo Congiqient
parts. Similarly, the quarter inch \marks diV-Ide each half.

. inch segment into .two congruentparts. If we to do 'so.,
we could use either the halt -inch or quarterl-inch`as a
unit segment for measuring Pa-pills book, pages

:545-i

I

Looking at problems 1 and 2 discuss with the
class that these lengths could be written in several
ways. For example., in 2 the lengt17. of ST is giVen

, as 7 quartet inches. HaVe the pupils look at the
ruler and count- 7 citierxiter inches frcan.the 0 point.
Have, them notice that the first foUf qUarter inche
exactly cover the one-inch segment.,. ThUs the length
of ST could equally well have been deScribed as 1
in. 3 quarter- ins-.' We use the- abbreviations in order
to make the notation compact' as possible. Similarly.,
the length. of RS- can be written as -10 quLrter-ins.,

143

S.



or as 2. ins. 2 quarter-ins., and.the'length of RT

as 5 quarter-ins. or as l' in. 1 quarter-in. In -

the nee of BS, still another way of writing-it would

be 2 ins. 1 half-in., since '2 quarter-inches

just cover one half inch. A, similar. discussion can-

be applied to the lengths listed in. 1. . ' `'

f( [Note tb teacher: A length such as414 ins. 1 ha/f-in. _
. .

is commonly called "four and a half inches". Similarly,.
( -

.

5 ins. 3 quarter -ins. _is. pommohly called °five and .'

thee-quarters.inches". There is no objection at all

- rto, using .the standard oral terminology. Until 'more work

has been done with rational numbers, however, it has

seemed better to avoid such numbers as 5T-3, ] , -..4

iscuss.with the cless'that the workthey'did in the

last lesson of adding separately numbers, feet and

numbers ofinches applies here to combining length,

written, for example, in inches and tjuarter-:inChes.'

PUpil's book, page '532:

In questions .3 i and 4 'have the pupils.,

NrrIte their answers'so the half- or quarter-inches sho/n

are less than an inch. Thus for 3 an ansWer...Of 34

ids" 2 half-ins. is.correct, but shouldbe rewritten,

as 35 ins. 0 half-in...,,,oi just .35. ins. Si-milaTI,Y,
. ,

.for the answer, 19 inches' 6 quarter-inches,'*ihould

be rewritten. as 20 inches' ,2 quarter-in

1111Pupil's book, pages 333-33.11: The review ex ise should be

'done independently:



Measuring with Fractional Units a

54-7.-

L Take rur.

Measure each. of APQR in halt inches.

Len'gth of PQ is _ half-inches.

Length of QR. is "half-inchei

Length. of . 'PR is half inches.

The perimeter of PQR is 2 2 half-inches.
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Measuring with Fractional. Units

Takeyour ruler,,

Measure each of ,LS.RST in quarter inches.

Length of RS 19 quanter-inches.

Length of §f , is - 7 quarter-inches.

Length ot is ,5"-- quarter-inches. '
.

The perimeter:of RST 2, quarter-inches.
.



vow--
The sides of -a triangle are

. 12 ins. 1 half-in.

X13 ins. 0 half -in..

..9 -ins. 1 half-in.
a

The perimeter is ,0

I The sides of a triangle are`

5 ins. 3 qudrter7ins.

8 ins.. c 2 quarter-iris.

6 ins. -1 quartei-in.

The. perimeter is .

n .



p
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Review

Measure the sides of ABC with yotir ruler.

Show the results below.
1

Lerig111 of "AB ls quarter-in§.

Length of BC i ins. quart-er-ins.

Length of AC is quarter-ins.

The perimeter-of L ABC is ins. quarter-ins.
.

Do the quarter inches make-more than an inch?

If so, write the perimeter in a different way.

/ U sin. t quarter-in.

.



eiriew

2. Sally is givirig-a-party.

She wants to make a sash of ribbon.

It will takk 27 ins. 3 quarter-ins.
She also wants to make a bow of ribbon.:

This will take 15 ins. 3. quarter-ins.
She has 43 ins. of ribbon. Is this enough?

A rectangle has sides whoSe lengths are
3 ins. 1 half-in., 2 ins. 0 half-in.,
3 ins. 1 half-in., 2 ins. 0 half-in.
Is the perimeter as much as afoot?
The perimeter is /

.

551

4. The edges of the cover of your pupil' s book form a rectangle.

The sides have lengths, to nearest half-inch:

(bottom}

rb {right side)

(top)

(left side)

1 half-in.

/1 ins., . 0 half-in.

ms.,

half-in.

half-in..

The perimeter is 9-e---3./..)

The perimeter is--fve,014 than 3_ feet.

The:perimeter- is than 4 feet.
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VI-5. Introduction to Area

Objectives: To introduce -area of a region as the

number of congruent copies of someunit.

region necessary for covering that region.

To introduce the souare region as a

. desirable unit.

Vocabulary:

Materials:

To _-consider the area of a rectangular,.-

region..

I square InCh, square.foot.

A rectangular region' 1-8" x
the 'chalkboard or on paper.,..

6" x67 square regions cut
(at bast.. 15: .ok them).

Suggested Procedre:

3er drawn on

a supply of

from paper

Review with the children what it means' to measure a

segment AB..- Vry to elicit from them mearia,

selecting a unit segment and then finding how, many non-;

overlapping. Congruent .copies of 'this unit segmept are

necessary to cover AB..

Now ask what it would Mean to measure a region' like,
.

for example, the rect-inguiar region you have drawn .

Try to have the child.i reach"-. the conclusion that
would mean )17ecting some Unit-'regiOli arad finding how

. . .

many congruent%coples or-thisregidd are necessary

to cover. the 'region to be MeaStired.'.1

Then raise the question as to what Ovoid be a good choice

for a unit regionr. The children will'prob-ably-

immediately_ want .to choose a _aquaie region, but do no-t-

he in too much of -a hurry to do tiiis. Try to get the

children to think why they.prefer,a square region. One

,reason s that they.have- seen in Chapter III flowthe

cttnp.74Lne be. covered wi.`th nonzoverlapping square regions:



To be sure they do not think that the square is the '
onlyiregion with this property, have them :turn. to pages
335 and .336 in the pupil's book an' d find the two:

areas where the unit region is not a square one.

After considering the possibility of other choices for
a unit region, return to the square region. and agree
that this is the common choice of unit. Bring out
the 6" x '6" square regions, suggest that one of these
be used for a unit region, and find the area of the
"large rectangular regiOn on the board. Have the pupils
fasten the unit square regions 9n thIs rectanguitir region.
The figure will then look roughly as follows.

.

1 -r
g f I

1
.1

.Try Tto- elicit 'from the claSs ways of finding this area.
One way, of course, is just to count the unit- squares..
Hi;:ve the pupils notice that this is exactly what they
-had -to do in problems. 1: and ButBut try to have
the pupils notice that ttrite is an array with 3 rows,
each row having 5 .unit regions. Thus tye- number of
square regions must be 3 x 5, the measure is 15,
and hence the area is 3 x 5 units or 15 .units..

Still looking at the rectangular region on the b9a,..rd';
ask ff the longer side of the rectangle is 5 malts,

.long. This question should produce an argUment. The
answer .depends on what we .are using. for a unit of length.
If we use a side of our square. region78;s a unit of Xength
than It is' true that the lengths -'or. the 'sides of the.
reCtangular: region are 5 -,and .3 units . Otherwide
'-this IS not true --This suggests thitt might. be 'very



useful if we not only choose square regions fbr units

of area but chOose them so their edges are one unit

long. If lengths are being measured in inches, we will
coramonly use for a unit of area a square region one

inch 'Oil aside. This is called the square inch. Draw

a. picture of this region on the board. S. mh 1 Ft-ly. if

lengths. are measured in feet, we may use the square foot -

as a unit. Draw a picture of this also on the board.'

Do not make any partiCular attempt to develop the

numerical relation between square inch and square foot,

but notice that it will take a large number of square

inches_to fill a square foot. For each unit of length

there is a corresponding square unit area. To

emphasize- that we are making this- choice, We often

refer to our unit of area as a square unit..-....

Now Suggest_ tat instead of :measuring a region by-

fitting unit 'square regions on it, it be bette.14
to fit the region onto a coordinate system:, .such as

we used Chapter III..Fhen have the children turn.

to page t3 in the pupil's book. For these experiences'

try to lead the pupils to the understanding-that, for

a. rectangle .the number of sqUare units in'. -the 'area

equals the product of the numbers : of linear units in

the sides (provided we have elected: -tO ...Use,Cori:esPonding
.

linear and square'units). Callthe- pupils attention

to the fa-ct thEit it is convenient to use-bold. letter's .

as names for regions.

Pupil's book, pages 3140-310'i -

'The ProbleMs in- the-review pages permit some use, 6f. the

princip-le above by:havingthe'pupils.think of regions

as cut into parts and then, adding the numbers of units

for tir different parts. The problems can saso be.done

easily just by countingunitliquare regions. In either

case- they -emphasize the meaning'-Of area. A discudsion

of how, different pupils -Solved problets. could 'be '11sefui_.
.
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Areas

1. Let the region bounded by ppcm be. the unit region.

The regions in the drawing are Congruent to region POR.
Look at quarilatera I A BCD.

It is the edge of a region.

Count the number of unit triangular regions in region . ABCD.
This area of the region is G2. u n its.

The measure-of the region is 4/-
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Aieas

Let region PQRS be the unit.region.

Tlik regions in the drawing are congruent to. region

Look at the simple closed curvestiown with heavy lines.

It is the edge of a region.

The area of this region is

The nieasUre of this region is

.159
336



Areas
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Area

Look at the.facing page.

See the Units of length arid area.

Look at rectangle ABCD.

It is the edgrall a region called R.

The:length of AB is . 9 4" units.

R. has 'unit regions in each row.

Thetength or AD is units.

R has. rows of unit regions.

An equation telling the number of square units in R is ,,3"'"X 9 = Aikr
The area of R is z/s square units. 4,

Look at rectangle PQRS.

It is the edgeof a region called S.

The length of PQ is 7 -units.

Could you use the numbers describing P- and. Q to find this?

The length of Ps is 7 units.

Could you use the numbers describing P and S to find this?

S has 7 unit regions in each row.

An equation telling the number of square units in S is 7X 710
The area of S 1/ ware units.
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Area -Th

.

Look at the facing page.
.

.t

t. ABCDEF is a simple closed cyrvi.

It is the edge-of a region called R.

The area of R- is. / square units.

2. PQRSTUVW is a simple closed curve.

It is the edge of a region callefl S.

.The area of.. S is -squire units.

HIJKLNINO is a'simple closed curve.

It is the edge of a region called T

The'area of T. is .2.4 square units.

.



Area

1." Look= at the facing page

The area of region ABCD is id square units.
Join 'the following points in brder:

(6,.5) (9, 5) (9, it (6, 7) (6, 5

the figure PQRS.

The area` of -region PQR'S. is- square units.,

he _area witeregtbn ABCD which is outside region PQRS
7//- square-units.

Cook at tile facing pag

Join the following points in order:

(9, 12), (9,15), (7,15); (7, 16), (9,16), (9, 17), (6, 17),

(6, 14), ES,. 14) - (8, 13), (6, 13), (6, 2), (9, 12)! -

.yhat:symbol does the resulting closed figure look like? S
What is the area of that closed figure? 1/

561

ti 'square nits.
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. .
Ftirther activities and. enriehnient:

- .
...

1. Some pupils might enjoy working together to make.

a
,
lralting of a square foot:divided into square.-

in,-ches. They could then find the number" of. square

ti

inches in a squgre foot either- by-counting them

directly or, by breaking up the _array into parts-

they "know--fcir example; into four x 6 arrays.'''

the tiling patterns onpages 335 and 336

in the pupi124. book interested some pupils, they

might .enjoy trying to make such patterns of their
- .

wn with various kinds of congruent regions. For

extmple, any set of congruent Zp1Pai-Ilaterala can

be fitted together. -

A. different pattern Using a general triangle,

is the following.

70,

Another, patteini Is 'the following, using'.the isosceles

right triangl. ,

MEMO
LIM 'NM
LIE Mk,



2f 'one picks' out one. 'Of the -trig ngula.r -regloias to-
-4 -

exe.minei he finds there' is a square the bypot°enu:se

(longeatt- side) ''made of foul... triangular tiles, while

oa .ea of the'shorier sides is a sqtare forked from

-two s. Th.td- shows a special case of the ,famous

tleorem (of. Pythagoras) triangle
the. area .-of -.the sS:a.re :on the hn5otenuse is* the.
sum of. the_areas of 'the_ squares .on7.-6he shorter_

. ,-sides .
. .

3. Scene regions whose boundaries are not F.11. straight

lines may be. covered by non - overlapping units whose

boundaries are not necessarily all straighht lines
nor curved slimes.

'figureS are-examples;

7 ,

"The circle 66n-i
tains' six -units

The, circle con-
-. tali= six units

.% -



VI-6: Doubling Edges'iDiRectangles 5

Objective: To observe the effect on perimeter and .

area of a rectangle if the, sides_ are doubled.

.Vocabulary.- -(NO:new:yOrda.)..

Materials: Rine or more Congruent rectangular. sheets

of paper wi:th. -provision to mount them on
the chEakboar.d.,- or' '-convenient

bggested -Procedure:

.
Invent some story that will introduce rectangular regions,
one 9f yhich has sides twice as- long as the other.

For.example, you might a man who had two

rectangular _flower--beds, a .small one in hts front yard

and .a larger one in _his baCk yard. _The- b-ides of the-

flower-"bed- in the baci,Yard are just- twice as 'long as

thoSe.in-.the front yard. He P. -6 up a fence around nig
front f3S-wer bed and found' it ook 20. 'feet of fence.

Then ask how -:many. feet of fence be needed- for --the

flower bed in- the back yard. Y.B sure the Children

understand that their are ciparing the perimeter's of
the two -rectangles, but 40' not try to. settle_ any
differences of opinion. Simply make note of the sug.--.

gestions. -(crulte possibly- all of the children will

agree thatthe correct answer should be- -40 feet.)

Continue with the/story. 'of ...the flower beds. Indicate
that each yetal; the man has, .to spade up the flower beds

to get theta ready'to plant. He 'finds .that it takes

him an hour to spade. up the front bed... Ask how much-
time it will take for the back bed. .Again do 'not ;Er. y

to settle any differences `of opinion, but make a note

of the different, suggestions. Bring out by questioning
that_ he must dig up the. whole. region so that we-; are."

rePilly just asking to compare. the arelbs, of the two--
regionS.:-

1 6
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Indicate that --we will make. use of coordinate systelill'
to look. at the question. Askutshe children if 'their.
remember a way we found to draw a "ore whose. sides
were twice as long as those of another fi_g-rre. -,(Mul-

the-coordinates by Now have them turn to
page' -344 in. the puPills book. The first part of
this problem- is intended to 2..ead the pupil- to the
conclualon. that doubling the sides of a' rectangle doubles
the perimeter (as one might guess): 'The second part -

:the. problem is intended to have ,the pupil see that the
area is not douttled, but is instead Multiplied by 4:
It would bewell to check this by having the pupil act,iypoi y
find the areas of the two regions, i.e.,. 40 square
units and -166 square ltrits, but it seems that- the
real insight comes in. 'Seeing geometrically that it takes'"

copies of region ,ABCD to .cover. region PUS.

These:insigh-ts_
flOwer garsers'sw;ki
it. would" take
but would take

can now be related to story of the:
ere the -Cilildreia can conOlude that

40 feet of fence for the back garden
4. hours to spade it. up.

Another experience to reinforce and extend theie insights
j:S. the following. Have one of the rectangular regions
matinted on the board. Now have the children place
congruent regions to construct one with sides twice
as long. It is clearly evident that it takes four
sheets of paper- in all, so again-we see that doubling

1 -
the sides multip3ies .the area by 4. Now suggest
trying to place further congruent copies to construct
a region, whose sides are three times as long as the -

original one. The resulting figure will look something
like this.,

4,



:3y exaia ni g this figure notice' that the perimeter is-
ctxe.ct3y :three-'time's ttat of the or-iginak-regiop. but

thest the area is great:_ If interest and
space' this coulebe extended to maiti:p/ying

-,lengths so on. Some .childre'n may -even reach
the

.

'(correct). 'conjectUre. that if, the lengths of the
sides ate:mUl-tipl'ed by K, then the perimeter is
multiplied-by K d the,area- is multiplied by K.,
though th6'y gill find it,..ihard to verbalize.

Some child may notice. after he completes the drawing .

on page -31+5 in the pupil's book that rectangles
and PQ RS have an intersection, in set -term:Lnology,

which has an area-of 14- square units. If so, tell
him that this fact will be explored somewhat farther
in Section 8.

M.



Doubling Sides of Rectangles

Draw rectangle ABCD if the numbersc,lekribing the

A(1, - 13(4, C(4, 6)
ti

:D(1,.6).

r

.Doublelhese:Triumbers to.-141'poihtS

gf
N

Draw rectangle' -PQRS.

The perimeter of 'ABCD
.

The Rerimeter of F'QRS = is

-u n its.

On its.

The perimeter of MRS is tjmes- as large' as

the perjmeter of ABCD.

Write the equation used to find the area of region ABCD.

Olt )2.,
Write the esiaation used to find the area of region PQRS..

Thearea of region ABCD is / 2 square units.

The area of region. :PQRS square _units.

0

The area of PQRS is imes---as-large as the area of ABCD.
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Look at the facing page-.

S

Write .theiequation ..".use00,- find-the -p_ ritrietelkof

Write the 'equation:. used to_find,.theperinieter'of

-40

The pei-imelee of _ PQRS is
a,

units

The perimeter of PQRS = 'is times the perimeter of ABCD.

Extend. AB and CD to -meet SP' and &II.

Extend Al) and BC to meet RS and- PQ.

These lines divide region PQRS into

Each -region is congr4ent to A BCD.

The area of region PQRS is

-

L

smaiier regions.

3147

. . .

itTi-e5.-the..:areaof. region.. ABPD..*:',

-1



Doubling Sides of Regions
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ling Sides of Rectangles;

ABCDEF is umple closed curve.

It is: the edge of a region.talled R.:

The petimeter'bf .-A13CDEF is /6 units,
The area of R is 9 squate

Double the numbers describing points D, E; F.

label the -new points P,

PQRSTU' is the edge of fegion Called S.
_lhe-piriMeter. of PQRSTU is J32.. units.
-Ti;e rea cit:;:S squa .uriits.

The perimeter of .,,PQRSTU

the pe er of ABCDEF.
1.

The-area b

40_

-"times as long as

time .as .large as th:e_a rezt -or

-



Dcfublind Sides of Rectangles-

4. Two sides of a rectaRg le are -5 :inches and 7 inches.

The area is

5. Tile-area of a rectangle is 48u.square inches. One of the sides is
I

6 inches long. atifiritein equation .for the number n # inches

in the othersidel& .

X
The length .o the.other side is' f

r,

1

.6. The area of rectangle is 36 square inches. Ohe of the sides

is '6 I hes. Write an equation for the_number-- 'h of inches

in the er side.

X n
The clen h of the other side.-

'This rectangle is. a
_ .

a

s.

7. ; Thearea-of.a;squa re- is 25: .uare. feet. Write an equation for.

the bumber n of fee in-each side.



Objective: To observe that congruent figures have

equal areas.

---"-To see. that area is additive:

To ,apply theee ideas to, determine certain

. areas

(Vocabulary OverlaPping, mon-overlapping

'-Materials: Colored chalk.

Suggested Procedure:

Draw. (Or moun:4) on the board two -congruent rectangular
-regions. Be sure the children :understand

,the regions

are inended to be congruent. Ask -whether the two.
. --regions haire the same area... There will probably be

unanimous agreement, but have the pupils explain ...LNE
.

this:should. be true. (The' essential 'Point to be

developed is that if two -regions are. congruent, a copy

of 'one will jv.st 'fit on the other. tut this means that
if, one of them is covered b a, set of unit squarey'

-regions,- the same' set -of Unit regions arranged in the

same .way =1st_ just fit on -the other one. Hence, -the
area.;' must be the.: same.) Write this conclusion on
the . bckit.rd." -

'...Congruent regions have -.equal areas.

Pupil*s book,. pages .352-33:,
W_ork .with the claSs as the notation becomes

invOlved. .-.Then ask the ChlidiAto explain the results:
"that-is, in-both cases the larger region is a union of
two smaller ones. Yet in one caste; the number of sqUare

- "
L:-. '. , .r.. . . " * .....

.., -
'-. A'

.

units in the 'larger. could be found by adding the nuMbers
for the t'wo- smaller --regiOns- and in the other it 'could

;not

"

.1
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Elicit such statem as that, in the second.case,
io - .

'the regions, overlap" or "the. regions have poipts in

tame.' this carefully with the class. Draw
-

o copies on the lioard and here the sma1.1.,,regions
...

a
.

colored, in contrasting colors....oc. chalk. . The figures. .
.. .

would be somewhat.11.1ce the -ones: Velow. . _ .-.

Anything which is doubly. colored would belong- to both

small. regions', -.1.e., would be in- 'their tersection.-

In -the firdt case. only BE is doubly colored, so the

intersection is just this segment: The segment,ls

part-of 'the edges 'of the regions.

2

1.

Note, N:Iwe'irer, that the intersection of the region; is
not empty. In the second cases on the other hand, the

whole reakngular re on ABER is doubly Colored. '-

That is, the Inter ction. contains interior paints of

regiont:. This - is the _trou3;41e-. When we add.the
.

number of 'squares for. ACIE anti 'far A.B... any squares

in ABEli are' counted ;twice. TwO regions like this - .,.r2rFtk-

Wkd.ah have- common interior points are called overlapping. /

Show overlikoing regionS with ,sheets ofPaper,7oite-. .. .
partly over theotfiex. . -..

''' ., .. .-
.. - From this -discussion lead the pupils to the under-

...

standing.that if a region is divided into sub-regions,
-: . . - CP . :....

which do. not overlap, the number of square'units -in-2:1- , , . ,.-
..- the region is the sum- of the numbers of squa-re'Units -.

in :,the two.siarts. We call such non - overlapping'.
...; ...-.--

regions.:



Niaw call to the pirpils' attentionIif they ha-ve- not
'already noticed it) that we e'd about area p411,y.

for rectangular- regions or- that'are easily broken

rectangular r gions. e, we have done .

nothing with a triangLar region such as that on page 3,11.
in the pupil's book. Have the pupil turn to this page
and let- him' notice that!, to have _fitting alone BC, gr

theie;wCiuld; have to be e lot of cutting of the unit

square. regiOns and it is not -clear how many whole

SquIre\kini.ts 'this would use FAxplaii :that questions
n

like this will beldiscusSed grade, but that.

prbbrlem will show one way of working with them.'

Now go on with the questions on-page 356 in
the pupil's book. Where the question "Why?" is asked,,

have some child explain orally,.'

Supplementary jaff; 358-37a:

'Further work is given on testing for dipngrtient. figures.

The ia.ea.of congruent regions is xxsed-to 'compare ,areas .



Congruence and Area

I.* Look at the facing page.

See the simPle closed curve ACDEFG.

ThiS Is the edge of a region.-

The rea of this_reg square units:
Fi d the pojnt whose coordinates are (7,-8):. Mirk it

. .

The area of region ACDH , is =square u

The area ?f, region s HEFG- is 12. square units.

Is region ACDEFG

cs

Draw HE.

the union of 'region ACDH and region HEFG?

Find the point whose coordinates are (9,' 5). Mark it B. Draw

The area of region ACDH 2/ square#unit

Thearea of region A BFG ir square -IInits;
qv.

Is region ACDEFG the union -dt region ACDH

?pa?
I-s the number of square -units

arta region :-ABFG?

n AbDEFG the sum of the riuulbers'

-ACDH and ABFG?

What tile.a riedethe region. A BEHZ. square- units:

Subtract this. number from the.sufn ofAhe nu_ mbers for the areas of
. g

ACDH avid ABFH. The difference is _ ;31-3 - imr-- .

How does this nUipber.compare withthe number".for tbearea of the

region ACDEFG:?_
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Congruence and Area -

s
2. Look at th'e-facing page.

:Find point" li(13; 9).

'Draw CD and BD.

ABDC is a

Thearea of region- ABD is 460 square units.

Is A ABC congruent to A DEC? 7ittet./,
Do regions ABC and DEC have the Same area?

=-7.5

Why?

Does the number of square units region ABDC _equal the sum of

the numbers for. ABC DEC? Why?

The.tiumber oisquareunits in region
--'

for regiOn ABC.
.4

Why?

ABDC is twItheen umber

The area of region ABC is 9,0- scitiare units.

This numberit A _ .. of that forthe area of the rectangle ABDC.
W

a'
9

4b
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Congruence and Area

ook-at the facing"page.

ACDF is a quadrilateral° 11

It is the edge of a region.- ki

We shalifind the area of region ACDF.

The area of region -ABEF is the same as the ar of region CPQD.

Why?

The area of region ACDF is the same as the area of region BPQE.

Why?

The area of region BPQE is 2 square units.

Why? "I X 1 32
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You know what is meant by congruent-figures : Below are some pairs

of congruent simple closed' curves. ..,

A simple closed curve is the bounclary'of a reigion....

If two simple closed curves are congruent, are their regiOnt

congruent?
Nies the-pictur e show pairs_cif cOngrUent regiorrs?
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know that congruent-regions have equal areas.

If a trac:ing of one Tegion- Can be made>ta ely 'inside another' ,
regiorii, 'the first figureflas a-smallei' area thinthe second. Fb

.

example, the rectangular region below has'a sMiller'area than-the

triangular one because a tracing .of the rectangle can be made to fit

inside the triangle as shown by the dashed line. .
.

Exactly two regions congruent to A will fit' into region e-

4

Then region g has exactly twice the area of region "!,.

-



Show by tracing and fitting that region E below has exactly twice

the area of region -F Draw a dashed line 0 show how you did the

fitting. lei



r

Loolcat regions.. G7 arird H- below. It is possible to it two
Congruent to G inside H so that there is ipsce left ova This sho
that triangle 1-4 'has moreihan twice-the area of tr angle G . Show

by_dashed lines how to do the fitting._

Use tracing paper to sho how t left and region in each-pair

below can be made to fit inside t e right-hand figure.

. .

0
v."

-



each.texame, fit as many regions congruent to region A inside..
B. as you-can. 9pmplete the sentences that tell tkoout the areas: .

I

The. area of.. B 1g exactly times the area of

o"

The area -of- is, exactly

362

times the area of .9
e
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TI?e area of is more than limes the area_of.

O 4
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LThe area'of B is more than 2 times the area of A .

.

O

The area of B is more than 6 times the area of

( 44.442



/.
or N.

T. Look at thee two square regions.

1

591

We can fit one square region congrue,nt to = R inside. 8 with
some spaceIeft over, bUt we cannot fit twcf regions congrUent to

R inside S without overlapping. The fact is, however, that
the area of S is exactly 2 times the area of square R . Can

I you think how we could know this? Here is a simple way-to shoiv it.

The area of R .. is exactly 2- times the area of T . The

area of S is- exactly 1"/ times the ,area of T Four

things are twice as many as,two things. Therefore, the area'of S

is twice the area of kgare
c,

o

40,

365
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.1

How can iou show that this square and this triangle have the same area

Answer:

O

c
. .

Here is a square region whoie sides are One inch long.
. . -. - . _

t a

We say that the area of this region is one square finch.

. ;. I ,

. 1

.... 1 i
. t.

1

I.

A. '
, The area of this -rectangtilar region . is tWo square inches..

oh c !

1

,

4.

a
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7

The area of this region is square inches.

593

To finish this section let's try to find out something about the area,of

-ccircular regions. Below is a circle. The point in the middle is called the.

center of the circre. Next'

of the-line segment and put one e.
,

c irle.--_Where does the other en

the circle is a line segment. Make a tracing

The length of the segment is call

of your tracing on the -cent& of the

of the_ segment lie? 10:\4J,r;.-4

the radius of the circle.

14.

41.

.
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The radius-of:tiiis circle -ice- exactly one inch.

What can we find out aboutthe area of the region enclosed by the circle?

To begin with, we can put our circle inside a spuare whose sides are two

inches long.

a-

The area of the square region is square inches:

The area of the circular region is less than 49 square inches.

4



NoW we can put another square inside the circle.

r

-

Can you jai the area of the inside square region? 2
is

Hint: Divide the region into four triangular regions.

a

/

Does this "remind you of something you did before?

The area of the circular region ii-More than v square -inches._
111

We have seep that the-area of the circular region whose radius is one
(

inch is more than squariittches, but less Sian 171(

square inches.
S.

_Later on you will learn that the area of this region is just al-ittle more

than 3 square inches.

c

I
c

369 .

(

1



g*Line Segments-

Here are three line segments. Draw a triangle with sides

-congruent to these segments.
a

r

2.. Here are four line segments. Draw a quadrilateral with sides

congruent. to these segrrients, and draw it so_that it

-*inside the triangle you just drew. . /:
Ib

14

s

S

O

Lhave two triangles A and B. Every side of A is *longer Ulan .r

every side of B; and yet I cannot fit triangle B inside

triangle Ai. How is this posiibte? Can you shOw by a drawing?

=

Ns

--
a

V
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.VI-8. Gauss

Objective:.

Vocabulary:

Background:

sums and Euler routes

.e

To -introduce more Ella pupils (or -more

able 'classes) to some simple combinatorial

geometry. 4

(No new words.)

Once when Carl FriedrichGauss was a
,

xrmill boy, he and his classmates were

required, as a punishment, to kdd up

all the numbers from 1 to -100.

Little Gauss quickly saw that he could,

save himself a lot of trouble-if he

added the numbers in these pairs:

O 100, I + 99, 2 + 98, etc. On

pupil pages 371-373 we present

a simple geometric problem involving

sums of. the form

0 -I' 1 24. ... n:

At the end we give a hint which:, we

hope, may lied some pupils to rediscover

GaussIg neat trick.
-

ohhard Euler once proposed to,maIk

oirr each ofiCoenigsbergis seven bridges

just, once and return to his starting

point. He soon fund this to be,impos-

s On pupil pages.374-377 the

present a sequence QC problems designed to

lead'the.pupil to a simple insight aIDOut.

problems of the Koenigsberg bridge type.

Both of these problem sets involve a

kind of geometry which, in contrast to
. e

the congruence geometry of Chapter I,

is not conceded with the exact shape

of things This kind of geometry is

called Topc:.

4:

I

A

' s
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r

Suggested Procedure:

The pupil pages 370-377 are intended primarily

for independent use by individual children.

Page 13.7,4? -gives a little practice in thinking

intuitively about geometrical objects. Pupil pages

371 - 373 . are intended to give the pupil an inkling of

argument by induction. The important thing for him to

*see is how to go from the case of one point to the

case of two points, from the case of two points to

the case of three points, and so forth, and final ly

how to go from the case of n paints to the case of

n 1 points where n is any number. This technique,

induction,'is one of the commonest and most powerful

techniques in mathematics. Pupil pages 374-377 con7".

cerning Euler routes should lead the pupil to

realige that a map cannbt have an 'Euler route if any

of it towns has an odd number of roads leading from

it. no doubt many-children who see this will jump

to the c- clusio.` =t an even number of roads

lea 'from eve=7*-!town guarantees the existence of

an Euler route. This, is true, but it is riot so easy

to prove.

ea'

OA.

tir

A

s
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)ine Segments and Sums

1. Here are four points:

Join every pair of points with a- lire segment.

How many segments did you draw? 6_
Find the sum: 3 + 2 + 1 + 0

Here are five points:

.,..^.

Vi

r-

Join every pair of points by a line segment

How many segments;dia you draw? JO *)

Find the sum: 4 + 3 + 2 + 1 + 0 = /,0

371

599
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3. He are six points:

sa.

Again, join every pair of points by a line segment.

How many segmehts this time? /.5
Find the sum: 5 ;4-4 t 3 + 2 + 1 + 0 = /S

Was the sum the same as the number of segments every time?

if not,' go back and check your work.

372o ;
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J

___ 4. Now.try it for three points. Figure out what numbers you should add.

AI;

Number of segments: .3
± / + IJ = .3

Does it work? Does it work for two points?

For one point? Now add a fourth point to the three you

have up above. Kow many new segments can yoU draw?

What new number should you add to the sua4

A

Now think about what you have done and try to explain why the's= shop id_
always be the same as the number of segment.

an-.444/-61-42%,,c,f,-Ziet

Without drawing anything figure out how'many line segments it

would take to join all pairs in a set of ten points:

+_...z+ + + e I =

If you rearrange these numbers in the right way the addition
-404is very easy:

373 .



I am staying in Hochdorf, a villwe high: in the Aips.: I would like to

take a trip starting and ending 41kchdor.i and passing over''ever:y
a -

road exactly Once. Trace out a route for me"
41,

Stein

I. We eaii a route which starts and ends at the same point and passes over-,

every road exactly once an Euler. route after the famous Swiss
, ..,

\mathematician Leonhard Euter-Epronounged "Oiler") twho4irst worked.
problems-of thikind. Find an Euler route starting and ending at '-

hi: If there is an Euler route startinTand ending at one point is

_there necessarily an Euler route starting and ending at every other

point? Why?



N..

2. Try to find an Euied route for each of the maps below. Start at any

point yoillike, but be suresto end. at th-e-sime poirit Put a big°

_ X on each map whichlias no Euler4oute.

. 4

.603
.

Psi

ean yoii think of 'any simple rule to tell you when a map will 'ave an
_

Euler route and when it will not? Look back at.the maps above.

S.

-
4

_375 2 j 0
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3. -Now look at these maps.. Mark wit ')c whthose maps Ol haye no.
;. .

? ,k ,:' " -e
if

\

4 a

Euler route.

6 -

4

s

What do you notice?

Anything about even and odd...

O

If you look carefully you can tell right away tht each of th e naps
pas Rio Euler route., Explain- how on the line under each map.

.01

."1

:

2 0 376
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4. Now can you think of a simple rule to tell you when a map has no

Euler route?

t.

477 2 0 8

t.



Chapter VII

MULTIPLICATION, Quarmus, AND DivIsION

ckground

Associativity multiRlication. We have defined

Multiplinition in terms of Areysr 3 x for instance,

is the number of elements in an array of 3 rows of 8

dements each. Once'we are fAm41-car. with this deflaition,

1 is not necessary to-think of actually arranging the set
4 o -lements of thlearray in rows. We 'bay thiik of 3 x 8
as slimly the number of members in the union of 3

.dis oint gets of 8 members each,
- .%

In terms of this idea it is easy to justify the

associative property of multiplication,-according to which

for example, '

jW

Qz. 601 j,

(2 x 3) x 4 . 2 x (3 x.4).

(Recall that we'have already'noted buch'earlier the

associative' property

(2 4- 3) 4 2 (3 4)

of addition.) We begin by imagining astack of-blocks which

is 2- -blocks wide, 3 blocks jolgh,vand bloc s'loAga,

We may thick of this set o' blocks as the union of
.4

6 bloCks in each- of 4 sets.

e

r.

A

O
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kf

This shows that the rrumberr of blocks in the whole stack is
6 x 41t which, since .6 .'2`x 3, is the same as

- -On the drther hand, we may also think of this same set
of blocks as being the union of 2 -sets .of 3 x 4, or..,
12, blocks

o.
.41

-TbAS shows that the number of blocksin the whole stack is

2

We have now seen that the''-number of blocks in the
ti whole stack Is given both-by (2 x 3) x and 8.186 by

x (3. x 4). Hence.

(2 X 3) x 4, 2 x (3 x

-` 210

4

'Se
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Distributi*ity of.mmltivalcation over addition. .

MUltiplicatiowmay be distributed over addition, both

from the leftn, as in the example

.4 x (2 5) 4 x 2 + 4 x

and "from the right "; as in the example

(2'..+ 5) x4 = 4 x 4 + 5' 4.

To see the first of these relation's,. we take a

4 by'.(2 + 5) array, ie., a 4 by 7 array,

X x x. x x x x

X x X,X x x x

X X X X' X
X

X

x

X' .-

x

slid think of it as formed from a 4 by 2 array and P.

410
4 by 5

1
., as suggested below:

X

X

k X

x.

X
-.1

X x X

t

a

X X X%

This makes it clear that tie 'number of eleMents in a

4 by (2 + 5) array is the tuber of elements in a

4 b42 array plus 'the number of elements in a 4 by 5

array. That is,..

14 x (2.+ 5) x 2)4.(4 x 5):

To see the relation

(2 ±5) x4 =(2 x4)-4:(5 x 4)1.



Jr,

,

I

we .can similsrlt take a 2 + 5),by-4 array. and thirtk

of it as--.formed from a .2 by 4 array Wad's'. 5 :by.. 4. array,

1
thus;

x X x

x

X x x x

X x x X.

X X X 0C

X X X

116

X x x x

Or, alternatively, we may use commutativity to replace

4 x--(2 + 5) 'by (2 +5} x 4,.4 x 2 by 2 x 4, and

4 x 5 by 5 x 4, in the equation

4 x (2,4- 5) =(4 x 2)4-(4 x 5.)

The result of making these three replaCements is the.

desired equation

4 ;=(2 x 1) 4-(5 x 4..)

Quotients. There is g'strong parallelibetweell the

-relationship of suns and differences on the one ha-4 nd and

the relationship, of products and quotients-on the other.:

To make this completely clear, we begin by considering a.

typical addition equation, say
f, 4 f'

5.-i- 4 = 9., %-

1
We may think of thip,as saying that 5

1

is_the number such

that this number plus 4 gives-the sum 9; and we may
A

express thiS fact y writing 5 As the difference of

9. and ,4:

-

.- 5 = 9 -. 4.,

.Now consider any multiplication equation, say

5 x

212

I
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00

611.

,r ei

. WW May think-of-tbi's as saying 'that 5 ins the,nuMber'
' such that tilllgonunber times., 4 gives the protract 20.

We shallexpressthis fact by writing 5 as the quotient
of 20' and 1;P, thus: 5,= 20

.

Remember that for the present we are dealing only

with thet whole numbers, that is, the numbers 0, 1, 2, 3, Ito
etc.- As long as this is true there will be same addition

questions, like

n --I- 4 = 3,

which have no answers.. That is, there is,no whole number'

such that a number plus .4 is 3. (Later on, of course,

the negative numbers will be introduced, and then -1 will
be the answer to the queaiore n = 3. That is -1

will then be the difference 3 7.(4.)

.There is a similar situation as regar4s multiplication.

As long-as we are dealing only with the whole numbers there
will be some multiplication question, like

n x 4 21

which have no answers. That is, there is no whole number

such that this number times 4 is 21. Later on!, in the chapter
21'on rational numbers, --7- will be' identified as the answer to

21the question ? x 4 = 21. That is, --- will then be thNe
qubtient 21+4.)

Division. We have just seen that with respect to

certain "questions withOUt answers", the situation for
ti

multiplication closely parallels;the\situation for addition.
But there is an important distinction.

It is easy to see in advance just when it is that an
_ -

'addition question, like

n -I- 4 . 3,

is going to have no whole slumber atiswer; it. is when the
4

.

number "on the left" (4, in this9case) iv. greater than

the number "on the right" (3)
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rr
For multiplication,ihowever, it is not-so easy to

see Ifiltadvance whether or not a question

n x 7 = '313

,is going to Mk a (whole- number) answer. In fact, many

third gradechildien may not even be able to. see in

advance whether oenot the question

n x 4 = 21

has a whole - number answer.

Questions such as this, for which there are no

answers within the set of whole numbers, are deferred

until Chapter 9 after consideration has been given to

the rational numbers (Chapter 8). Here in Chapter 7

we restrict our,work to questions such as

n x 4 20

for which there are whole- number answers.

I ..

k

c?,

7.!
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VII-1. Multiply with 10

Objective: To extend the multiplication concept

to products that are multiples of ten.

Vocabulary' (No new words.)

Materials: Manipulative materials, 3 by 10 array of objects.

Suggested Procedure:

Rey skew thinkiniof multiples of-ten in more than one

way by asking bow to rename 70 as. tens. (7 tens.)

Continue with many other multiples:.. 200, 360, .290,

140, 702.. 250) 450, 100, etc.

Ask for another way to think about 3 tens. (30.)

.Ask if someone can make an array Stowing 3 tens.

(3 rows of 10 elements each.) This maybe drawn on

the Chalkboard:or arranged with objects. Ask what mul-

tiplication equation could be made for the array.

(3 x 10 = 30.) State that 3 x 10 is another7'may of

saying 3 tens. Ask what 4 x 10 is,. and if the

answer is 4 tens, have the number renamed as 40.

Continue with 7 x:100 2 x 10, 8 x 10, etc. Ask
what 12 X 10 is. If there is hesitation, remind

Children that this is 12 tens and therefore 120.

Give much practice with multiplying a number times 10,
including numbers surf as 45 X 10.

Continue practice, including examples like 24 x.10
and 10 x 9, 7 x 10 and 10 x 2. Occasionally
refer to 8 and 10 as factors of 80.

Discourage any suggestiOn-of "just adding a zero'''.

the number. If this arises, show that if a zero is
added to 12 in the illustrative equation, for. example,

the sum of 12 and 0 is 12. If, however, children

do not show all the steps in solving the equations on

- .the pupil pages, allOM them to continue to do.the work
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Use a stnilar procedure to shoietite use of multiples of
.4

100: 300 = 3 hundreds = 3 x 100; 4 x 100 = 400;

24:x 100 = 2400; etc.

Pupil's book, pazt es 378 - 381: These pages provide practice.

In thip chapter, children are expectedto get Ale general .

idea of muliiplicaiion-and division without necessarily

'mastering all the basic facts. The drill on and mastery of

basic multiplication and division f.sibts is delegated to-

fourth grade.
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Multiplying with Ten

iso

Use-the array above to help you fill the blanks.

Is.there an easy way when 10 is one of the numbers?

2.x.10= 20 4x. /D =40
4-x 10= 40 10x 6" 50

30x 1.= 3 x .= 30

7 10 x 3 = 340 2 x /40 =. 20

5x 10= 7 = 70

10x 5= Cr x
8-x 10 = gr7 8 x /a = 80.
9x 10= 90' 10x D = 0

10 x 7= 6x so

217

A

61.5
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4.

A' Multiplication Table

Can you make a multiplication chart to include 10? Try it.

2 3 4 5, 8 9 10

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,46 o-
3 s e 7 1 9 /e

2612 4 6 y io /.z /- /J, 0 3 6 9, /2 /7 2v 17 3-e
P /2 , 20 2 ef° 32 3 a
0 .5-_/40' ir 2C .3o Ss- 440 "4--- .moo

6 /8
,_20

340 .4 4 .92 Ifs.

-Jo 7 /4/ 2 2g
,

ac 412 9 5. Aii 3 70
0 P / e -2 il .3' 2 0,41e ,56 69 72- (524

9 0 9 if 27 3 6 .1 63 72 1/ fe,r
to o /0 20 30 40 Co 60 0 70 go 70 lac

1



Multiplying with. 10 and 100

Fill the blanks:

1

45 x 10 = .xret
10x35=
72 x 10 = 7020.
12x10 = 120
7 x 10 = .

9 x 10 =

0 x 50 = sve
10 x39 ..1'901

'4 x100= AlOO

6 x100

9 x100= 90
6 x la = 4a-

10x 84= t!PP
3 x 10 =

.24 x 10 =. 2V19.

18 x 10 = 180.
37 x10 = ,570

17 10= /7G
10 x'72 = 710

100 x 7 7ao
xioo=

100 x 35 = 3.57)

27 x 10 = 270
64 x 10= 4ga

.5-340

10 x 47 =

68 x 10 = 4trio

6x 10= 40
8 x, 10 = -S70

1.0 x 114b= I/O'

20 x100 = 20;i0

17 x100= 1740

100 x 82 = fi040

21 x 10 2.!210

380-
2 s

617
_
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I

a

Multiplying with Ten and a Hundred,

Complete:

r

700 7 x h0D

6O= 6x

70 7 x
4

50z5x

120 = x

i2 x

x io

1500 = x 100'

720 = 7 2
1
0

2700 -; 27 x`/D 0
r""

3900 = 34 x

o

360 /0 x36 ,ic 4500'= +(.0 x lop

450.;45x (O x 100



,V11,2. -13sing multiplication to solve problems

i-../. .

Objective: To learn to solve problems using multi-

_plIcation facts, with particular emphasis

on equations of the form axb= n
a x b = c.

Vocabulary: (No new words.).

Materials: Manipulative materials, if needed.

Suggested Procedure:

Review multiplication facts by writing on the

`board examples such as the following, ancrask

to name the number'that completes each-
)

'4' X 9,=

3 x,6 .

4 x 10

r..X 10.

5 x 5 lb x 6 .

3 X 100 =

Read, "Four times nine is equal to what number ?"

7 x 3 .

k

nnd .

chalk -

ebildren

Ask children what each example suggests.' For-instance

..4.x9 can be related to objects with .9 in each et,
etc. Then ask children to make.. up a story problem that

can be related to this example, such as, 9 chairs

can be placed at a table: We want to put:thatmany

chairs at 4 tables. Hawmany chair do we need'?

Have them)suggest other problems that might be related

to this example as well as to other examples that you
have selected.

Then. write on the chalkboard - otAtionssuch as the,
following:

n ,x 4 = 20 x. 10" =. 240:

n X 5 = 15 , n X- 10 = 70

619
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es.

n x 6 = 24-
'nX7=21

n x 100 = 100
x 7 = 700t

= 500
etc..

Read "What number times four is equal to -twenty?"

Ask the children to use their multiplication facts to

-.complete these'equatibni,I 'Then ask children to show

what these equations mean to them. For example, for

n x 4 = 20, -they know that they have k ob34cts, in
ea ch set, that they-have "20 ',objects altogether, but

they do not know-labw many sets they have. Then ask

that someone give a story problem that suggests this

equation. (e.g., Bill had 20 cook:Led in bags. He
had k cookies in eachbag.: How many bags of cookies

did he have?) Continue the discussion not only asking

for other problems for .n X = 20, but also asking

for problems fOr equations that you have given. <-

A

Then write aome.problems on the clialkboard. (or ,reseiat

on a chart or by some other visual medium) so that the

children may see' the problems. The following are

'suggested. Undoubtedly you will want to supplement

.these With similar problems.:.

Ann has : 5 :". -rows of stamps _in her stamp book.

There are 6 stamps in -each row.

How many stamps are in her stamp- book?

sel_x 6 =,n.)

We can put fr chairs in one row.

"We want to arrange chairs to have k rows.
How many chairs will we need? (4 x .6 A--n.)

We are go3-ng to take a trip.

5 children can ride in eachca.;,.

"There are. 35 .- children in our class.

How many cars will we need? (n X 5."-= 35.
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There are .8 candies in a package.

I need 32 candies por a party.

. How many packages of candy will I need?

(n, x 8 = 32.)

Pupils* page 382: This page should d scussed
with the chi-lc:lien.

48ita,

Pupil's book, pages 383 - 384: These Rages. are for

independent work. Problemd on page 383 may have to
,

be read aloud with some groups, however%

se

IT .

Jr
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Using Multiplication

,

Picture

Look at Picii(re

0 0 0 0
40-0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

_ -Picture. B

How many cards of buttons tlo you see?, .

How many buttons are on each card?

.Look at Picture B.

ay,

b

The "ids of buttons have been put together.
r

What multiplication equatiOn tells you how many

4 x



Using Multiplication

Draw a line to the equation that is related to each problem.

Torn had 5 coins on each card.

He has 7 cards of coiris.

How many coins did hefilave?

Mary had "3" boxes of pencils.

There were 6 pencils in each Lox.

7 x 42 = n

= n

= n

How 'many pencils did she have? 6 x 3 n

Karen can put 4 flowers in each vase.

AU (ogether she had 28 flowers.

How many vases does she need?

as

Tom wants to give .each of his friends
5 marbles.

He needs 35: marbles.

-How many friendcisvill get marbles

Bill went on a 7 day vacation.. t

He caught the same number of fish
each day.

That wee he caught 42 fish.

low m y fish did he catch a da ?

383

fl x 7 42

n x 5 = 35

x 4 = 28

=n

7x n =42

4 x 28 = n

x 7 =.

623

c,

.
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Using Multiplication

Complete. Your multiplication chart should help you.

1

3x5= 7.5°- 3 -x 4.12.

5x6= *SC

2x9= a

7x4-

/8

6

10

18,

21

7x10 70.70

100 x SVC

-100x.6. 60D

22-0

384.

x100- 100

/DD x 5.500



a

-

Objective: To introduce the idea- of division.

Vocabulary: Divide, division, quotient, and the symbol 4- .

Materials:-
. -..,,

23 cards (baseball cards or pieces of

paper cut out to look like them), pennies,
46

other. manipulative materials.'

Suggested Procedure:

Propole the problem:

Jimmy has a collection of baseball cards.

When he looked -through then! he found that

he had 20 be didn't want because he had

some just like them. He decided to sell

the 20 caTdi in packages of How

many packages of 5 could he' make from-hls.

20 cards? In our last lesson we learned-.

to write a multiplidationliequatiOn for a.

problemlike thi§. What equation Should-2:

werWrite?- 5:= 200- What : multiplication.

fact.belps%us'aliswer this problem? Todaaf.
4

we are gOing to learn howwe can find the

.ansWer to irOblets' like tbispin another

. way.

Ask the class how Jimmy might find out. Listen for the

suggestion to count them out in fives. 'Do this,. using

five cards in each row and forming a 4 by 5 array:.

625

.+
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Say that when Jimmy divides up his extra cards, he gets

4 sets of 5 cards. Explain that we Can write a
20

division equation to show what happened: r = 4.

Tell how it 1s readr--twenty divided by five is equal

to four. EXplain,that when we divide one number by

another, the result is called the quotient. In'the

equation, 20 divided by 5 isequal to four; four

is "hd.q tient.. Alsd- relate the statement to the .

problem situation--20 in the equation to the 20 cards

In the problem, 5 in the equation'to the 5 cards in

each package in the problem, and 4 in the equation to the

4 packages of 5 in the problem.

Since children should be fsmiliar with both symbols

for division (the'bar which was previously introduced

in Grades 1 and 2 and +), the other symbol (-0

should. be introduced at this time.

Explain to the children that there is andiher.waY the
.. ,

division equation may be written: .fo, 1- 5 . 4.. Point
20 m

out that r-- .=-4. and 20 + 5,5 4 .are 'read in exactly
, .e... --.) ..

'the same 1.my.Relate t ebto4; problem to the new form
.. _

.

)1'of the equation ui3ng t procedure suggested above.

Makesure in future work that practice 19,n2sing both forms.

of the division equation is provided.o ,

..,

. I

Then Vary the .problem situation --so that Jimmy has a

different number-of-cards to' give away: Select numbers

so that the division is complete, i.e. no remainderC

For example,.

Suppose Jimmy had 45 cards.
.$$#

He still .want to pit theM in packages,

of 5.

How many packages will he have?

COntinue with other examples not only varying the number

.of cards Jimmy gives away, 'Out also the number of cards

he :puts in each package,. Orl:if--youlish. to Change the

Troblem.situation7to separating something'else- into

equivalent. sUbsetS, do/so. Find the answer to each

40"



question by using manipulative materials. After each

solution has been found, have the, children decide which

'equation they can write.

Use-suff.icient nuthbers of problem situations to develop

the idea of separating a set of objects Into.equivalent

subsets and then relate the appropriate equation

etc., to the action that has taken place.

Although pairs of numbers need not be restricted.to

the basic facts, it-seems more appropriate to do.so.

,Som of the .pairs might be the following: 32 'and. 8,

d 7,. 24 and 8, 'jg and 6;- et64.,, where the

first methbl is the mumber of objects in the set and

the second the number of objects to be placed in.eaCh

equivalent subset.
ti

Although it is easier in a problem situation to consider

the, division as a number that indicates the number of

members in a row of the array,,childrentneed not do .so.

01For example, T- ,=.5or. 10 -:- 5 =.2. 'can. be shown

ad..:eithe'r.a 2 x 5 ora. 5 .(2 array.

627

.

Ptpil's boo ,,pages 385 - 386: Children may ring
sets to

r-
s w partitions (For 8+4, they would ring

sets of 4:),.draw arrays to show a rearrangement of

the objects in the set be partitioned, or use

manipulatiVe matex als to f rm:such arrays: Provide
help as necessary.

13115'sbookafis 387: Children should use manipulative

materials or draw arrays as needed.
10t.

47.
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Learning About Division

Finish these. Show an array for each problem.
.

(a)

(c) 15 SE

(e) -32 8 =

b

(b)
12

(d) 4

30
6



Division.

Finish these. , Shoiv an array for each problem.

qt
(h) 27 4- 3 -(g) 21; -

(i)

(k) 18 -4-

..2 Q
1 .

C

)

(
1

j)

.

386.

(n) .5
6

629
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Quotienti
Ir

Obnictive: To develop a technique for finding a

quotient. °1-4

(VO new words.)

4

Vocabulary:

Materials: ,OTo special materials.)

Suggested Procedure:

Present the following problem, or a similar one:

Jimmy was waiting . for a dental:- appointment, and

he began thinking about 4o baseball cards he

would:like to sell. He wondered how many sets
vbf. 5 he could make of the 4o cards. 'Since he

didn't halm the cards with him, he couldn't

actually arrange them in sets of 5, and he

couldn't remember any of- the multiplicatiC5n

facis for 5 except 1 X 5 = 5, 2 .x 5 10,

3 x 5 .#150 4 )4: 5 . 20, and 5 N: 5 =25.
_

1,hrite:the multiplication facts mentioned above- and. the

problem Jimmy 4owanted to solve on the chalk-
. 51ir
board.:,.' Explain that Jimmy borrowed a pencil "and...paffe.i
from the woman in the- office and .found out how many
sets of the facts he' knew, without -olret.iiiiag an array.

: Ask children to suggest ways he might 'hive done this.

Allow children. to 'explore any possibilitiei which fit
the conditions of the 'problem: no drawings and no

multiplication facts beyond 5 x'5 = 25.

It is possible that the Children, themselves,' May:prO-
.

- vide an introduction to the division-Algorithm.* 'If not,

You may suggest that J would know he could make at
least -5: sets of 5 cards, because 5 x, 5 :25, ( write
5 x 5 . 25 on the chalkboard)' and 25 is less' than 40.
If he made 5 pets, he would have 40 - T25 or- }5 cards

left. (Write 14:0 = 25 = 15 . ) From the r5 cards he -could
.make 3 more -.sets of, .5_, 7 because 3 x 5 = 15. (Write'.

3 x.5 15:.) All together he could make 8 sets, be-
cause 5.4-3 . 8. .(Write: 5 +.:,3 = 8.)

23 eN

.to

631
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In' your own words, point out the fact that you

have - written -- = 5 -x 5 = 25, 4.0- 25 15,
3 'X '5 = 15, and 5 4- 3 =-8 -in trying to Solve"
the problem

Introduce the division algorithm by suggesting

that it would bt convenient to 'write the 25- ,-

under,.the 40 in. order to subtract, and that this

'can.be:done if the numeral .5 is =moved over, out

of the' way.. :ShoW:

Ask what fact Jimmy used. first. (5 >c 5 = 25. )..
Explain -that you will write the 5, the right,'.:

so you will remember 'which- fact yoU::used .

and write' the product of .'5 -and. 5 under

the '11-0 in order to subtract,,a3ad find. out what
. ,

number is still to be dividea.

.5

E5cP).-ain again that Jimmy-had -found he could. Make..
5 sets of - 5 cards",, but:4e knew had
40 cards left. What i'S.Ct did' he use `then?
3: x 5 15.) ShoW haw to i:ecord..ihe..--3-: under
th6 5 On the right and hcni t-o subtract the pro-

duct of 3 and 5.. from

5
_25 5
T5.
1.5 13_

What did Jimmy do. to find. out how many meets he

can make all together? (Added. 5 = 8).
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Suggest that if Jimmy had known that 6 X 5 = 30 4IP

he might have solved t7he problem differently:

5

Hcrweirer, he would'havearrIVed at the same quOtient.

Repeat the proceduxe with_ the idea that .Jimmy- knew,

7 x 5 = 35, 8 x 5= 40; and 9 x 5 = 45. .Erapha-

size the fact that using, 8 x 5 -.7 40. . would h-ave

el-Tri;l.nratdd -much pencil work:
4-

woil not ot have used 9._.
ktiew he coUld:nipt make 9 sets of 5-

40 pants.

36Continue_with 77many other examples: , 63 -÷
56. 4- 8, etc.; to help children learn bow they can

find quOtients even though they may not .know the"

immediately appropriate Multiplication facts. In

work with division, hOwever; permit those children
. who need to use manipulative materials or to draw

arrays to do so.

Pupil's book, pages 388-391: The first of these
- -

.psges Shobld'be discussed with the children. The

others are for independent work..
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Learning to Divide

Bill had 24 tickets.

He Out them in sets of 4.

How many sets of tickets did he have?

0,

Finish this array to show hop Bill could have separated the tickets:

How marisetsof 4 would he have? 6

Now can you find the number of sets without the tickets

24 ÷ 4

4)_24
16 -

8
4 sets of tickets Will take 16 tickets.

There are 8 tiCkets left.

HoiN many sets can he make now?

How many sets of tickets has he in all?

Are there.anyltickets left over? C



res. has beer%tires' dale
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27
3C

3

a

10. 48 8

J

11. 12. 9

41.
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Relating division-.to -thu placation

Objective: To relate division to multiplication.

Vocabulary (Nonew word

Materials: Manipulative materials.

Teaching Comment.

In develpiing the ideas in this section, we want to

help:childrentO-see the relationship between division

and multiplication, .that .124- 3. 4 and 4 X 3 12.

Mbre specifically to find the quotient, for two numbers,

th can think what number times 3 is equal to 12,

n X 3 = 12: Although they have been using this

dea-in the'previous section, we now give specific

b

attention to it.

Suggested Procedure:

Recall some of14,,t prOblem situations that have been

used earlier with division or suggeit a new problem.

For example, returning to theprPbleMs about Timmy

and his baseball cards;

Let=s think about Jimmy and those baseball

cards.

--uisrpose JiMmy. had 20 cards._

He put 'them insets of.

How many sets would he have?

Have someone show the result using a-set of cards.

Then ask someone:,to-Arrite the division equations.
20

(20 = n -or = n.)

N ow ask another child to put these.equivLept subsetS.
4

together to foim an array. Ask what multiplication

equation tells us about the number of objects in the

array. Ask a child to write this equation. (n x 4 ='20

or..' 4 X n = 20.)

0



Let's loo at these two equations.

20 4. = 5

x. 20

What number did we find in the first

equation?

What ,number.did we find in the second

'.equation?

Discuss these equations. In the first equation we

divide(' by 4. In the second equation we multiplied
by 4. We started with 20. We ended with 20.

639

Use one Or. two more ,problem situations' where the children
first separiate the set into equivalent subsets. They

a use -these subsets to ?make an array. For each problem,
haye them write the two 'equations. Discuss these in
much the same way as the one above.

4

Then start with a.multiplication problem.
. a

Suppcige there are 6 chal,rs. in a row:
.

Can use objects on'.flannelboard to

repr t. chairs.)
.

Suppose we have 3- rows of chairs.

How many chairs do we ha..e altogether?

Then have them separate the 3 rows of 6 chairs each

Again ask for the equations: ik
Thinking of the chairs. together: 3 x 6 = 18.
Separating the chairs into rows: 18 3 = 6.

Here they, see that mu3_tiplying six by th-ee and then

dividing that result by three results in the number six.

Continue. with other 'examples to help children see that

to multiply..by a number and then. -to divide by that: same

number .results in the number with which we b gan.

Also, to divide by a number and theri to.-multiply by

the same number results in.the tuber with which we started.



Flt.yt examples such as the ft ilowing on the chalkboard:

3.x 4 = 12 Ask ,for the division equation

that undoes Multiplying-by 5.

-÷ 3 = 4.)
. .

8 x 2 = 16 .and 16-4. 8 = 2

6 x' . 24 and 24 ÷ 6 = 4

. 5 x 5 7 25_ and 25 5 = 5

-4x 9 = 36. and . 36 = 9

Pupi/ts book, pages 392 - 393: deal with doing and- undoing..-

page '394 is concerned jiith writing multiplication

equations.

'Image 395:requires that .the children write

- --division. equations.

7

.)



allr Relation of Nibltiplication and Division

Multiplying by a number will undo dividing by the same number.

Thirik of

'Divide .8 by 2. 8

Then multiply 4 by 2. -4 2 x 4
The result is 8, the original number.

Multiplying by,.. 2 undid dividing by 2.

Dividing by a number will undo multiplying by the same number:

Think of 8. ,

Multiply by: 2. 2 x 8 = 16
TherkliNgle ].. by 2. 16 ÷ 2
The result is 8, the original number.

392
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C. _ Fill the blanics to show doing and undoing.

The first example is done for you_
DO -UNDO

2 x 3 =

4 x 5.

6

3

4:= 21/1-

x 7 2/
8 x'44 132

10 )c* 4 4D

7 x 8

9 x .27.

4 X.3

=

64 8 ::=

16 ÷ 4

42

81 9 = ..

24 ÷ 3

45 :

36 ÷ 6 =.

4

9
-6.

20 =

2# 4

. : 7

,9

40 ÷ 4 -=
1
÷ 8 =

3 7

/.7-; 3

i/o

C-x
2x

-- 2-1/

1 X 6 =36
93



'MurtiplicationIquations
k Of rr= 9 as n x 9 = 45.

rite the multiplication equation.

f The first one has been done for you..

a a

16
X #

30 n = 6
n x

or

4 n =- 8

:3

=

'16 n
11 X .2

-7.-S

.24 4
X -2 efI

5 rut = 5
n x.4

/
35= n = 7

/1 X 7
-=.5"-

/7 ----- .3

n 8



Division EqUations

44 4

Think of n x:5 = 45 .as 45

*rife the division eqUation,

il)e first one has been done for you.

= 21 x 9

n x 7 = 49

44 9

n- x 9

..3C- 7-

n x 6 = 36

3C

n x 4 = 16I
n x 8- =.148

n x 8 = 40 n x 9 = 81

8/ --

395



VII -6. Theassociative property of multiplication

Objective: To introduce the idea of the associative

property.of multiplication.

Vocabulary Associative property of multiplication.

Materials: Blocks pugar cubeh, rectangular prisms.

D

Suggested Procedure:

On the flannel. board or.table0:.PlateVree sets of ob-
jects. Ask children.whatimathematical.equation is

suggested by-joining the three sets. For example, sup-.

poqe-the sets.had: 3, 2,, and 4' numbers. .The equation
34- 2 + 4 = 9. Ask childiien what property of additibn

is used tb add three numbers. (AsSociative or. grouping)

Have the children-show it doegpi-trlidke any difference.
In the sum which .2 thambers are acied first.- Reviev
the idea of-associati-Teproperty.

(3+ 2) + . 3 + (2 7.../1.)

T 5, 4- 4 -.3-

645

-e

r:

9
. Now ,display.,an arrangement such as the fOlLowing..

J.

AS

Ask if.anyone can think of an .equation tha'tlit- suggestedanyone
. .

bythis.amangement'.:,1f:childreffAo.Uot"respOnd,
. -

direct their otyntIon'to'ithe "top layer"L-the numheif

: of rows and the number.Cd'objects
.
in each row`. Then:,

1s,

.askAacv theY.datild.HeaCilbe-the huMber of arrays that ...v. . .

-.. -thy had. ?
- Q



4 (2 x 3 x 4) ltoth layers

Help children the see tile .3 by 4 array and that the

product of 3 and' 4 multiplied by 2 gives one result.

x x = 24.
Then ask if they would gee the same results if. they .

found the produc-t of 2 and 3 first. Ask what this

would mean using the model. (Find number in array aa.ong

dide. Then find how ny four such arrays.)

Work the two examples on the chalkboard.
a

1-

(3 x 4) = (2 x 3) x 4
2 X 12 = 6 x 4

24 =S24..

Tell the children what we have` v. another mathematical

property.. Ask them if they .what _property if is.
(Asspciative or grouping property of ino*.traica:t1.on. )

If you use additional. Aequati,ons., be. caref'ul'ito- select.

:that ,nbne iequifts'factS beygrid x'

9 X 5j:
#4;

(2 x-,?)-< =22 X (2 X 3)

(3 X 2) X 2 3 (2 x-2)
'<2 X71) )< 5.. 2 X-(1 x' 5>
2.x (3 x = .(2 x 3)x. 3

Explain that sometimes -'the associative lac .helps us.

to solve- pi-dhlems which we would otherwise not have

- had enough- faicts tO
. .

:Wilte: x 3),,X a \xi
What is 4 x 3? (12.).

Now4tie iitust find-the- product of 12 and. 2

,but, we- haven' t, yet learmed that .MILItiplicatiOn

G How'-can we find;.the.ii464uc:t?a
We can group the factor's ano-tlier..tTT.

.
. 7' -



\
Write: 4 x (3 x2). and ask whether this is'the:same

nUmber as (4 x x 2. (Yes.) Havea child givethe
. .

product of 3 x' 2. Write: 4 x 6.Y.Ask:alt!Other child

what the product of 4 x 6 is. Write: 4 x 6 = 24.

Be sure your record looks like that below so children

can see that in solving one equation they have the

solution to the other.

n =5'4 X (3 x 2)

. 4x.6.

In. the same way, present several of the elpations below.

-.Hwve them rewritten'in such a form that the children

can find the products with.the facts at their command.

. 2 x (4'x 5):.- n = 2 x 4) x 5
.

= 2 x '20 = 8

= 40 =,Y0 1'

Other 'practice equations:?.

3.x. 3

x
X:1 X 5
x 2 5

647

j!oupilis,book pages 396,- 399- It may be necessary to

do these pages as -a class discussiop. If some children

Can do them on their own., they should;be.encouragedta
do so.
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Multiplying ThreOlumbers

Here is a picture of a set of blocks,
arranged in 2 rciws,.of 3 blocks.
How many blocks are used?

2 x 3 =

Here is a picturesof a set of bias
arranged in 2 rows of 3 blocks
and 2 layers. How many blocks
were used in one layer? 6

2 x 3

How many blocks were used in
2. layer's .?

n=(2x3)x2
6 x.2

/

Here is a pictUi-e of a set of blocks

with j rows and 3
blocks in each row. There are 9

blocks in'ithe pigture.
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Here is a picture of a set of blocks
"With 3 rows of 3 blocks and' 3
layers. How many blocks were used?

n23x3x3
= x x 3

= 9

'2 7

Here is a picture ota set 9f blocks
with 2 rows and f blocks

. in each row. The equation that tells .

us the number of blocks is:

There are 2 . layers of bloCks.
In each. layer there are. 2.-rows of

blocks.. In the picture there
-are: /6.- blocks.
:rt 2 x.t2 x.4)

.

What would you find for the produ0
if you writ.

(2 x x 4 .7

Are your products the same?



Multiplication

Example: x 3 x 4 = (2 x x 4

= 6 x4
= 24 -

OR

,..2x 3 x4=2 x(3x4)
2 x 12

Why? aa.440--
=24

First multiply the factors
in parentheses ( ).

Did-you get the same product?

Find these products:

x 3 x 2
3. x 3 x = (3 x 3) 2

= 2

3 x (3 x 2)
3 *

2.x x 5)
= 2- x 2 40



...

3. Find the product of 4, 2, and 3 in two ways.

4 x 2 x 3 - (4 x 2)- x 3 4 x
x 3

4

Find the product of 2, 4, and 5 in two ways.

2 x 4 x 5 (2 x 4) x 5. 2 x, 4 x 5= 2x14x )

0 x 5 = 2 x

s

'4- x (2 3)

= 4

S.

find; the pr

5 'x 2 x 3,

-

5, 2 and 3 ,in two- ways..

)x _3 5 .x 2 x 3
/0 x

a
3

6. Find e product of 2, 5, and 4 in two ways.

_2x5x4=(2x 5)x 2x5x
4



VII -7. Multiplying and diviiing 10 and multiples of 10

Objective: To use the associative property in mul-
tiplication with multiples of ten in both_

- multiplication and Advision.

Vocabulary- (No new words1.)

Materials: Manipulative materials, array of objects.

.Suggested Procedure:

Ftview .thinking of multiples of ;ten- in more than one
way.by asking hOw .to rename 70 as tens. (7 tens0)
Continue with zianY other multiples: 200, 360, 290,
140, 70, 250,1 450, 100,. etc.. . (.

.Ask:foranother- way to think about 3 tens (30).
Ask- if Someone can make as array showing 3 tens. (3
rows of .10 'members each.) This may be drawn on the.

chalkboard or -arranged with objects. Ask what mu.lti-
plication equation could-be-made "Yor array.

- r .

X 10 '=.130.) State that 3 X 10 ,is another way. of
saying 3.r tens: Ask what 4 x 10 and if the
answer is 4 tens, have the number rename'd:as, 40.
Continue with 7 x 10,-- 2 x 10, 8 X 10, etc. . Ask. .

= what 12 x' 10 there' is hesitation, 'remind
children that this is 12 tens, and therefore 120.
Give- much practice with multiplying a number- times
10, including numbers such as 45 x

Continue' practice iticluding examples like 24 x 10
and 10 x 9, 7 x 10 and 10 x.25. Refer _to 8 and
10 as factors of 80.
On-.the chalkboard write 3 x 40. Ask how 40 can be

written-using dmaltiplication of# 2-numbers. (4 x 10.)
Then write 3 x (4.x 10)= and-ask whether thiameans-.
3.."x 4.. (Yes.)-

-z



The written records shows:

As how the associative property

can be :used. to 'rewrite 3 x (4 x10).
-

Write:
_ . .

-Ask a child for the product-of 3 x 4.
Write:

Ask another, child for

the product or 12 x 10.

Write:

3 x 40 . 3 x (4 x 10)

= (3 x 4) x 10

= 12 x10

=

Follow the same procedure using, 7 X,200. Thus:

7 x 20Q = 7 x.(2 x 100)

= (7 x 2) x- 100

=14 x 100

= 1400

120.

Provide:practice on such equations as' 4 x 60 = 240,
2 x 90 = 180, 9 x 270, 7x40 .._8(7),

Discourage any suggestion of."just adding a zero" to
the number. If this arises,-show that if a zero-is
added to 12' 'in the illustrative.equition, forexample'-
the slim of 12:,and 0 is 12. _If, however, children
do not show aIlthe_steps in solving the equations on
.the pupil pages, allow. them4o continue to do the work''.
mentally

':For those pupilSwhO enCOunter no difficulty with

mup_tiplying:using*ltipleSpf 10, use a similar
procedure tO.,show the use of- multiples of 100 :. 300
3 hundreds = 3 x 100; : 4' x'.600,..4 .4 x (6 x 100)
(4 x- 6) x 100 = 24 x 2406;-

Fuplit s 'boo

'practice,

pages 400 - 403: These. pages provide
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'Multiplying with Multiples of 10.

Multiply:

45x 10= I/56
10 x 35 '35-0

72 x 10= 720,

12x 10= /20
7 x 10 = 70.

9x 10= 9c

10x- 50 =SOD

10x 39 349.0

4x I0 0

6 x 200 = /200

3x 600 = free
6x 10 =

10 x 84 =

3x 10=

24 x 10 =

'18 10

37 -10 =

ego
JD

;210

17 x = _L 70'

10 x 72 _720

100x 7__20_0

5 x 800'. =0D0

400 x 3 = /20&

27 x 10 = 270.
64 x 10 lc D

10 x 53 =

10 x 47 =-

68 x 10

6 x 10 -= to G

8x 10. = _f0_

10 x 11 =

2 5.0.0 = Aaeo

7 x 400 = 280C

.100x 8 = gi:000

50 x 20:

400



k Chart
Directions:* Fill inthe chart with the prothicts for the numbers in.

the rows and the colunns.

Example: 8 x 30 = 240
You y Pink about 8 x 30 = 8 x (3 x 10)

x 3} x 10
24 x
240

x 10 20 30 50 90 80 60 70 40
.

/0 ,2 0 3o ..6"-e) . b o 70.1i,

.o 2 -duo Aro i6o f., /40
3 id g 0 .9e ise .e). ..,446 ,'80 i /.2 0

.5-4 /22 /5o .150 4s-0 4op ',3oo 3.5-o ,200
8 .10 16o 240 17100 70- 640 486 -5-60 ,3.,2a

40. 80 io .c?c, .34) ,34) ,,,e-eo vo 76-0

_1020- 4190 30e .7 'to 11¢0 36-0 VAO .29-o

/1.0 .74C) 4s.ge) I/o 7. 0 \c.'e) Z734V .910

7 7o 1 '710 .icl ,36-0 tibiggi,_._40 ..,,,5i.e

7-
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?Is

_Using the Associative Property for Multiplication

1) 3 x 20 = 3 x (2 x -10)

=--(3x 2) x

-

60

2) 5x70= ,c x( 7x /e )
x 7 ) x

'3.5-

= 36-7)

3) 4x20 =ID 4) 3 x'.40. /20

6

5 x 90 6) 7x40= 1 ,e
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7) 70 x 3 -10-x 7 x 3

- 10 x17 x 3),

- 10 x 21

210

'8) 50 x 9 = ( /-0x .4"')
x ( (3-- X 9 )

le x45 -.

9) 60x4-2410

11) 600 x 3 = (100 6) x 3

- 100x (6 x3)

= 100 x /e
= kfoo

13) 400x8-320o

10) 80x2= /60-

12) 900.x 4 = 3 6 4 ? -0

a

14) 300 x 6 = ir,sto 0

1 b3



,

:Dividing multiples of ten

Review renaming 20 as . 2 tens, and -as' 2 x.10.
After giving several examples, state that 7a.rty,miliber
which. is the :product op:. ten .and anothei .actor
ii? a multiple of 10, inc.luding. numbers like '100,
where the other factor is, alio 10. Have many multiples
of 10 named and described. n x.-fo and' as 10 .>.c n.

Write 70 4- 10. If children hesitate, show the equation
n x 10 -= 70. Continue to give - examples 1 eluding prob
lems where 10 .is.the-'7itiotierlt a s .Well problems
in which 10 i *the dkiii.'Sor. (It is not necessary to
13.fi the term `"divisor" with' the children, at this )
I.Tse".1m.31tp1es 'in which one factor is. Igreater than
other b.s in -.450 + 10, -.or 210 Also.:-use multiples
of 100 .if .eiramples such 'as 8 x 100 and: 100.X 5

! have been given previously.

Write 120 + 3. Rewrite immediate14 as 4:.;;. X.
,.'Ask ,what multiple of 10 would be needed to

egua tion. If .chil.dren hesitate, rewind nd tlaem.
solve the
that 120

12 tens.
Give much, practice in class before using pupil- page.

tacalarples.: 70. - 10, 11.1-0
250
10

Pupilts book, page 40t: This page provides practice in
in division.,

260
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VII -8.. The distributive pkoiDertY

Objective: To help .ohildren.4derstand the distributive

property of multiplication oyer addition as-.
. -

illustrated by a x (b + c) = (a: X + (a X c);

-3 X 14. 3 x 110 =(3: X 10) x 4).

lacy:Vona .(N6 new words.)

-Matertais:. Ai-rays, *erred paper,

ested Procedure:

Us a 3 by 12" array. Ask children, how -_t4ey can

find out how many objects are in the array. They might

suggest -aging addition-7-12 + 12 + 12 36. -Also, some_

may suggest .counting. Then tell, tAltm tbri-t- today they
are going to learn another way.

. .

'Fold or cut the 3. by 12 array so that Sou have two

smaller arrays. Describe each of the sraaller. .arrays.

For eloimplel- you may -separate the-array so as to 'have

,3
A

by 10 array and a 3, by-

We can aescribe -the ariayas 3 x l2 or
. *

.., So write
/ ---,

12' x.-. 3x (10.,÷ 2)

#12

-a

(10 -1- 2:

(15 x 2). (Thiee, rows,

of. 12 'objects
separated into
we of. .10 0

_jects and 3
of . .2 object

Ask scone to give the product of, 3 x.10,- of 3 x 2.

CoAtinues with the writidg



Then ask for.another way of Ilaming the

(36.) ; whites 30..,* 6 = 36.

Consider otherisepera-tions of the by 12 - array
-

into_ 2 .arrayA -For -examplei

7 3 x:'(6 x..( +:.4 .4, .4) -:..

= = :(.3 x

= 18 4- l a ,= '12 +:12 + -1i.
=:"36 7. 30

etc.

Observe the different ways used'. Ask if any'cine way

seemed easier than the others. Hopefully we would -

expect the ,.first example, 3-x 12 = 3 X. (10 2).

However, childrsen ay not feel familiar with- products
of 10 to think that this is easier. If so,-you should'

. -

gi-Ve further opportunity to given the products when 10
is one of -the factors, such as;

-3 x
2. X 10
4 x -10

10. x .5.
=

X
. . .......

as was done in the -preceding sections. Thlsmay'lle-
-followed by Practice:di:2- renaming numberS such is. '... -

24_ = 20 + !,-i, 32 = 30. + 2, 47 = 40 + 7; etc.s
cr

. ShOw the children that is an easier-form they
may use.

3 X12 = 3 >5 {10 + 2) _ write 10 ,

= (3-x 10)
= 30 ÷ 6 - . 30 + 6 = 36
= 36

Continue with*everal _other examples

3 X 21 20 -I- 1

x3
6o 4- 3 =

.4 X 32 30 +2
x 4

ot

4



Pcipil2s book, pages .1+05 - :- These pages provide
practice using the dittributive proPerty.



Then think a ut separating this, array into two smallers arrays,.

10
.

_

7

^11111",-..1.

.

. .

II

II

.

"'

. - .

Find the number of meMiers in each array.
Then add these numbers to find the number of members in the
4 x 17 *array:

write:

17
x4

s-

40 +28
*C

Alt

s.



4
.

The -riuinber tif.membeit in a 9 by 10. arrayls 9 x 1
4. .. .."

The nuinberamerhbersiin a":9 by 5 array is
-

' .

1/11111111111111111111111EEIRE
011111111111111

111111111111111211111111111riEIRE E
111111M1111111MMIll
i11111111111111

tre minter of members in a 9 by

IIIIMNIMI111ri111
1111111111111.1111111111110 111ENERE

1111111MME111111111N11111111 111E
111112191111/1111111111111111

15 array is

x9

-x-15

10 +5
x 9

+

13.5"
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Using Arrays

Find the products;

.,. ,11'

O.'
a a- . .. . . v v OOOOOO

-a. a OO OO
. . .-Ora

. a . O Oowasea - - : OO OOO.0 0. -0 OOOOOOOO
0 0: O OOO OOOOOOO

.

2. 6x 17 7 /8._

7.

O , e. ..e .. L ,lb

....D.. OOOOO -

0 0 . pm a C.
_a .... '0 OOOOO OOO . .
a *

t
OOOOO OOOOO OOO

F:7; OOOOOO .
a 0 0-) OOOOOO OOOO OOj . ,

5,e. OOOO OO !dB a's a,.- . . .

..a a . 'a OOO
a o' a e - a.

OO O .41..S. . OOO OO O r,.;,` 0, n. :



Multiplication

Try,these. ,Use aerayi to .h Ip you if you need them..

-18
x3

4lb

19
icy

9.5--

P

. 12
x4
gt?

a

x4
60

x6

13
x9
1/7

17
x3



.

St:1.1ring prolDlems

, _

The .fblloWing PuPils. Pages:are included to prOvide0

additional experiences in .solying story probleMs.--

-IS not eiery' child. :muSt complete every

"consecutive orde`r. The t ea..cheriS own judgment'..

should be the guide: Independent' is to be 'encouraged
whenever feasib-le..

LesS .able. children Should ba.:enCours:ged to use alanipUietive

.materials whenever they need,theMC.,.' Very gable children
might exPlain the=s6.1utions fdr 'difficult problems. to
the -class.

.Problem Set 1,
Problem Set 2,
Problem Set 3,

Problem
Pro blem Set
Pr.obl Set 6,
Problem Set- 7,
Pi.oblem` Set -8,

Pupil:`-s: boOk;.- page 4O9. :
Pupilis" book; page '47:0

"ThapillS=book, page._

17`upiliS,book, page 412

Pupil's book, a e 413

bdok , a 414

Pupilt s bo 415-

Pupil's book, page 416



Solving Problems.-

Use your own paper. Write the'number of the pioblern.-

Write the eqUations and th entence that tells_the answer.

At the C Store.,
.

Judy bought- 6 chocolate bars. -Each liar cost' 66

Find how rrluch JCidVs candy-bars

Sue brought 2 friends with her. She baught 3 bars of_baking
..,e...-"-ohocolate for Mother. Each bar cost 18e.. How much, did Mother's

baking chocolate cost? 5iZ

Bob spent 250 for ice cream bai-s. Each bar cost 5t. How
many ice cream bars did he buy? -4;.d.-- ''12/zg",

4. Ellen bought 6 lemon .drops and:& orange drops,

How many orange and lemon deops did'Ellen buy.

. .Jane spent. 470 for gurri and' stick candy. She bought 5 packages
.

of gum at 50 a package _and spent the. reSt-for;-cdndy.at. 2* a stiCice -,

tIoiy! many-sticks- of, .candy icNarfe buy? 1/ As<61-... ._.. .. .4

a 409
2., 0



Solving Probleths

Use your-own paper. Write the num-ler-of the problem.
Wile the equations and -the sentence-that tells the answer.

Billy had 450. eywantedNto. buy 4:many 50 staMps as he could.
How many _50' tamps could he. buy? 9.

Jeff went in-the house to get cookies for his 2 friends and himse
Re thought he had 9 cookies but when: he got outside and_counted

them he had 10 cookies: How many cookies should he give to each
1 ?

person? 1-73-

Kelly had 56 new stamps to pastekh is stamp book. Each row in the
book has -8 stamps.... How many rows of stamps can he paste in the
book? 7.4.40-,71-7

Mother bought 4 pencils at 50 each. Ann wanted pencils but she
didn't like the ones Mother bought so she bought 4 of a diffetent
kind.1 How much did Ann's pencils cost? At:r

ss.

7

FatKer gave.Brad 8 golf balls. Two of theM-had reds marks:and =the

rest, were marked with-green m;arks.. iti6trfer said, "I have 3 golf baills
marked- with greeri You ..may have them to_put with.your green, 'ones."
How -many -golf 'Wilt marketi with green does Brad haire-? 9 eaudr-

410



Use your own paper._ Write the number of the problem. ---

Writ the equatione and the sentence that tells the answer.
.

.John.had 500.. tie bought 3 rolls at 7$ each roll. How,

much .monOtlid he have then? 2 9

. Mary bought five 50 stamps and six 40 st

Maripay ior the stairips?

.

1

in deCided to:save pickets. One day he counted his collection and

'-__ faintlittit te had 9 :nickels. How ma cents did John have .in.atl?
... ,

g ..9*; -.----

. ..T..,

ao_ ..' '
Susan spent 120 for dop dresse and 5* for doll shoes., How much

_____,
. c

ps. How Much- did:-

- '

'c.hange-W S_usan_get if s gave the clerk a _qparter to pay for the

d011 things? f?"

100, a do
. .

A

a story book :for .15i, 504° _wiltin§-papei for-2-

t for 100, and an eraser Mi.' 30. How much did_Molly:
.

spend for writing materials? --/1

;6. -David bought. 4 kites. Each kite cost exact.the same %as* the Other .
. - ,

_ If Dav id spe nt 40t fort4 hoi'muCh id .each,. kite,

COSt?r/ID
2

0

4%1;4.

14 4,
... 1
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Solving Problems

Use your own- paper.- tiVrtte.the numbei of the problem.
Write the equations and the sentence that tells the answer.

1. When Mother cleaned house she, vashed. all ofher-gooddisOes.

She had 3 sets of dishes and each set had 48. pieces.

How many dihes-iiid Mother wasii? e:Zel-te-ca-

Father_and Bill helped wash the dishes. i, tisUally.took them -30

minutes. Father helped Mother for 20 minutes, How long did
Bill work alone with Mother? - 4---e,-.--- -

II

ti

Mothers cup rds were small so she had to put the 3'sets of

dishes in, 4 c pboards. If she put the same number ofddishes in
each cupboard, how many dishes `did*Iother put, in -each cupboard?

ei22.4-44>
O

._ 4. Mo er=also ihshed theiwindowi'. There were 4 panes of glass in-
each of the /4) windows Mot er Rashid. How ipany panes of glass,.

/40v

clici site wash?

: 5.
V..

It took 10-*minulesfo wash each -window. How tong did- ii,take to.

wash the 14 -windows? /

.



Solvirg Problems

Use.your own paper._ Write-the number of problem.

Write the. equation and the sentence that tells the answer.

a

'Mother mad aprons. She.gave 4,raprons awayil After

she ma more aprons she had -7 aprons. Find how many more

aprons Mother made. -3 /q7L-euti--

2. Jim's team made 3 points in each inning of the game. Find haw

-many points they made-in 6 innings. /43"
4 A

;-..."

Jack.had '32 pieces of,candy to give to 4 children. ~ Two of the

chifdren were girls. If he gave the same namber of pieces to

each child, how-rnany,pieces did each child get? er

-Sally had 7 stuffed toys. Only 3 of the toys were animals. Fo

her birthday Salty got 5 stuffed toys. TVA of them were stuffed

dolls and: the rest were stuffed an iwals.- Ttiewhow many stuffed

anithals did Sally: have?.

Three Children had birthdays. One cake had 6 candles and anofher.

cake had 5 candles. Altogether there were 17 candles. Find how many

were on the third birthday cake. '



a

.

I-

ar.

V.

Solving Problems.

Use your own paper. Write the number of _the problem.

Write the equations and the sentence thaidelts the answer.

'673

.
1. Jean invited 13 girls,to -her birthday party. She wanted to give

. /
each girl '3 balloons: low many balloons did she-buy?

...,

At

For one of the-games Jean-wanted to give each of the girls 8

toothpicks. 'How many toothpicks. did Jean need? Mit

Jean'S mother made party.favors for all of the girls inaudingJean.

Mother needed- 4 sticks of gum an 3 gumdrops for: each falior.

_Find how many sticks-4)f Tim she had to (AY: 576Aorze4ifirt"---

When _inn Opened her gifts she found ,Z.books-and 3 boxes,of
-

capdy. Each bok of candy had 18 pieces'. -a. How many riieces_of ;--

candy were in all of the boxes together? 5fl

- Mother set 3 tables with 5 places ateach able. Were thei-e

enough .places for_all of thg =g irt§ and Mother to -

6. 'If Mother 'used-:5 dishes at .each place on the tables, how many

dishet did she need for all of the places? 75 ".C.4:41.1.44;.



Sowing P4pblems
.

Use your own- paper. Write the- number

Write the equations and the senterite.th

oblem.

he answer..

1. Mother bought a Jarg bag of jacks for lieth, Susan and Peggy.

.0n the bag the r cdu Id read, . "60 ,lacks." Mother 'gave all

the, jacks to the girls., If each. girl got the saute. number cif jack's,

how manylaCks Wirl each girl get? 2 0-

1

Mary, helpedMother by setting the table for. meals every. day:-

How many times did ..she set the. table iri.a week? 2-1

Jack bough%7 pTages of bulbs for his garden:. On thv outside of3.

3 Ockages he read "12 Bulbs.' _-:::Rn, 4s of th..epackages

"10 B lbs." How many bps ii0-Jack:04?

Mother gave

Grandmother gAv:

By! hair bows and 7 pa irsif.socks.

h six
.

hair bows and anotber pair of socks.
_ 1

How.maiirhair.bows does B-eth have now ?. /, 1-0j -tercz%,

..

it ..0
.....

In OI her half .36 prunes in a bowl., She.s'aidto _Susaq,"Please\- -
. .-

: -,...b.puPall:Of these ititt..4. dishes: -Be sure to'put the same number. of 3,

pRinis (ri' eath-diSh:" 'How manyi5runes 'did Susan put-in'each dish?.

9.,-,....a.-., ,..



Soh ing Problems
.

Use.your own paper. Write the number of the problem.

*rife ihe equations-and the sentence that tells the answer.
6

Miss JoneS;broUght bOxes.of chalk and 7 boxes'of pencils from
th.e,off e. Eaph box held 12 pencils. How many pencil's did Miss

Jones bring from the Office? 14/

Miss Briggs deeded chairs-for 56 children in the. auditorium. Mr.

Peterson set up 5 rows of chairs with 12. chairs in each row. How

many empty_chairs will-there be?*

6,

ac4:44,40ZZ4c;46fasr,e

Miss Stone's class was going on a field trip. The children rode in
4 station wagons. Eight children rode in each wagon. Eikd how

ny children went on the field.trip. d 2 a-c1-104-14%

Mrs. Smith asked John to get enougeLpiencils so that each Of.the 23
children would have 4 pencils. Find howm'any pencils Johri must;

get... /
, f

Miss Kent brought fruit drink for the party.

glasSes full from ea

7 :bottlesi.

she could pour 5 -.

%bottle,. how many illas could' s1) fill from

4 i
There are 5 ielassrbortis on the first floor cif Humiert School and 4

. .

mclassroOms on the seconafloor. How any children are inf.Atte class-

ToomsAin the second floor if-each ;cliisroom h s 31 Children in it?
/



.
:Fact rsandclock wheels :.(Optional)

ea-
u- Objectiver- TO present prime.factors and greatest'

.common fAtOrs in a concrete sitUation._
Nag

Vocabulary: Greatest common.factor.-.

--.BaCkground: The:SupPIementary'exercises:

Pupil's book, pages 417-7422: ..Connect with section

of Chapter IV on prime numbers.. Review this section,

with who do the exercises on .clock 4wheeas:,



"er- Factors and Clock Wheels

1.1*Write these num6ers as products of prime numbers. The first
are done for you.,.

18= 2x 3x 3
10= _2 Lc
14= A:2 X 7
9 = 3X3

2 X 2_

7

10011 2 X 2 X ..rx

2. We say. that 10 and 14 have the common factor 2 since 2 is a
factor of both 10 and 14. What common factor do 6 and 9 have?

(Since 1 is 'always a corron factors there is no need
s.to mention it.) Look up above at the &tors of 18 and 30. What
common factors do 18 and 30 have? 6 The greatest

common factor of 18 and-"30 1\2 x 3 or 6.

Find the greatest common factor of each pair of numbers:
14 = 2 x 7

21 = 3 x 7
-Greatest coinmon factor:_

.Greatest common fattorz

Greatest common factor:

GKeatest common factor.: r,-

72
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X.3

2'A 2x2

4. =Find the-great common factor_of each pair of numbers:
-

Greatest common factor: 7

7 =

16-- 3 x'7

20= -2X2X-C

9= -..iX3

20, 2x 2x5-.
28=2x 2x.7

Greatest common factor:

Greatest common.factor:

Greatest-common actor: 2 x 2 = 4

..i. -

12 = IX 2-A3

18=7,X 3A 3

130. .2)(3XS-.
%O. =2A2A2X-S- 4

4
Greatest common factor: 2 A 3

Greatesi common factor: 2X to.

16 = 2A242X2-

26 =2X 13
t-

Greatest common factor:
5"

---* 2 X 2A ii Greatest common factor: .2A 2= I/
20 = Alla XS-

12 = 2 X2X3 i
4._ s--xs-

33 = 3 X11

6,=- 2X 3

a

Greatest common factor:

Greatest common fadtor:



Here is a pair of )Wheels from an old clock: Imagine-Mem .

turning. Outline with a black-crayon all the notches ob.
wheel B which are touch0 by the black peg,

In the picture below, the big wheel has. 9 notches instead of 12.
Again, outline in black the notches touched by, the black peg.

N

b

Canu explain why the black peg touched only 3 notches in the
first case; but touched all 9 in the second case? The examples1
on the- riekt page may help. \

4.

19
r.
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:

I'

_ -

Fill in the-number of notches and the number of pegs. Thep outline
in black the notches touched by the black peg as the wheels him.

r)-

3- pegs, notches

pegs, ./41 notches

pegs, notches

pegs, /2. notches

q. notches, /2 pegs, :4 notches

Now look at what you.have done: Can yOu think of a rule to tell you

when the black peg will touch all the notches and when it won't?

(Think'about common factors.)



, -

Now try some w,ithout.pict
which the black peg would t

.

Mark with X those examples in --
h alkthe notches.

3 pegs; :5 notehei--.A
,... .-:- 6 pegs, 14- notches'

.._

.... .... .(,-
6 pegs,- 12 notches 9 pegs,- '24 notches
7 pegs, 11 notches X 15 pegs, 16 notches:

lit -
. -0 .--

8._ In this pictur :color-the Pegiand n h-es irisichwthat-ho: \ . c
peg of to r ever tbuches a nocofanoth el -4Use
as many different color; as yattgan:: :

- -
v.4

_

Number of pegs:

Number of batches: /S---

Greaiesi"commdn factor of these narltheis:

Vumber of different colors: -_3

Now color all the wheels on the pages you did before in the same

way that you colored these.

.a



.Suppose'Wheel has 213 pegsof which_ohe c4,1c,- and

B .notches. Sow 'many notches itoes. peg-touth

the whe turn? ..2 r. What is the'greatest number of tlifferent:

colors you could use to color the pegs and notches so that no peg
SW

evertouches a notch of a different color? How many pegs
. -

would you have of each color? 7 - How many riptchestvould

you hOe of each color?

work with the numbers.

.04

4

Don't try to draw a picture; just

..
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-Background

Meaning for the rational numbers is first developed by
parti-bicIning. a set of objectS'iiito equivalen-t.sub-set:-.. and

.associating -a number with one or more subsets -With. respect

o. -the set; regarded as S.'.tinit. 'For example;

RATIONAL NUMBERS

0,0 o 4000000.0
"0:.0

. .

the. shaded .oblects represent 2./3 .of the- set.
.

Also, -children learn' to associate numbers -like 1/2 kid
2/3 with a shaded portion" of a figure, where the figure is

. .

identified as the unit region, as illustrated in, the following

0 7

These ideas uswith regions are extended to the number
-

/-
line and unit segments. For example, in order to locate. the:

point corresponding to 2/3 we mark, off the unit segment into
143 congruent 14tr-ts. then -Count off of them. If we have
separated each unit interval into 2 c ruent .parts and cunt
off 3. of 'them,.
associate with -
.-..;

have located. thaspoint which we WeAird

4s-o

. o
'110".411111



-Names .for Rational .NUmbers.

-.

AID

- The symbol E is called a fraction: fraction is

symbol which :results from-writing a numer, :drawing a bar

under. it, and writing4b,_thaneral beneath the, bal.. In a .

*fraction the number rimed above the bar 4s th

numerators 4hiie the number,netmed1?-eloW:the ban-Pis:a

-the denominSitor. the -numerator Of :Wraction'is
-whole_:ntunber: imA the denominittb-rA.6 a .cWnting number,

then .-tke number which this fraction' designates,. or names,

is called .iaiton.alLbecause it-hae to do with ratios, not

Ail' whole numbers are ratiOnallhamber;. The
number 5, .fox: ingtance.is- rational becausk it can be de-

signated by the fracticin
5 1.0 15., y ( or or )

A

.with whole number numerator -.and denoininator;:.

..

I
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VIII -1.' Rational numbers associated
1
with lerta.of respions.

, .
. .

.
.. .

.

,

Objective: : To review the idea of associating ra4onal
.

_ .
numbers with parts of regions.

(No new words.)

"Unit .circulai regions of different sizes,.

rectangular -regions of 'different sizes;-
.

.

.triangulio:tegions (isosceles and

equilat f different sizes. (These

felt and used om f nn board,

%or c6nstrucitn papet dis1516ed n the

bulletin board, or drawn- on the -dhelkiokard.)

Suggested Ptocedune:

---nave written A the chalkboard the numerals --

_}

1, 1 1 2 2 3 1 .1 3 3. .

V', v!

slim:a a unit region and thezi-indidaie a part of this same.

tegion. Ask children what number is associated Alth the ,..

_part of 'the region if 1 is associated with the region:
. .

$

Ask someone to find the naineof the' number
"

1- chalkboard. ( e .8 , one half of a circular region:
. )

.

.Continue with other parts of units, first exhibiting the
,

.unit and then the" 101;art'..op the unit. Have children tell
,

what.mUmbei is associated with each of the ftllowing

patts-of regions.
e

', ..:. ,, ''"'r
nt

.



As titeY'Observe each figure; hay them first identify the

unit, and then the part'of the u t that is shown or

shaded

r. .

PtIpills book, pages 423 - 424: Have_ children ring the
--.

fraction, which tells what pa* of the Legion is shaded.

_ 4
PrPt12S book; page .425: Discuss the chart__ with: th

children. In the first box, they are to put the number

of parts shaded;" in the second box; the number'of_congruent:

parts in. which the region has been divided; in the third

box, t4 r7action which names the shaded area.

So

a!'

O

--a
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Rational Numbers

Ring the fraction that tells-what-partis shaded.- --

2
2

.1 5

5 N.

I.-

4
4 3
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.
. VIII-2. Rational numbers associated with subsets of a set

Objective: 'To-review the idea of,asSociated.rational'

numbers with a part of a set of objects.

Vocabulary: (Do new words.)

Materials:- - ,Materials to be used on the flannel board,

small objects to be used by children. a

Suggested Procedure:

In.the preceding books, children haVe learned to recognize

that
1

a set of 6 is 3, of a-set of 4 is 1, etc.af

Display on the flannel-board or. magnetfc board a set of

8 disks. (Childen may pretend that these objects.
P

representballs, cookies, ors me other objectc.) Then

ask someone toarrange the set a rows of 4.,

NOW, letts imagine tha og takes one row.

What number suggests he 'part of the set? (2.)

/
What number suggests the number of cookies he

took? 14-) .

7

\
What mathematical sentence can be written?

1 of 8

"'"19'. 1
-,2!

1
Continue with other sets of objects using , etc.

PUpilTs be k, pages 426 and 427 provide praCtic for
- ,

reviewing these ideas.

.10



Rational Numbers and Sets of Objects-
. .

Name the rational number suggested by shaded objects in_each se .

691

1/111

111

.1111.

.111110111

=,
=m1

.1=1.

err

IMMMINEM011e.

.11=e1.11=111

n.

2

=1.1

Fl

NE.

-



Rational Numbers and Sets of Objects

. Complete the sentences.

000
of 12

12 - 3 x 1-71-

4:

4

C000000000000000
of 24 =4

20 = 4 x

ow o^^
.0Q0Q0 18 3 .s
0000eo

of 18= 6

1427
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VIII -3. Identifying a Subset as a part of a set

Objective:'

Vocabulary:

Materials:

To associate a rational number with a'

subset of a set.

(No new terms.)

Materials for flannel board; manipulative materials.

Suggested Procedure: ./.

. Placea set of objects on the flannl!klboard,

0 0 0 00 0 0 0 ,0 0 0
Ask

such as

ti ,

how many objects ark in the set. Then say:
fi

.

\Suppose we think-of these disks as balls.

Suppose Tom takes 5 of these balls

and .Joe, takes 5 of these balls.

Each boy eets what part of the set of:balls?(1 )
1

.

-Together,-they get wha-Cpait of the set? (I.)

What part of the set is'left? (1. )
3'

What sentence can we write?

L

Help child en sev

3-equivalent.subsets

subsets, we call that

3

2
of 15

1 le
g oi

1thlt/N

of '15.

Part
2
-.

is 10.'

is 5.

of 15, or 5, is one of

If we think of 2 of these

of 15, or



ShiSw other examples using rational numbers:

if if 3' 5' if etc.

To find Of 18, for iiistance, children will first

think of partitioning 18 into 6 equivalent subsets -4

One of these subsets has 3 members; 1
(z. of 18 is 3.)

Five such subsets would have 5 x 3 or 15 members.

(i 18 =I 15.)
%,

Give much additional practice with.flannel beard

materials, manipulative materiali, or chalkboard drawings.

Pupil's book,. pages 428 - 430: These.pages may be used

for class discussion or independent work.
dr-

'

.7



Rational Numbers.

Complete:
I

_000011)..00

Air

1

10= 2 x 5
12- of 10.=

1 of 10 2

I 3 of 10 =,

5.5 of 10=

A

I.

0000* 000
O 01100
O fhOW
O 00*0046
WOO"o

36

of 3iaPL

-3-z of 36 = /24.

5
;5 of 36 = 20

-4 of =

428
2 9 r

43,

1.



Rational Numbers
4

Complete:

1100001/
40= x5

I of '40

3 of 40.= /5"-s

6
of

8g of

40= SO

40

I

'
01 .

48 = 4/x 12
1 of 48= /2.

1

12

1

2

12

12

of 48 7 4
of 48

of 48

g-3



Rational Numbers

Complete:

11.0000 54 = 9
1

9

6

6
6

9
9

x6

of 54 is

Of 54 is

of 54 is S4t

of 54 is

7:0000000000.00000/ 0000160.004100
0000000044.o-

64-T x 8

-88 of 64 is

8
of 64 is

4 of 64 isi2

of 64 is 16

8§ of -64 is L-I/.

430



VIII-4. -Finding a part of a set"

Objective: To use rational numbers to express the

relationsh

r
;betweentwo numbers.

Vocabulary: (No new words.)

Materials: (Same as in the preceding lesson.)
b

Suggested Procedure:

'Suggest a problem situation such as the following:

Suppose Ann has' 10 boOks to read.

She reads 2 of them.

What part of the 10 books has she read?

Place cards on the flannelboard to represent the., ten- books.

Thenve children designate those that she has read. Ask

them, to find what part of. the set she has read. Let children

suggest ways ofOfidentifying the numbei that tells what part

(15she read.
.

Then write the mathematical sentence for this problem

1 2
ia 2 is of 10. _.(5 or 3.5.)

Continue. with other problem situations where the number of

a subdet Is known and the number of the set is known.

Children are then to associate a rational number with the

part of the set represented by the subset.

Then, continue with other problem situations such as

illustrated by the following,:

You have 10 pennies.

You spend 6 of them.

What part of your money did you spend?
Spent

0 00 0

-1



1

'a

4

;WI
t

Have children suggest ways of partitironing the 'seta .:Some

may sugg est-making 2 sets, but find that-lthis does not
0-

/
help answer the question. Ask- for other:ways that could

be used. Hopefully, children will. suggest 10 subsets,

whereby the num ber would be named by4WW,10. Others may

suggest five sets with two pennies in eich.setiwhereby

they na* the number by ,the fration 3/5. Use other

tions'each time selecting a subsetWhich cannot be .related
,

to the. set *using a unit fractIon,.that is, 1/2, 1/3,

1/4, etc.

Pupil's book, pages 431 to 433: Children are to

name 'Laie rational number suggested by the relation

beteen a subset of a setand that set- Do na--t. require
8 2,that they use rather than :instead of ty , e c-

J

4

4

.4-

1
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X X
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700

Rational Numbers and Sets of OW

Complete~

0000000000000000
8 is of /6. 6-24

se00 0 00 0 00 0
6

GG6 is I/ of IS .

VV.
8. is p. of Av. A,

00000000000p00
00000000-,0

4_ is, of 2# .

El D D CI 0 El
D CI El O.
-0 O DO

6 2.

7 ft

-.,

X -X X X r. -

X X X X X
X >6 X X X
X X X,X .X
x x X X X

10 is
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Rational Nunibers -- Review
°

- 8 7:

For each figure, write a fraction-which names the ratrisohal nurnber
suggested by-the shaded part of the picture.
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,
VIII -5. Rational:numbers describe points of the number line

th;,
, .

Is ObjectiVe:- To review and extend the idea of rational
...

y

,

. .numbers describing points on the number line.
.

,..

Vocabulary- (No, new wordg.) A
,

4 ,

4

'

Materials: . Line on chalkboard with _5 equally spaced
_

-..points (1 foot apart).

Suggested ProCedur'e:

LabeI.the left ,point on the line the--0-point. Then have a

child label the other marked-T6ints by writing 1, 2, 3,

below the. line. Now, let'us.use the rational numbers to

label 'points -On the line. ..What point can be labeled by

1/2 ? Guide children by suggesting the separation of the

first limit segment into two. congruent parts-
;

Now let us find other points where the segments are cbngruent

to the:one whose end points are marked by 0 and 1/2. Mark

these points on .the nuMbir line. .

Then have children suggest rational numbers that will

describe these points. Theltne,mayappear as follows:

_

O 1 2 5 3
2 2

Then ask what point could be described by the rational

nimber 1/4. Again, observe that there is a smaller

segment. Again, lay off segments equivalerit to tlg,is
-

. point. Identify the rational numbers thdE describe

these points, such as,

V -. 4,

Pupil's Book, pages 434 and 435: Children describe points

of number line using both the wfiole numbers /and the rational

numbers.



.

Rational Numbers Describe_Points On Number, Line.

Label each point Marked, using a rational number.

O

.2
3 J

"It

4.1C-1111

0

3JG

. o

Ns.



Rational Numbers Describe Points On NumberLine

Label each point marked, using a rational number.

1 2 1-

3

r.
o _L. 1 1 3 1

y 3 2 3 it

-D.

5

a

435

r



VIII-6 Order among rational numbers

Objective: To compare numbers named-by fractions having

Vocabulary:

Materials:

the same numerators.

r.-

(No new words.)

Cirtular and rectangular regions. .Line on

the chalkboard.

Suggested Procedure:.-

Display on the flanneIboara a circular region.. Below this

region. show 1/2 unit region, 1/3 unit region, 1/4-unit

region, 1/5 unit region and 1/6'unit region. Ask what

number can be associated with each region. 7Then

is greater 1/2 or 1/3, etc..' ,Using pairs-of

numbers record the responses
.

1 1
2 3
1 1

1 1

1. 1
5

etc.

Also ask which is lesi 1/2 or 1/3, etc. Record the responses

4

Use rectangular regions in the_same way.- Then ask if someone
_

can suggest how these b written starting with the

greatest - number apd going to he least. Then reverse the order

beginning with the least going to the greatedt.



Then refer to the lir:1.e on the chalkboard. Label the points
Using whole numbers.

A
1 1Then ask where they, would expect 1/2 to be? 71,

.Return to the circular region again. - Exhibit below the

unit, 1/4 unit region, 2/3 unit region1.3/4 unit region,

4/4 unit region, and 5/4 unit region. Agi ideiatify the
number that 'can be associated with, each partof the region..
Then write sentences about these Numbers using the words,

greater than and less than.

Using another line on the chalkboard,` label the points

using whble.numbers then separate each unit into 4

equivalent parts. .Ask what number can be associated

with each of these points. Record the name of the

number 'below the point.

Pupil's book, pages. 436 - 437: These pages use shaded

regions to help children compare rational numbers.

Pupil's book, pages 438 and 439: Provide a follow-up
of the class experience with opportunity for each child
to work on his own. If some. children need help, you may

wish to do some of the exercises together with those
children.'

fVf
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Order Among Rational Numbers

Name the rational number suggested by each shaded region.

Then complete the sentence.

4.,
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Order Among Rational Numbers

4

t

Name the rational number suggested by each shaded region.

Then complete the sentence.

709

E.

SIILMI

I I I

is
A

111111111111

41

MIME

H.

437;
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Order Among Rational Numbers

Label each point using a rational number name.

Then complete each sentence-using >, < or

0'- 1 1 .3 1

4.3

3

.1.1
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Order Among Rational-Numbers

Label each. point-using a rational number name.

Then. complete each sentence tfsing >, <, or = .

6
6

2
6

3i
te;
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Chapter IX

DIVISION

r

713

Background

,In'the background'for Chapter VII, we noted the beginning

concepts of division and its relation to Multiplication. You may
wish to reread that section at this time. If-we restricted the
set of numbers to the whole numbers, we observed that divisibn
was not always poisible. Now that children have some under-

standing of the rational mudbers, we turn, again to-tV0a.of

division and'Complete:division-

Let us consider the numbers 13 and 3 and. division, where. 13

14 to be divided by.3.-Wecan express-the quotient of these
numbers- as

13+ 3, or

13 =3

At this stage of understanding we associate 13 With a set
of objects. 3 can be/ associated either wit167(a) the number in

each row or (b) the-mber of rows. Let us consider both.

(a). First we arrange 13 into rows with 8 objects in each row

a

We observe that theme are 4 rows of 3 And
'3

bf another row.



1c

We write: 13 4;, 3 _ + 14 + or

-,

(b) Now lei us rearrange the 13 objects into 3 rows.

1We observe that there are 3 rows with
3

+ objects in

We write: 114.- 3 = 4 + 1 or '13- 4 +
- 3 .

The purpose.of this chapter,is to provide materials for

helping children complete the division, using rational numbers.

Many children can be expected to do their thinking with the help

of sets,of objects. They learn to associate the remainder with a
. -10°-

subset of a set whose number is the divisor. They identify

subset-as/a part of the set. Suppose that the al-visor is 3 and,

the remainder is 1, then 1'.
1

3. Orl.if the remainder
3

is and the divisor is 8, then 4 is 4 or 1 of 8, etc. Although

it is:hoped that background is provided for this kind of thisnking

. in the preceding.chapter. opportunity id :provIZed for continued

work with tis idea in this chapter.

each row.

<7

d'

Techniques of Divisione- Children learnto use a computation form

for finding the quotient. If the numbers are 22 and' 4 where 22

ts to be divided by 4, then

4) 22
26 5
2 .

4

Using,whole numbers the diiision cannot be completed. 'Children

ysay that twenty -two. is equal to five, times four plus two or 0

write 22 = (5 x +- 2.

31 IT.
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IIsingrationarnuMbers, the division is completed and the

2quotient is (5 )

v

22 -+ 2

ale

Teaching note. Although thip is a-departure from common practl:ce

where the division 4.6 restricted t6 whole numbers or where

division .is restricted to numbers where the firsts is a multiple

of the second, sm believe-that-this departure.will help children

to come to a better understanding of the idea of division.

A

715 `
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IX-1. ,Division concepts

7.

Objective: To review basic division; concepts.

1

Vocabulary: (Review), Factor, product, division; quo-

tient, divisor.

Materials: Manipulative objects for children, mat-
.

erials for flannel board.

Suggested Procedure:

[

Arrange 24 flannet butterflies at random on the

flannel board. Propose a problem situation.

Jimmy is going. to bring his butterfly col-

lection to. school. He. lias 24 butterflies

and he plans' to put 4 (butterflies 14 a,

box: '1116w many boxes dc4s he need?
[

,

It will be easy to answer thte question if

we arrange the'noutterflies in an array.

Do we know how many butterflies are to be
.......ra

put in one.,.-bokr-tlYes, [ 4.)
....

Shen do we know how many elementd" will bet,
In one row of our array? cfes 4.)

.

[

Ask some child- to arrange the butterflies in an array.

How .marry rows did we need? (6.)

[
What equation can we rite about this array?

.

(6 x 4 24.)
,)

But when we began we didn't know the .number

of rows. What equation would we have written

then? (n x 4.24. )
- 1..

y.
iri, .

,Now do we know how many boxes JiMmy needed?
.-

(Yes; 6.)



,.Represent the array on the chalkboard.'

'set of mothers.

`i

Ask the childrenf the array shows that there ar

fours in

ti

24. (Yes.)

In this .problem we' found "n" 'by.partition-

ing a set of 24 into equivalent/slibsets

of. 4 _elements. The array showed that

there are 6 fours in 24 or-that
21i.=-6.

That was an easy problem beciau.sewe knew

the nimaiber,of members In each row. There

are some problems NO have to solve arid_
- 4

we di:mit know-the number of elementS:in'a

row. Suppose I said that JimmS,-..had 24

butterflies and 6 boxes.. 111oW.can:we find

the;number of butterflies he would put In!'

a box?

A natural way'is to-setup an array with 6 -rows and

then observe thejsuMberof 'eleMents-in eachi'row.
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-If none of the. children suggest this method, ilescelbe

'thesituation as you arrange the objects on the flannel

board.

What equation describes this array?

(6 x 4 24.)

But when -we ,egan we didn't know the number.

of elements in each row.

What equation would wave written then?

(6 x n = 24.)

Relorsent the. array on the

lof 6 members.

4-

ellsokboard. fing-each subset--4
t

C

Ask the children if the array shows:that there are 4

sixes in 24. (Yes.)

In this, -problem ..we-founii" " ..by44oartttioning

a set of 24 IiAo 6 equivalent subsets of

4 elements. The array also showed that there

are 4 sixes in 24.. We may think of the

equation 24:-+ "4 = 6 as stating. that tlie

number of fours in 24 is 6, or that 4 '

is the nuMber of sixes in 24.

Direct the children's attention to the arrays on.t116

chalkboard . Make sure that 'they ,Understand_ they scan

part itipn a :set in: two ways to tOpiresent division

:.equation, such as: 24.t- 4 '= 6



bookl page 440: This.page'gives practice in

partitioning an array-in two ways to- represent a

.dimision:equatiOn. Children are to draw two:arrays

to represent each equation.

gi(
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.:Using Arrays to $how Division

The first-exercise has been done for you.

.2

T
12÷ 3 =

15+ 3.=
2 1

32
8

4

164- 8 =



Divi ding

Begin with a problem situation.
Mrs. Brown gave 12 'cookies td her three

'children.

Bow many cookies did each child receive?

Ask the children 'what multiplication equation desdribes

this situation. (pcs n = 12.) Remind them that they

can find what'number "n" is by partitioning the set

of 12 into equivalent subsets of 3. Draw a 3 by
4 array on the chalkboard and have a child show the

two ways in which the partitioning can be done.

Suggest that it.is possible to solve, the equation

3 X n = 12 in another way. If no one suggests division,
point out that in this equation we are multiplying some

number by 3 to get .12 as the product. Ask how. it

is possible, to undo multiplying by 3. (Dividing by 3..)

SO, 3 x n.= 32 can be written 12-4- 3 = n. Remind

the children that we speak of partitioning a set iato
equitalent -subset.s but that we say we divide a number

by another rrumber.

Ask if anyone itemembers another way of writiiag 12 4-

If not, continue-,-.;' ; ' 3

We--ean write "iNerelve diArided` by three"

like this:

3 x n =.12

12
n =.

3

n 4

3-

Review the meaning of 12
3 . The bar used between the

top numeral. and thelbottom-:numeral shavi-thst t?ne
. .

number is diiided-'by the 'athth',; that, the top r eral
.

names the number of .the set to be partitioned the

. . ;

ir

721
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4

bottom numeral:shows either the number of mekbe in -



each subset or the num ber ofstibsets

set is 'partitioned..

into which the

Ask if we can solve the equatibn n x 3 = 12 in the same

way. (Yes.)

12 X 3 =

.n =

Emphasfte the'fact that when we divide-.one number by

another, the result is called the quotient. -In this

-case, 4 is the quotient." The number by which we

divide is the divisor. (Above.; 3 is the divisor.)

Follow.the same procedure using some of the equatiops

listed below.

-

n x 7 = 28- 5.x n= 30.

4 x n =--j2 7 x n = 28

. 25.3.7-x n = 18 :n

n x = 20 re 'X 3 . 27

Pupil's book, page 441: provides practice'tn solving
. multiitlicatfon.equatioxieby division.

page 442: provides prectiOe in writing ;division

. expressions in two vays.

T



Solving Equations.

The first one haS been done for you.
tz.

n x 9 = 36

36
9

=4

4
T x n.= 56

n = tr4
7

n =

723

5xn- 45

n = 45
5

n x 6 = 54

5-11

6 x n

n = f2
n x 4 =

n

7xn=49,

n= .

n x5 -35.

n -

n. =' 7 Q*-

n =- '7
r

11

8 x n =_ 24

n=

141

S
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Two Ways of Writing a Division Example

The first example in each'column has been done for you.

' 3535÷ 7 = T- 5

42:- 6= 6

814- 9
q

45+ S. O

. %

63+ 9 = "9

24+ 6 = 211

56+ 7=
7

18Tr 18+ 2 9

27r= 27 3

32
4= 31÷ IP=

32
= 2-

8

3a..
5

O

emMal.ImMo

28

18
3

2L34,
L4 171



IX -2. Finding quotients

725

Objective: To help children find the quotient when

the quotient is not a whole number.

Vocabulary: (No new words.)

Materials: Number line, regions of various kinds.

Suggested Procedure:

Begin with a problem situation.

Bill had 12 cookies. He wanted to share

them .with his friend. 'How many cookies

did ach boy receive ? ilk

- -

Tell the children that this is a very easy problem but

you want them to solve it in several ways: Ask them

for suggestions and accept.the says they offer.

Possibilities are:

1. Make, p array.. It may be partitionea4 two dif-

ferent ways. ....

11=1:14:1:..
WO
111-0F.WW:

2. -Solve the equation: 2 x n = 12 or n.x 2 = 12
. 12n = -212- n = -I

r -

n = 6 n = 6

Just knowing your multiplication and divisi9n facts:

e x 6 = 12 or 12: :2 = 6
Continue the discussion.

Sympose Bill told-his friend that he would

give,-hid One-half of the cookies.. How do you.

think this would be soived? , '.(Possible

326
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answers -- we did this when we made .the

array. Split the set of 12 into 2

equivilent subsets.)

Ask a child to write the fraction on the chalkboard.

Review the meaning of th'e 1' (one set) and.the -2

(tplit'into 2 -!equivalent subsets).

Ask" a' child, "What is4 1 of
2

1 12
Write on the chalkboard: .E of 12 = = 6.

Follow with severalexampler.take4 from those,beloW.

If necessary, partition the sets into the number of

equivalent,subsets'designated by'the de-nominator of

the .traction.

1
3

1 . 1
zof 6 of 12: l of 8'

2
J

1 1 ..,11

of 18 -5.-of..-15 .17:of 12

_3. . 8 1
2 3

of 21
T17'.

of 40
i .. .

.

'Ask the children how many cookies Bill Wauld:giye his

friend if he had 13 cookies. HopefUlly, some child

wiLlfuggest.that each boy waeld get 6 cookies and
1f of a cookie. If no one doet so0, make an array tp.-.

show that therewould-be 1 cookie remaining after-

. the array had been formed.

..ILALAALIAL
Esootootio

r.

-Atk the Children what could be done with the remaining

cookie. Cut it inhalf.), 'Review the meaning of --2
as applied to. of 1- In this case, the numeral

above the bar names the number of the set to t4iartitioned

and the numeral below the bar .names the number of con-1

gruent parts into which the- set has beeni divided. Hi



. Write on the chalkboard: of 13

Does 6 + 2 tell eow many cookies each

boy received? .(Yes.)

727

1 ' 1Explain that u
e

+ 2- is often written 6-2- , without

it Taus sign0.and is read "six and onejialf".

Consider other examples, such as":

, 1of 10 T of

.
.

1
1. ofof 7 r of 25
5

2

1
2

of

of

15

9

1
-5

13

5 of '11

-21

4

Ftpills book, Inge 443 requires the child to find quotients

.that.are not whole numberg.

zio 444:provides review insbadigg fractionhl

T

4
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Fair Shares

Show your partition. Wor

1The first ene'has been done for you,

7 +-1
2

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 of 16 = .5-t3 ?: 3°

4 of .13 .:.-. .77,17/ 3 7f
.

5
1

of 21 "r--

1 of 19 =
6

of 22 :.--
(

7. .

1 -8- Df 25 -3

9-1 of 28

23
443
/



S

Fractions
Divide the region into congruent parts. Shade.the part that
tepresents the fraction::

729

-i-------

I-

_"../ 5

3

444

_1
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IX-3- rinclirig the number that names part of a set

Obi ective: To develop a technique for .finding the

Materials:

-number ;that names part. of a set when the

set has inore than one member..

:.
(No new words.)

.4

Arrays.

Suggested Procedure:
k-

. Suppose 131132s mother sgid that the boys
could have. tWo.rthirds Of 12 cookies. How

many cookieS would Bill take?
.. 2

Ask the children hoW they would fina of 12.
Possibly they will suggest finding 3 of '12 and
then multiplying t1-.)p result by '2.: "tf not, use the

array to find
3
-4-; of . ,32 . This number is to multiplied

by .2 since - of: 12 = of 12. would
.

. .be.tv4ce: as, much or 2 x. 4..

q . of 12-

1of 12
3

of '12.

2 x = 8

2 .of 12 =3

of 12 =
.

,Continuewith simi 1 a :r- examples.

s of 18 of '28

5
of 30

of 35
-.-

of 27
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Finding the Number That Namei Part of a Set

41Cirk each ex ample:\ Make ad array to show that your answer is correct.
The first one has-been done for You.

r.'

24

3
--of 24

r6

24. = 16

"No

) 3
5

f 25:

is-.

3 4
9

36
) . 5
. .of 2

7

5)
4 of -16 6) 5 of 24

8

4 2 41 =
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2 of 27
3

8) 5 of 35

12

11); Use the symbols >, < or
. _

of Z 12.

7 "r
10) ; ,

of 16

7.006 =Co

to make these true statements.

2 of*.4.5 < g of 30_

2 5, of 123
15

6
3
8

48 < of -42

9 of 63 < 49

446 3Zi-f.

3



The.number that names part of a set

Five girls were playing together. Mary's

mother gave them 2 candy bars., They didntt

know how to cut up the 'bars. net's see

if we can 'help them. How many children 'are

to share the candy? (5.)
How many candy bars do- they have? (

Would each receive of 2

candy bars? (Yes.)

1 = 52Write on the t-'homileboard: 5 or 2

Draw a sketch of the candy bars on the chalkboard.

Ask the children how the bars should be cut if each child

is to receive
5 of 2 candy bars. .Probably some

child will suggest cutting each bar into 5 pieces.

IT not suggest this,

Shade 1 of the 5.1 congruent parts of. I bar. Ask
the MI-FP dren what part of the bar is shaded.- (5.)

Follow with the question, "Will 'each child receive

just a piece this size?" (No.) Bring oat the

fact that this would .be
1. of 1 or 1 but-_ the

children are supposed to receive' two 7gif-ths.ok' the

.candy. Suggest that each child-be given of.

:each bar. Ask ir'each child would then have

of the candy. (Yes.) DemOnstrate that this-is true

by making this drawing on the: Chalkboard.



-Nt

Then suggest it might be easier to just .paps _tract the
candY by-giving 5 at one time

r

aeon
Discuss the fact.that the first. drawing :stows that
of 2 from each bar.- The second drettring shows

that of 3. ?J. -?-
5 5

Since of 2 =
5 5

and. -P- of1 -_

5
2of 2 =5 of 1:

Use another p roblem to .dentionstral the setae t.

number lizr. .

thn 5

Pour boys were given 3 bars of candy.
. How sue

-Ask the children
Brill get. :Possibly
bars and/Or of
of these answers.

candy-trill each bait.- receive?

they .know how much :candy each. boy
some. one will suggest .. of.

or barg Try to get boll

7.Show on the 'number line that both of these answers
are correct. A

0

1

1

If each child received. of each of 3 baip this is e1 1 _

o + 4 of one bar as demonstrated below:



Discuss with the clilletren which,s cation seems easier.

Of course, they may take their o4an preference although

for mosp of them the second drawing-is easier.-

Use a _few other- examples.

5 . boys 1Darg

7 boys. 6 -1 bars

6 boys 5 bars,

ils book, page 44.7: reinforces this idea:



O

Using the Number _Line

Use the number line to show that your answer is correct.

The first one has been done for you.

of =

2 2-3 of 1

0 rit 4 '4 1 t- -1 I

0 1

. of. 3 =5 0:
4

2 -of

2 = o
le 1

0
1

t.

1
of 3 =

3
1 =!F

0
4 '1

2-= U L!"-- 3

3) o4

t

-3 3
4147



11C-1; A technigu.e for finding Quotients

Obi ective: -To.develop the long_ division. algorithm to -

find quotients that. are not whole.numbers.

Voletru-lary (No iiew words.)

Materiels: Manipulative materi

Suggested Procedure:

Ask how it is possible to divide 45 by 9 without using.
set. materials. (Some one shoUld know- that x p or that
45 = 5,)

-Sometimes we don't .know e.mUltipli:Cation. fact

so we learned how to use different facts to

help us find the quotient. We are going to

review this procedure and the way_we.reCdrde

our thinking.-

(3 x 9 = 27) Think of mAki;e 3 sets.
of 9.

(2 x 9 = 18) Think of mAking, 2, more
Sets-.:Of

.45 + 9 = 5.

-Suppose we. used the tact 4 X = 36

Think of.making 4 'sets of. 9.
:

Think..of..mAkin more set of

Aigain the equation ..h5 4- 9 = 5 or =,5.
9

Ask if there _is just.. .one:tett thet.ten be used onlyonde.

9 ) 45-

45 I 5

3 3 D

(5 x 45)
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If you feel that your el Ass- needs practice, .contillue with 16,

'other-examples and explore ways of finding any quotient should

you not be -*able to- t of the fact.

Then consider a problem situation.

Mr. Smith brought 25 candy bars home ttii his 4 db_tldien.

How much of the candy:Will each child receive?
_ I .

4

Use the long division. algorithm and begin with any multiple'

of 4 which the children suggest. A possibility is:

.Ask

r

a

there is one fact that can be used only once.

There are 6 sets of 4 in 25 with 1 remaining. Remind

the children that we *can.- think of 25. as 24 -4- 1. ,Ash if the

211. has been divided by 4. (Yea.) Then, ask if the 1 as

been divided by 4. (No.) Suggest that the children would-

each receive 6 bars of candy and -probably would- throw -the
other one away. The Children will certainly obj ect . to this-
and-probably w11 suggest that the bar be diVided into 4

parts. If they do not, then you offer the idea. Ask how much of

the bar each child will receive.- (i.)-. Follow with the question,

"How many bars does each child get?". (6 baths and of a

bar or 6 ÷ .

. ,
-

Return to the notation an the chalkbbard. Write the complete

quotient..as- shown.



. .

.Use "-another eXimple. A possibility is giVen below.
a

Ask the ch.i4dren what the quotaent-is*/If anyone scagests,
80 poilit thatthat 149 5 8 but the exaiMple is 42 + .5 .

.4/%12e 1;0- has been: d'ivided 1?y 8 hilt the -2.. retains
tO be divided by 5; Ask th* children how *,le write 2 divided.
by . The,"quotieut'-is 8. + It there. is any
'confnsiony clarify by asking the children how many whole candy
bars each child would receive if there-were
and:- 5 0,.) Then . 2 Candy bars-
divided among 5 .children. Each would-

14stke this 1.1.1ustratiOn on the chalkboard*

142. candy bars'
remain -to-- be

: 2.

11111101111111111111111 1111111111ffillitliall

Each- bar has been dividid into 5- eongruen- 15arts.-- TherSiore,
ao1:1. ptart-.- repre-,;ents r bar:. Each will receive2 .2 pars or. 5- of 3.. -1)itr..-: The :1;;tfterl . -cl.an,dzyc

re't-eived by eat child +

bczz 32A1: 4-48-1454; pray-Ides practice
ntiotients 'that are nt)t whole numbers.



!irgling Quotients

The first example haS.'been done fdr yot.k



Finding uotients

The first example has been done for you.
--
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Finding Quotients..

The firsi example.has been worked for you.



IX-5. Solving problems.

Objective: To develop skill in solving story oblems: using .

techniques. of division.

To increase understanding that because of the

relationsbdp between multiplication and division-
_

different equations..may be used to help solve

7

Vocabulary:

Materials:

Suggested Procedure:-

-..:Jtead,the followieng-:sto problem to the-tchildrenr:
."t./

story. problems.

No new words.)

Flannel board or magnetic board .with materials

to show sets of -ten and -Ones'.

,Mrs. March asked .iohri to pas& the Counting'

. bp_creic.s to the a children in. his :group The,
-boX'ok blocks as and -OA, the box 'John *,

saw "961P.oblisit. John passed 'ay.t. all of the
blocks. If each child. received' the same
of blocks how many blocks would each child gets

. Ask

- . .

child to restate for the class what is to be round..

(How many blacks would.each ,child get if John

passes out all of the blocks-and gives_-the saine.

number to each -child?) *-
. --

What information is given to help us -solve the

problem? (There are 96 blocks for 8- children.

-Would -it help to think about the.' blcicki 'as a 'set

with 96 members? What operation could we use?

(We could iaztition the set of;blocks' into.

equivalent subsets.)
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Display 93 sets'often and 6 :ones on the flannel board.

Is this:a_et equivilent to the set of bloCks?.(Yes.)

Encourage the children to discuss how they could part?tion the

set on the flannelboard into equivalent subsets. Ask a child
to write the equatibn which is.related to the problem.

(96 4 8 n)

. Through pupil participation bring out that each subset would

have one set of

\b
tep.and the remaining set of ten.andthesix

ones would Ue d to be separated evenly among the -'8. ,subsets.

This would involve exchanging one set of ten and the 6 ones
Y. '.

to 16.-ones. .Each- subset would then have 12 :members..

Have the equation completed-and.the solution to th roblem-

-stated.

(Each child would get' 12 blocks.)

Read the following story:

Mrs. March asked Molly to get the colored chalk'

ready to use. Molly was to. put. the.saMe number

of plebes in each of 6 small boxes. There,

were 75 pieces 132-the box of chalk that-Mrs.

March gave.to Molly. )Haw many pieces of .chalk

will Molly put in each of the small boxes?
.

Ask a child to write the equation which is'related to the problem.

'...t

. .

Using:.t .same-prOcedure aised fOr the first prob2& show a set

equivalrnt to the set of-Chalk:- (75 pieces:)...

Through pupil partiCipation.determine....that.eadhAUbsetwill.heve_

12 members and there are 1_3 members note used_ -.'

Suggest to the children that they think-about'WhaMbIlypigilwhat

do- if she had- 3 pieces of chalk 11t.:

Perhaps Molly knows-that,rthese-.arernew pieces of.

chalk and tgere.haSbeen po'chance for..th4'.to get
\.

broken.": She-.alsokmows- tha,sometimesMrs. March
.

suggests that it is easier to use the chalk when
. .

in shorter pieces.. What mightMolly'do?-
. - .
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(She might break each of the remaining pieces''

in half'and. put 7 piece of "chalk in each box.)

Ask a child to complete. thr equation.

(7511 -. 6' = 122)

The solution to the problem. should be stated. (Molly put.1.212
pieces of chalk kn. each of ,the-Small boxes.)

..,

Ask the children to think with you-abouta.different ending to

the story.

Molly has separated the chalk among the six boxes.

She has three pieces left. _Molly remembers that

Mrs. March has often asked the children to be.

careful not to break the chalk. Mrs. March '-

says that longer pieces are- asier to hold-in
z

your hand. Would Molly break the chalk then? .(No.

ICould we still, say, "Molly put 127 pieces o4
chalk in each of the small boxes," is the-

. . .

solution to our probfem?

(No, we will have to say; "Molly put 12 pieces

in each box and bad: 3 pieces of chalk left"..).

Draw the childrents attention to the equation 75,4- 6-= 121

and ask if this will have to be changed. thethe children-

understandthat the equation correct-as. it is. - The _equation

tells only about number, not about chalk. When the ",;-=". symbol
is. used the number on the left 'must be ctly equals' to the

number on the right.

This is a wonderful opportunity*to.show that the-equation is not

the. solution to the story prob1em.--, The equation helps-ua find

the number used to solve the story problem. 1.The aolution to

the equation May not be.a practical solution to, the story

probleM. ,_±n this case: we may choose a number near the solution
of the equation.

-Read the folloWing sto

',Tim and his 2' brothers-were each building. a
bird house. They needed screws: so Father vent to

the.'S`bore and 1;ought. '4 - dozen screwa. How many.,

screws- will each .boy= get?

4
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Encouragethe children to solve the problem using a-- procedure

similar to that used for-the first two problems. Determine how
many screws were in the set-of Screws. Talk about the number of
subsets and the4'number of members in'each.subset. Have the.
equation-written and the solution to the problem given.

(48 4- 3 = n, 16 = n/ Each boy will brTf.:. 16 screws.)

Continue by reading more about Jim, and his brothers:

Jim. and his 2 brothers wanted to put perches

on the houses for the birds.-to sit on. Father
`bought a package of ten pegs for the boys to use.

The boys wanted to put the same number of perches

on each birdhouse. Bow many perches could they

put on the houses if each peg will make one perch?.

After discussing the storyoask a. child to- write -the equation-and

complete the computation on the board.

( 1 0 4- 3= n , 3 3 = n)

Will the boys have 3 ir, rerches on their

birdhouses? (Nbo.the solution to the story'.

Problem..isthat the-boys will each -'-have three

perches and there will be one peg left over.)

Pupil's ttctk4 pake-.4.51: Go over the directions with

the children, read. the story problems if neCessary,and.

-direct-the .Chiidren'-tocamplete the page independently.

YOU should be constantly aware of-the fact that for.many
Story problems. there are several ways of:SOlving therm acid that

one way may be just as correct as another-way.' As long.,ias. the

child can explain how he reached-the conclusion he shOuld.-not

be forced to use a way that may seem more logical to'thd'ieaeher

or to another .child.

The-Thee child should be encau;aged to relate the equation to the

problem but he may.then show the same relationship between the

numbers using a: different equation.'

".1Write the following:equations on the boai-d:

27 = 3 x 2 7 4- 3 =



_ad this story to the children.

27 children were playing on the playground.

They decided to split into 3 small groups.

How many children were in each of the groups?
e"

Ask the children to indicate by raising their hands which

equation fits the problem. It is hoped that the children will

provide the information that either equation is correct.

Elicit from the children the explanation for each,, equation.

For example; = 3 x .itt You know that 'there are 27 children

all together and there are 3 groups. 27

children is the number of children'in each group,

3 times. You can use the equation :27 = 3 x n

to help solve the problem. 27 +-3 There are

27 children, all ether and there.are 5 groups.

If you'separate:the -rn,children into -3. groups

you will know how many children-in each group.

You can use the,equation .27 + 3 n to help

solve the problem:.

Complete the equations and haVe the solution to the prOblem.,
A

ttated:

(There were -9 _children in each groUpv)

pSing.theTollowing. story problems encourage the ch-fii'lretto

show different equations and explain hdw they couldbe.used to
.-.. .

help solve the problem.
A

/7
2.

Jim's team won the game Nk to 12z.. If each

touchdown counts 6 points how many touchdowns

did Jim's team make?

24_-= 6 x n 214 + 6 = n

-(Jim" s team made '4 touChdoWnS.1

Father drove at the.samespeed for 'hours and 5..

traveled 150 miles. -HoW.far.did'he.-driveeaCh

hour?



150 . 3 x n 150 4 3 . n
(Father drove 50. miles each:hour.)

Jane bad -9 pieces of candy foT each of 3 girls.
How mayiy pieces of candy will each. girl get?

9 3 jc n 9 4 3 = n

(Each girl got , 3 pieces of candy.)
.

Mary saw 15 _flowers in Mother's plant box. 4.

plants had no flowers and 3, plants each had,the

same number of flowers. If there were 15 flowers

on the 3 plants how many flowers were on each.

plant?

15 = 3 x n 1514- 3 ='n
.

(Each of the 3 .plants had 5- flowers.: on it.)

- .

5. John had 20. rocks in his rock collection. He

put them in a box in rows. Each of the 5, rows
had the-same number of rocks. How many rocks

we're' in each 'row? ....

20 = 5 x 5 =
(There were "4, rocks in each row"..)"

. ,

Mother put some.bacon on each of .6 plates._

put an eqUal nximber-_Of pancakes on each of .the

plates: All together site put -18 pancakes.

the plates. How many panCakes- were on each plate?

She

.18 = 6 x 21

.(Each plate had

18 4: 6

pancakes on it.)
r.
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Solving Problems

Write the equation that will help you- solve the problem.

Write the sentence that tells the solution to the problem.

al

L The 21 children on the playgrotingdecided to play a team game.,,

It_took- 6 children for each team. How many teams could they make

with the 21 children?
2 3n 3 7- .&a.fr7e.a.

2. Judy and 3 of her friends were playing house the back yard. Judy's

mother brought a plate of cookies for the girls to eat. Judy wanted

each girl to have the same number of cookies. There were 10 cookies

on the plate. How many cookies did-each girl get?
/0, 2-fl =2 77:1 2' 7, A

Mrs. White had 23 tulip bulbs to plant. She planted the same number

- of bulbs irvbach of three rows. HoW many bulbs dig-she plant in each
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